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There are in truth no incurable conditions…. 3744-2

This Circulating File consists of an overview and the Edgar Cayce psychic readings on
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consult a qualified health care professional before following any advice contained within this file.
Articles are included because the information supports the remedies and therapies described in
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Products may be purchased from Baar Products, the official worldwide supplier of Edgar Cayce
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Introduction to the Cayce Readings on
Health and Healing
No matter what illness or ailment concerns us, certain basic principles about
health and healing are relevant. These are the premises upon which all of the Cayce
health information rests. For those who would like to make a more careful study of
these basic principles, the recommended Circulating File is entitled Principles of
Healing. Here, in essence, are the ideas found in that file. They may prove to be very
useful to your study of the specific ailment that requires healing for you.
The first fundamental idea about healing requires that we maintain a creative
balance between two principles:
1. All healing comes from the infinite - that is, from attunement and harmony
with our spiritual source. The infinite is just as accessible and available in the
visible, physical world as it is in the invisible realm.
2. At the same time, each person must take responsibility for his or her own
healing process. No one can simply sit back and wait passively for healing to
occur.
This second principle - the need for self-responsibility - can take many forms.
For example, healing requires attunement, and no one knows better than ourselves
exactly what has gotten us out of attunement. Often, if we look closely at our lives,
we can see (without needing a gifted medical clairvoyant such as Edgar Cayce)
what's causing our illness.
To illustrate self-responsibility further, the human body has a marvelous,
innate drive to heal itself, but we've got to do our part to help. A broken bone will
naturally try to mend; however, the fracture needs to be set properly for the healing
to be complete and effective. Cayce stresses the healing ability of the body:
Remember, the body does gradually renew itself constantly. Do not look upon
the conditions which have existed as not being able to be eradicated from the
system. . . Hold to that KNOWLEDGE - and don't think of it as just theory that the body CAN, the body DOES renew itself!
1548-3
Another important principle relates to energy medicine, a new field for which
Edgar Cayce was a pioneer. His readings consistently speak of the roles played by
vibrations or vibratory forces - right down to the level of individual atoms. According
to Cayce, there is a type of consciousness that exists in each atom. Although most
of the passages about the atomic physics of healing seem rather esoteric, it might be
easier to follow the analogy of the attunement of a stringed musical instrument. A
violin or piano that is out of tune makes sour, discordant music - symbolic of disease
or illness. Just as a skilled musician can bring the instrument back into attunement,
we experience healing when our vibrations - right down to the atomic level - are
adjusted in a correct manner. In essence, all healing is bringing the vibrations into
harmony from within.
Balance among body, mind, and spirit is another key to Cayce's philosophy of
healing. For healing to be complete and lasting, we must recognize and meet the
needs of each of these three levels. Virtually no illness or disease can be treated
successfully at only one of these three levels.
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2008 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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What's more, Cayce affirms that the human body will naturally stay healthy and even rejuvenate itself - if a kind of internal balance can be maintained. “Dis-ease
“ starts when one part of the body draws energy from another part. One portion of an
organism may become overcharged with the creative life force, while another portion
becomes undernourished. The result is a gradual disintegration of the body and the
onset of illness.
The opposite of this sort of disintegration is rejuvenation. The readings assert
that we are continuously rebuilding our bodies. Within any seven-year period, each
cell is replaced. If we'll allow it, our bodies will transform any problem and resuscitate
any condition. But our ingrained habits usually block this healing potential - the
habits of action and, even more potent, the habits of mind.
What role do drugs and medicine play in the healing process? Cayce's
philosophy clearly sees a place for them, but warns of misunderstanding how they
work and of expecting more of them than is possible. Any healing method attempts
to create an experience of oneness, in hopes of then stimulating a similar response
in the body. For some people in some situations, a drug may be the best way to
accomplish this - just as in other cases surgery may be the best way to stimulate
healing. Medicines can be a practical application of the one life force. Occasionally
they must be very potent in their reactions in order to get the patient through an
acute illness. But Cayce from time to time encouraged people to consider the herbal
formulas he recommended to be tonics and stimulants, rather than medicines.
The dangerous side of medicines is their potential to diminish the body's own
healing work. This is what Cayce alluded to when he warned about “palliatives “ that
deceive the soul with half-truths and temporary relief. It's also what he meant when
he warned that we shouldn't come to rely on any condition outside of ourselves that
could be assimilated by the body inwardly. All of this is to say, take the medications
prescribed by the physician you trust. Keep in mind this thought:what those
chemicals can do is temporarily - and somewhat artificially - give your body an
experience of greater oneness.
Healing that really takes hold and lasts must come from changing one's inner
consciousness and vibration. That happens most effectively from consistent and
persistent human effort (that is, engaging one's desires, purposes, and will) something that pills all too easily allow us to skip.
These have been long-standing. Do not take the treatments just a few days,
or even a few weeks, and expect to be well - and then revert to old
conditions. But be consistent and persistent! Have periods when these will be
taken (that is, ALL of those things indicated) for two, three to four weeks.
Then rest by leaving them off a week. And then be just as patient and just as
persistent as though you were beginning all over again.
976-1
Cayce's healing philosophy includes other insights that can help us avoid
misunderstanding. For example, one principle states that the best treatment
procedures sometimes cause a temporary worsening of conditions. If we didn't
recognize this possibility, we might give up just before the benefits begin to appear.
A closely related principle states that when a body is re-establishing its attunement,
it tends to be more sensitive. Again, if we misunderstand that heightened sensitivity,
we might not see the good that is slowly being effected.
The mind is a focus of other healing principles. The unconscious mind plays a
role in many illnesses and diseases. One example of this is the karmic factor in
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2008 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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health problems. Memories from previous incarnations, stored in the soul mind, can
trigger problems in the body. Of course, we shouldn't go so far as to suppose that
every health challenge has past-life roots; nevertheless, the perspective of
reincarnation can help us understand what we could possibly be dealing with as we
seek healing.
The familiar Cayce axiom, “Mind is the builder, “ leads us to wonder exactly
which attitudes and emotions best foster healing. The readings emphasize several:
 Self-acceptance. As we rid ourselves of self-condemnation, we make room
for healing forces to enter.
 Optimism and hope. We're encouraged to expect healing.
 Patience. It's much easier and quicker to destroy health than it is to rebuild it.
We need to be willing to patiently invest whatever time is required.
Alongside these specific attitudes and emotions, we're invited to use the
creative potential of visualization to stimulate our own healing. The mind's imagemaking capacity can be directed in such a way that we “see “ the healing
transformation taking place. This is not something that's accomplished in a single
visualization session. Like all the Cayce health-promoting approaches, it requires
persistence and works best in conjunction with other healing methods.
Perhaps the most important principle of the mind's relationship to healing
concerns purposefulness. A person can experience temporarily an outer healing that is, in the physical body only - yet still be spiritually sick. What cures the soul? A
commitment to a purposeful life. Not just any purpose, but instead one that reflects
care for other people.
On occasion a reading from Cayce would pose this question to the person
who was ill: What would you do with your life if you were healed?
What would the body be healed for? That it might gratify its own physical
appetites? That it might add to its own selfishness? Then (if so) it had better
remain as it is. . . But first the change of heart, the change of mind, the
change of purpose, the change of intent. 3124-2
The position of Cayce's psychic source was simply this: Why correct the
physical condition unless there's also going to be an inner correction? People who
are looking for both inner and outer healing are the best candidates for restored
health and vitality. In Cayce's philosophy, healing should equip us to be more useful
to others.
With this ideal of service in mind, we might also wonder just how we can be
channels of healing to others. What principles govern our efforts to be healers to
those for whom we have concern? One principle is based on the spiritual
connections that exist between all people. It states that as we bring the experience
of oneness into our own consciousness, it can profoundly help someone else
experience oneness, attunement, and healing. Cayce's way of putting it was,
“...raising the Christ Consciousness in self to such an extent as it may flow out of self
to him thou would direct it to. “ (281-7)
For this to be most effective, the recipient must desire such help and have
requested healing prayer. Of course, we can always pray for someone, even if that
individual hasn't asked us. But it's important that we not assume we know what's
needed in any person's life. For one who hasn't specifically asked for prayer, we can
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simply offer prayers of protection and blessing, rather than try to direct healing
energies to that person or for a specific condition.
It is also important to remember that each reading was given for an individual.
It must be emphasized that no suggested treatments for any particular ailments
should be “lifted “ from any individual reading and tried by another individual except
under the supervision of and with the cooperation of a physician or licensed health
care professional. However, there were many suggestions that were given over and
over, and these can be studied to find how they apply to ourselves. These healing
principles can be grouped in four categories that referred to as CARE.
Circulation – moving the blood around the body through therapies such as
massage or spinal manipulation
Assimilation – encouraging the body to pull the proper nutrients from the food by
eating the proper foods and in the proper combinations
Relaxation – taking time to rest and let the body recuperate and counterbalance the
daily activities
Elimination – removing the waste products from the body through therapies such as
sweats, colonics, and fume baths
For more information about CARE and recommendations on the lifestyle
described in the readings, please see Dr. Harold J. Reilly’s Handbook for Health.
There are also many verbatim collections of the readings in other Circulating Files,
Research Bulletins, and Treatment Plans for individual diseases which may be
purchased through Customer Service at 800-333-4499.
The A.R.E. is interested in having all the material in the health readings
reviewed by physicians and health care professionals who also provide summaries
of their findings in the hope that the information may prove beneficial to others.
When time and finances permit it is planned to have all the information in the health
readings read by one or more physicians and the subject matter summarized.
Please send any feedback to
Library: Circulating File Desk
A.R.E.
215 67th St
Virginia Beach VA 23451 Or e-mail: CirculatingFiles@edgarcayce.org
To obtain health items mentioned in the readings, contact our official
worldwide distributor, Baar Products at 800-269-2502 or Baar.com.
We do not advocate a do-it-yourself process. Please seek out the advice of a
health professional before implementing any recommendation.
In summary, the Cayce readings remind us that our natural state is
wholeness and health. An innate wisdom within ourselves knows what's needed for
healing. We should expect to get well, and we should be willing to do our part to
make it possible. “Those that expect little of the Lord receive little; those that expect
much receive much - if they live it! “ 1424-1
Blessings,
A.R.E. Member Services Team
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Overview on Parkinson's Disease
by Eric A. Mein, M.D.
Parkinson's disease is a chronic, slowly progressive degenerative disorder of
the central nervous system. It was first described by James Parkinson in 1817,
and it carries his name. Originally known as "paralysis agitans, " it is often
referred to by this name in the Cayce readings or indexing. This illness affects
1% of the population over the age of fifty in the U.S. (roughly half a million
people), and ranks behind stroke and arthritis as the third most common chronic
disease of late adulthood. Parkinson's disease usually begins after the age of
forty, with peak incidence in the sixth decade. It has been observed in all
countries, all ethnic groups, and all socio-economic classes. In the majority of
cases, the exact cause of the illness is not known, but on occasion it can be
caused by or worsened by certain drugs (including neuroleptics), toxins
(including manganese and MPTP), and postencephalitis (especially in the years
from 1920-40, when many of the Cayce readings were given).
Parkinson's disease clinically is characterized by three cardinal features: a
resting tremor, rigidity, and slowness of movement (known as bradykinesia).
Onset of symptoms is often insidious, and the individual usually cannot specify a
beginning of symptoms. Often the person is not initially aware of the extent of
the ailment.
A slow "pill-rolling" tremor is the initial complaint in 70% of the cases, and it
can be on one side only. However, the rigidity and bradykinesia cause the most
functional impairment, affecting walking and other activities of daily living. Other
features of the illness arise from this, as well, including problems with swallowing,
writing, speaking with normal volume, and loss of facial expression and blinking.
Autonomic nervous system problems can include constipation, bladder
dysfunction, postural drops in blood pressure, and excessive sweating. A large
number of cases will develop depression, and roughly 30% develop a form of
dementia.
The most common finding at a cellular level is the loss of certain pigmented
cells in various locations of the nervous system. This includes clusters of cells
called the substantia nigra, the locus ceruleus, and the dorsal motor nucleus of
the vagus nerve. With loss of cells, these normally darker areas can visibly pale.
As an example, there are normally more than 400, 000 cells in the substantia
nigra, which can drop with normal aging to around 200, 000 by the age of eighty.
However, in the case of individuals with Parkinson's disease, this number is
always less than 100, 000. Many of the remaining cells change in their
appearance. There can be depletions of other cells, as well, including in the
sympathetic ganglia and several of the lower brainstem ganglia.
Of particular significance, these cellular changes affect the balance of
neurotransmitters. Specifically, many of the cells lost are involved in the
production of dopamine. Loss of dopamine is believed to cause an imbalance in
some other neurotransmitters, as well. The medication most commonly used
today for Parkinson's is L-dopa, a precursor of dopamine that can pass through
the blood-brain barrier. The body uses this medication to increase the amount of
dopamine in the brain.
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2008 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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The Cayce Readings on Parkinson's Disease
Review of the Cayce readings on this illness shows that 42 individuals
obtained 77 readings from Edgar Cayce in which their diagnosis was clearly
Parkinson's disease. These readings were given from 1923 to 1944. The
individuals seeking readings ranged in age from 23 to 73 years of age.
The most common cause of the ailment according to Cayce involved an
incoordination within the nervous system. While the pathology was within the
nervous system, the initial problems were described as being at a glandular
level. The Cayce readings saw the glands as playing the key role in helping the
body maintain its health through regeneration. The following are several
examples of how these different systems relate in Parkinson's:
(Q) What is the cause of this Parkinson's Palsy, as it is called?
(A) The gland secretions have been disturbed; and thus have brought for
the centers in both the reactions and coordinations between the
sympathetic and cerebrospinal system the incoordination there. These
must be GRADUALLY aided, you see; but soon we should not see the
necessity of those things that are only palliatives, for we will be adding that
which will be curative for the influences of the body.
(754-1)
These have to do primarily with the effect upon the glandular system. But
the destructive forces affect more directly the nervous system, owing to
the manner in which there is a deflection in the coordination between the
cerebrospinal and the sympathetic or vegetative nervous systems in their
reaction in the body.
(1555-1)
As we find, the conditions here have reached those stages where there is
no control of the voluntary nerve flexes from brain to the locomotory
centers, except when the body has lost its consciousness. This indicates
how and where those activities are disturbing in the body, in the patches of
the emunctory circulation that control coordination between sympathetic
and cerebrospinal nerve systems.
(4085-1)
In a few readings, other possible causes were given. These included mercury
poisoning, medication, and "infectious forces."
The most commonly prescribed treatments by Cayce were directed at helping
re-establish the coordination between the nervous systems and to stimulate the
glands to help with the process of regeneration. The two principal approaches
involved massage and use of the Wet Cell appliance. (These appliances can be
purchased from several suppliers of Cayce products. Also, see the separate
Circulating File on the Wet Cell appliance for more details about its use.)
Massage was recommended in 73% of the cases. Often undervalued
because of its simplicity, the Cayce readings described massage as being both
directly and reflexively beneficial to both the circulatory and nervous systems.
The massage oils most commonly suggested were olive and/or peanut oil. A
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2008 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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number of other ingredients were sometimes mixed in, including cedar wood oil,
sassafras oil, pine needle oil, witchhazel, and myrrh. The massage was usually
to be given along the spine, after a hot bath or sponging. Special attention was
to be given through the plexus regions in the neck and the low back.
The Wet Cell appliance was suggested in 64% of the cases. The Wet Cell is
essentially a battery consisting of metal poles in a solution of distilled water,
copper sulfate, sulfuric acid, zinc, and willow charcoal. This set-up produces a
very weak DC current. In most cases, this weak current was passed through a
"solution jar, " into which another compound was placed. With Parkinson's, as
with most chronic conditions involving the nervous system, this was usually gold
chloride (to be used in 90% of the cases in which Cayce recommended the Wet
Cell). Also suggested were camphor and silver (each 41%), atomidine (9%), and
witchhazel (4%). The nickel electrode was usually placed over the "umbilical and
lacteal duct plexus, " and the copper electrode was placed over one of four
centers along the spine. With gold in the solution jar, the copper electrode was
usually placed over the 9th dorsal vertebra. With camphor or silver, this
electrode was most commonly placed over the 2nd/3rd dorsal center.
While massage and the Wet Cell appliance were by far the most commonly
recommended applications, several other treatments were each mentioned in
about 12% of the Parkinson's cases dealt with by Cayce. Those treatments
included fume baths, atomidine, osteopathy, and the radioactive appliance.
[Note: the radioactive appliance produces no toxic radioactivity as the word might
imply. It is also available from suppliers of Cayce health products. See the
separate Circulating File on the radioactive appliance for details about its
construction and use.]
In regards to diet, the most common suggestion was to include foods high in
calcium. A Cayce recipe for "beef-juice" was occasionally given to help with
general debility. Advice on medications varied from instructions to continue on
their present regimen to holding off on starting medications until seeing if the
readings' approach was helpful.
When it came to Cayce making a prognosis about these cases, there was a
wide variation in predictions on how the individuals receiving these readings
would fare. Six of them were advanced enough that the suggestions were
principally to help provide some relief. With others, the readings were fairly
optimistic for improvement. Several individuals were told to expect significant
changes within the first one to three months of treatment.
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Parkinson’s
Cayce’s Four – Point Plan
by Ann Hunt
True Health, June/July 2006

A recent study of the most frequently requested health information from
the Cayce readings revealed that Parkinson’s disease is a chronic ailment of
great concern to our members. This is not particularly surprising in that over one
percent of the U.S. population over fifty suffers from this ailment. Every year 50,
000 new cases are diagnosed. It’s no wonder that many people came to Edgar
Cayce with this ailment, called at the time “paralysis agitans” as well as
“Parkinson’s Palsy.” Symptoms of Parkinson’s include muscle rigidity, tremors,
bradykinesia (the slowing down of movement and the gradual loss of
spontaneous activity), changes in walking patterns and posture, changes in
speech and handwriting, and loss of balance and increased falls.
In a commentary included in the A.R.E. Medical Circulating File on
Parkinson’s, Dr. Eric Mein reports that forty-two individuals came to Edgar Cayce
with a clear diagnosis of this disorder, making a total of seventy-seven readings.
The result is a substantial body of information on this debilitating disease.
Parkinson’s is a chronic and progressive neurological disease. It is
interesting that Cayce described an incoordination of the glandular system as
being a root cause of the breakdown of a proper coordination of the sympathetic
and cerebrospinal nervous systems, which is exhibited in Parkinson’s. One
Cayce reading explained the neurological incoordination as follows: “As we find,
the conditions here have reached those stages where there is no control of the
voluntary nerve flexes from brain to the locomotory centers, except when the
body has lost its consciousness. This indicates how and where those activities
are disturbing in the body, in the patches of the emunctory circulation that control
coordination between sympathetic and cerebrospinal nerve systems.
“There is then the lack of stamina in the supply of those tendencies or
energies that replenish through the glandular forces and to nerve force.” (4085-1)
Interestingly, Cayce also indicated in a small number of readings that
medication, mercury poisoning, and “infectious forces” might also be causes of
Parkinson’s. Current medical research, which is in a hot debate over the causes
of this disease, also lists certain medications and toxins, such as manganese,
carbon monoxide, and certain pesticides, as possible culprits. Research is also
looking at oxidative stress as a possibility, a condition in which free radicals
(unstable molecules) are either overly produced by a body or not properly
defended against. Could this be Cayce’s “infectious forces”? One can only
speculate.
Cayce’s Four-Point Therapy
Cayce outlined two physical treatments for Parkinson’s, made some
specific dietary suggestions, and recommended one nonphysical “therapy” that
together can constitute a complementary therapy regimen to the protocol
recommended by your medical doctor.
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The Wet Cell appliance was recommended in sixty-four percent of the
readings on Parkinson’s, per the commentary by Dr. Mein referenced earlier. As
you know, the Wet Cell is basically a battery with metal poles in a solution of
distilled water, copper sulfate, sulfuric acid, zinc, and willow charcoal. A solution
jar is connected, into which a curative element is placed. In the case of
Parkinson’s, the element was generally gold chloride. One reading was quite
specific, suggesting “use of the Wet Cell Appliance carrying the Chloride of Gold.
Keep this up for thirty minutes each day, preferably of an evening . . . The
attachments would be made as follows:
“The smaller copper plate would be attached to the 4th lumbar - that is,
the lumbar center; not the segment itself, you see, but the center, so that the
ganglia receive the impulse of the vibratory forces of the low electrical forces as
pass through same. The larger nickel plate, through which the Gold Solution
passes (in the proportion of one grain to each ounce of distilled water), would be
attached to the lacteal and umbilical plexus.
“The Appliance would be recharged every thirty days, and the Gold
Solution would be changed every fifteen days.” (1989-1)
Likewise, seventy-three percent of the cases brought to Cayce suggested
massage. One very specific instruction of this nature follows the above Wet Cell
instructions: “. . . massage the lower limbs, from the sacral area across the sacral
area, and especially down the sciatic to the feet and through the feet, and
especially in the muscular forces under the knee; with an equal combination of
Olive Oil and Tincture of Myrrh. Heat the oil to add the myrrh. This does not
mean merely to rub this combination on the body, but take thirty minutes each
time to gently massage all the body will absorb. Afterwards sponge off with a
weak bicarbonate of soda solution, and then - of course - with warm water, and
then a little alcohol; but preferably grain alcohol, not rub alcohol.” (1989-1)
Cayce also gave some very specific recommendations regarding diet:
“Mornings - citrus fruit juices or cereals, but do not eat cereals and citrus
fruit juices at the same meal. Coddled egg and very crisp bacon occasionally.
Whole wheat toast. Any of these. As the seasons progress, other fruits may be
taken in or with the cereals - or separate.
“Noons - only raw vegetables, or broths from mutton or fowl.
“Evenings - fish or lamb or fowl, with the leafy vegetables - only the leafy;
not the pod vegetables nor those that grow under the ground; though yam and
turnip may be occasionally included - but not white potatoes or the like. The
artichoke - both those above and below the ground are very well to include.
Especially about twice a week include in the evening diet the Jerusalem
artichoke - for the adrenalin [adrenal?] effect upon the metabolism and
katabolism of the body.” (1555-1)
Finally, Cayce gave one individual with Parkinson’s a suggestion that
would be well for us all to keep in mind, no matter what our aliment:
“Can it be healed? Yes, but the attitude of the body, the faith in the
Divine, must not merely be assumed or proclaimed - it must be practiced in the
daily life with others.” (3468-3)
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Parkinson’s Disease and the Wet Cell Battery
Statistics
Readings Indexed under Parkinson – 51 Individuals, 89 readings
217-1
229-1
576-1
754-1, 2
946-1
977-1, 2
1119-1
1433-3 thru 10
1465-1 thru 11
1471-1
1555-1, 2
1571-1
1618-1

1781-1
1838-1 thru 5
1870-1
1898-1
1989-1
2260-1
2491-1 thru 5
2619-1, 2
2931-1
3005-1
3011-1, 2
3016-1
3026-1

3083-1
3100-1
3284-1
3310-1
3321-1
3405-1
3450-1, 2
3468-1, 2, 3
3470-1
3491-1, 2
3593-1
3612-1
4068-1

4085-1
4371-1
4384-1
4424-1
4767-1, 2
4896-1
5464-1
5512-1
5517-1
5636-1
5640-1, 2, 3
5653-1, 2

Readings Recommending the Wet Cell Battery – 29 Individuals
229-1
946-1
977-2
754-1, 2
1119-1
1433-1 thru 9
1465-8
1618-1

1838-1, 2, 3
1870-1
1989-1
2491-1 thru 5
2619-1
2931-1
3011-1
3016-1

3310-1*
3321-1
3405-1
3468-3
3470-1
3491-1, 2
3593-1
3612-1

4085-1
4371-1
4384-1
4424-1
4896-1

Solutions Recommended for use with the Wet Cell Battery
No solutions – 6 individuals
Gold and camphor, alternate – 6
Gold and Atomidine (a form of Iodine), alternate – 4
Gold by itself – 3
Gold and Silver, alternate – 3
Gold, Atomidine, and Camphor, alternate – 1
Gold, Atomidine, Camphor, and Witchhazel, alternate – 1
Camphor and Atomidine, alternate – 1
Camphor and Silver, alternate – 1
Camphor (15 days), then alternate Gold and Silver (30 days) – 1
Iodine by itself – 1
Iodine suspended in the Wet Cell, alternate Gold and Silver solutions– 1
*Radioclast, not the wet cell battery, is recommended with gold and silver.
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Details: Solutions, Placement, and Time Variations
(Solutions are alternated if two or more, Atomidine and Iodine are the same)
229-1 Male, no solution 2ndCervical, plain charcoal, 90 minutes
754-1 Female, gold/9thDorsal 20-30, camphor/2ndCervical, 35-40 minutes
946-1 F, no solution, 4thLumbar 20 minutes twice a day –36 days (gold orally)
977-2 F, no solution, 2ndCervical 20-30 minutes, 20-30 days
1119-1 F, no solution 4thDorsal & extremities, 30-60 minutes, 26 days
1433-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 F, iodine 9thDorsal, 30 minutes, 28 days/5 days off
1433-6, add gold, now gold and iodine
1433-7, continue
1433-8, continue
1433-9, continue
1465-8 M, gold 4thL, iodine 3rdC, camphor 9thD, 30 minutes, 60 days
1618-1 F, gold 4thL, 20 minutes, camphor 3rdD, 30 minutes, 90 days
1838-1 F, gold, 4thL, iodine 9thD, 30-40 minutes, 90 days
1838-2, continue
1838-3, continue
1870-1 M, gold 4thL, camphor 9thD, 30 minutes, 60-90 days
1989-1 M, gold 4thL, 30 minutes
2491-1 F, gold 3rdD Tues., iodine 4thLumbar Thurs, 30 minutes
2491-2, 3, 4, 5, continue
2619-1 F, gold 9thD, silver 3rdD, 30 minutes
2931-1 M, gold 4L & 2D, 20minutes each, No charcoal. 3xweek
3011-1 M, (radioclast not wet cell), 2x gold, 1x silver
3016-1 F, gold/L, iodine/9D, camphor/2D, Witchhazel/2ndCervical, 30 minutes
3310-1 camphor Lumbar 45 min 15dys, gold/silver 9thD, 30 min/30days, repeat
3321-1 M, silver 3C, camphor 4L, 30 minutes
3405-1 F, gold 9D, camphor 3D, 30 minutes
3468-3 M, iodine suspended in W/C, gold 9thD/silver 4thD, 30 minutes
3470-1 F, gold 9thD/camphor 2ndD, 30 minutes 2Xweek
3491-1, 2 M, gold/silver 9thD, 30 minutes
3593-1 F, gold 9thD/iodine 4thL, 30 minutes
3612-1 F, camphor/iodine lumbar, 60 minutes
4085-1 F, gold 9thD/silver brachial center, 30 minutes
4371-1 M, gold (unusual placements), 90 minutes
4384-1 F, no solution (ankles and wrists), 30 minutes or longer
4424-1 M, gold (ankle or wrist), camphor (opposite ankle or wrist) 60 minutes
4896-1 M, no solution, attached to wrist and ankle, 60 minutes

“The vibrations of Camphor and Silver may stay the condition; though it will be rather
hard on an extremely disturbed physical and mental body, unless there is a good
massage given the body even while the application of the Silver is being made.” 3321-1
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Parkinson's: ‘Like Lazarus, I'm coming alive!’
by Jan Radtke
Venture Inward, November/December 1997
My symptoms - overwhelming exhaustion after any physical activity as
simple as taking a shower, diminished clarity of speech, lack of physical dexterity
and coordination, and a constant tremor on my left side - certainly got my
attention. They made it difficult for me to lead an active life as a psychotherapist,
a volunteer in church and community activities, a teacher, and to keep a busy
social calendar. I constantly found myself drained of energy and stamina and
unable to push myself into the physical reserve as I had done so many times
before. Because of my history of excellent health, these symptoms perplexed me
and my medical doctors. In 1992, an astute neurologist finally labeled them as
Parkinson's disease (P.D.). I had some knowledge of Parkinson's disease since
my father, in his latter years, had
been diagnosed with this disease;
and my paternal grandmother had
also displayed Parkinson’s
symptoms. But not me -1 argued
that I was too young at 49 to have
this geriatric disease.
I knew enough to know that I
wanted to be very cautious about
taking the medication recommended
by most neurologists, the dopamine
derivative Sinemet. Sinemet is a
double-edged sword. It helps some
people with P.D. some of the time
but causes permanent disfiguring
dyskinesias (continuous
uncontrolled and often painful
jerking muscular movements of the
extremities, tongue, and head).
Many medical and lay persons now
feel that a major drawback is that
the drug actually causes additional damage to the neurons of the brain. For these
reasons I refused the medication for three years until I felt that I had no other
options.
Sinemet gave me the ability to coordinate my body's movements for
approximately 45 to 60 minutes at a time, enabling me to perform an activity like
getting dressed. However, a rebound effect subsequently occurred that actually
increased the uncoordination, tremor, and fatigue. I began to carefully structure
my day around my “on” time (a phrase often used by those on Sinemet), doing
what had to be done - bathing, food preparation, seeing clients - in this precious
“on” time. If I waited until the 45 to 60 minutes passed, my body would be unable
to do something as simple as untie a twisty tie securing a loaf of bread.
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Parkinson's disease causes disability by gradually and inexplicably killing
dark cells near the base of the brain, called substantia nigra, producer of
dopamine. Like the household lubricant WD-40, dopamine provides fluidity of
movement. Without dopamine, I was robbed of the ability to perform the simplest
of tasks. Tying my shoes, rolling over in bed, getting in and out of the tub, and
driving a car became Herculean feats.
By late 1995, it took every ounce of my energy simply to dress, bathe, and
prepare food. Even with medication, after each such activity I had to he down
and rest for an hour or so in order to regroup for the next activity. I managed to
see a couple of clients a day, for I loved my work and found incredible
satisfaction in helping my clients. But I knew the time was fast approaching when
I would have to give up the career I had worked so long and hard to actualize.
A series of losses last year, including the unexpected death of my father in
January and the death of my life work in February, plunged me into a deep, dark
chasm of depression. I experienced feelings of uselessness as well as grief. I
identified with job's wailing to God. I found moments of solace with prayer,
meditation, reading scripture, and by writing poetry and painting during “on”
periods.
In only a few years I had metamorphosed from owning a thriving,
satisfying business and enjoying an active lifestyle to no income, applying for
disability, and living a recluse's life, rarely leaving the house. I had stopped
driving due to the inability to coordinate movements.
Being of an independent nature, I hesitated to honestly share the depth of
my dilemma. Once I shared how desperate my situation had become, the
outpouring of support from my family, friends, and neighbors was overwhelming.
Friends bought and prepared food or took me to the grocery store, dentist,
doctors, and church. They wrote checks for bills, took me for outings, or came
over for a cup of tea and to pray together. Neighbors did my yard work and
picked up books at the library. One of the brightest experiences of my week was
when my friend Normale and I visited a friend at the nursing home. I felt as if I
had something to give someone else for a change.
My illness created a willingness in me to become more open and more
creative to pursue avenues that offered even a hint of healing. I was familiar with
alternative medical approaches since I had been involved in acupuncture for
years. I now ventured into Reiki, craniosacral massage, chiropractic, hypnosis,
homeopathy, Chinese herbs, psychic readings/ healers, and kinesiology.
My dear friend, Diane Kowalski, a member of A.R.E. for years, suggested
I explore Cayce's approach to Parkinson's disease. The next day I joined the
A.R.E. My initial response to the readings for Parkinson's disease was mixed.
Cayce described various protocols: massage, the Wet Cell appliance, diet, living
one's ideals, prayers, and service. Yet there were no success stories of people
recovering from Parkinson's symptoms. I decided, nevertheless, to order the Wet
Cell appliance and began my own treatment program. After a few months of
stops and starts of my Wet Cell, I was contacted by the Meridian Institute about a
research project on Parkinson's. I applied the next day, and Diane, a selfemployed horticulturalist (“Gardens by Diane'), drove me to Virginia Beach and
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served as my support person during the week-long A.R.E.-Meridian conference
last November.
When we arrived, Kieth VonderOhe's service-oriented manner and
hospitality set the prayerful tone for a wonderful week. Throughout the
conference, Diane and I wondered if we were experiencing a fantastic dream. I
experienced an instant connection with most of the attendees and felt
immediately comfortable in sharing intimately as if I had known them before.
Psychic Mary Roach later confirmed this observation, saying that we had been
together in previous lifetimes. Four of us close in age giggled, played, and talked
into the night about our lives.
The staff of David McMillin, Eric Mein, Carl Nelson, Doug Richards, Tom
Dewey, and Kieth presented a conference that Diane said “was a 10 course
meal, with each course more scrumptious than the last.” We experienced the
nurturance of the Cayce diet with Gabrielle Drinovan's miraculous culinary skills.
We learned the Cayce food principles, such as not to eat animal protein and
starch at the same meal (no bread, rolls, potatoes, or rice when meat is served),
and how to keep the body alkaline by eating fruits and vegetables as 80 percent
of the diet.
The week was filled with Wet Cell applications, breath-work, attitudes and
emotions, ideals, Cayce diet, healing prayer from the Glad Helpers, meditation
before breakfast and lunch, daily dream work at breakfast, a chiropractic
adjustment, a steam bath and massage at the A.R.E. Health Services
Department. The climax for me was when David McMillin read reading 4085-1. 1
knew at that moment that Cayce's protocol would work for me. Cayce prescribed
alignment of mental attitude, daily applications of the Wet Cell appliance
alternately with chloride of gold solution/ nitrate of silver solution, and a thorough
daily massage following the use of the appliance. Having studied this disease
since my father's diagnosis, I had never read or heard of any promise of cure for
this progressively debilitating neurological disorder. And yet Cayce said: “If there
is that attitude of bringing help and of keeping helpful forces through the periods
when the applications are made, we may eradicate almost entirely this deficiency
that is called the Parkinson's disease.” (4085-1)
But fear crept in: How was I going to have the energy and strength to
integrate these complicated protocols into my life? I also knew that my old
independent nature would have to yield to be able to accept the help I would
need. There was no way I could massage my own back. I would have to deal
with my issues of asking and receiving if I was going to heal. My choice of life or
death was clear. Was I going to be stoic and go it alone and not actualize
Cayce's God-given recommendations, or was I going to let others into my life by
asking for their help?
When I returned home, I prayed, got out my church bulletin, and began
making phone calls for help. Again, I was overwhelmed by the response: 19
people now help implement the Wet Cell protocol into my life. People volunteer
as they can; some come monthly, others weekly - yet another lesson for me of
life's abundance.
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Using the Wet Cell, which is like a low-voltage battery with the voltage of a
flashlight, I sometimes feel a tingling in my extremities and a sense of peace and
calm. I meditate during the one-half hour application time and return from the
experience feeling blessed by God's presence. I have made the Wet
Cell/massage a priority in my life and rarely missed any days using them.
The dietary principles, other than giving up sugar, were easier to apply
than I expected. Like many persons diagnosed with P.D., I crave sweets,
especially pastries. When I ate sugar, I quickly felt a surge of energy but
subsequently dropped like a lead weight and felt my valuable stamina and
strength drain away. Eliminating white sugar and drastically limiting other sweets
(honey and maple syrup) have been crucial to my body's healing.
I have always eaten a fairly healthy diet, so I found the recommended
foods not a dramatic change. I had been eating organic fruits, vegetables, and
grains for years. The amount of vegetables Cayce recommended was, however,
a shift. Since cleaning, chopping, and preparing vegetables was labor intensive,
friends offered to do this and store the vegetables ready to use into zip-lock
bags. This gift helped me conserve energy for other activities.
My meals became simpler: oatmeal or fruit for breakfast, a salad for lunch,
and some protein (lamb, fish, poultry) and steamed vegetables for dinner. I
savored every bite. Between meals I carefully squeezed in six to eight glasses of
water with lemon juice to keep my bowels regular and provide my body cells
enough liquid for proper functioning.
After applying the Cayce protocols and Wet Cell appliance /massage for
five months, I found that some aspects of healing were very subtle and others
dramatic. The most dramatic for me has been regaining the coordination to return
to driving my car. As energy and coordination permit, I now drive to the grocery
store, to a doctor's appointment, or to church. On many days my voice is stronger
and more audible. I am able to write checks for bills or write a short note in
cursive with more ease, and do my own food shopping and food preparation.
Most nights I can turn over easier in bed, consequently waking up fewer times at
night. I am able to get out of the tub with less struggle. Although my energy,
stamina, and coordination are still unpredictable and I have not been able to
return to work, I feel a pervading sense of inner peace and strength knowing that
God's presence is a given in my life.
I have found this healing journey to be one of peaks and valleys. Some
days I can do many of the activities listed above, and on other days the only
activity I can perform is to pray and meditate all day, since that is all my body will
allow. For me, this healing experience has not been a graph continually climbing,
rather, a line that runs a very jagged zig-zag course.
I was not alone in benefiting from the Cayce regimen. Several of the other
nine participants in the program shared their results. “My health and happiness
grow stronger each day, ” says Glen Goessman of Kirkland, Washington. “I can
tell even after this short a time that good changes are happening in my body. The
Wet Cell works! My smile has returned and I'm sharing it with my friends. I am no
longer such a 'dead pan.' I have more stamina. I require less sleep. My eyes are
stronger; they don't cross as much and I can do more reading. Miracle of
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miracles, my sense of smell has returned! ... I am more aware that the Lord
walks with me.”
Marissa Richardson of Durham, New Hampshire, says: “I have moved
even more clearly into absolute certainty that healing is taking place or will take
place. I have the sense, actually, that this is the final chapter in my seven-year
quest for this healing. Physically, I go longer periods between doses of Sinemet,
some improvement in energy and experience of movements when I'm tremor
free!”
Judith Iovonna of Meridan, Connecticut, writes: “Less rigidity, more great
days as opposed to 'not so great.' More relaxation. An inner awareness that I will
be fine. Also a concern and heartfelt feeling of wanting all of our group to heal.”
I am encouraged by periodically talking to David Atkinson of North
Carolina, who has dramatically recovered from ALS, an “incurable” neurological
disease, since he used the Wet Cell/massage therapy. He is an inspiring
example of what Edgar Cayce stressed in reading after reading for P.D., that we
must apply the healing protocols “consistently, persistently, prayerfully.” He also
said, “Don't give up!” - important words for those of us diagnosed with P.D. or any
chronic illness. I will continue the Cayce remedies until the “still, small voice”
within directs me otherwise.
But already I feel like Lazarus. I have come alive again and, bit by bit, am
regaining strength, stamina, and coordination. I felt God's hand placed upon me
in blessing to be able to be a part of this experience.
~
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“My Battle to Overcome Parkinson's Disease”
by Joseph Chevola
Venture Inward, March/April 1995
When Joe Chevola at 59 contracted Parkinson's disease, an
incurable progressive neurological condition, he was in such a
weakened condition that it ended his working career - but not his
useful life. A novel adaptation of Edgar Cayce's advice has
restored his strength and vigor.
In 1977, I moved to Elgin, Arizona, built
a house, and went to work as a sheet metal
worker in a copper mine. By 1983, I noticed
that I began to tire easily, and while eating
meals I often dropped my utensils, causing me
a great deal of embarrassment. In mid-June, I
reported to work at a copper smelter. The work
day began at 6 A.M. and lasted until 5 P.M.
Although I had a fairly restful night's sleep at
the motel after my first day's work, the next
morning I was virtually exhausted after a half
hour's labor. I continued working but by late
August, saliva began to flow out of the corners
of my mouth, and became a torrent when I
talked. I knew something was very wrong.
When I arrived home for the weekend,
my wife Elizabeth, a registered nurse,
recognized that I was developing a
neurological problem and urged me to see a
physician. I wanted to wait a month until
completion of the job, but I did not last that
long. Two weeks later I came home. I spent most of the day resting and sleeping
as I was too tired to do anything else. By the end of the week, I felt like I was
beginning to slide downhill rapidly.
I saw a neurologist at the University Hospital in Tucson in mid-February,
1984. The diagnosis was that I was in the early stages of Parkinson's disease.
What a shock! I was only 59 years of age.
I was given a regimen to follow and a medication called Semenet which
they hoped would stabilize my condition. It was a disaster to my system so I
tossed it into the trash can. When I told the doctor of my reaction to Semenet, he
gave me a newer drug. It met the same fate.
I was losing my strength to the point where I could not crush an aluminum
can with my hand. This was highly unusual for me, as I had developed a very
powerful grip in my right hand from cutting heavy sheet metal with hand shears
for 25 years in the sheet metal trade. In fact, the spread between the thumb and
the first finger of my right hand is an inch greater than the spread of my left hand.
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Realizing my days of working in my trade were at an end, I went to the
Social Security office to apply for disability benefits. Tested for my physical
strength, I failed miserably. I could no longer work, I was told, and received a
disability clearance.
As an A.R.E. member of many years, I looked through my “Black Book, ”
[a compilation of readings extracts on various topics titled the Individual
Reference File] but could find nothing on Parkinson's disease. I wrote to my good
friend Dr. Bill McGarey at the A.R.E. Clinic for help. I knew all about the Clinic
and the fine work they had done because Elizabeth and I had both worked there
from 1972 to 1977, she as a nurse, and I as a maintenance man and massage
therapist. I also took over the A.R.E. tape library that Lester Babcoke had started.
I edited some 3, 000 lectures on subjects taken from the readings. I also taped
the annual medical symposiums at the A.R.E. Clinic. When one of the attending
physicians was concerned that the tapes might get lost or destroyed accidentally,
one doctor said, “No problem, all we have to do is put Joe under hypnosis and
play them all back.”
My interest in Edgar Cayce actually had started long before when I read
The Story of Bridey Murphy in 1953. 1 wrote to Hugh Lynn Cayce, who sent me
some extracts on dream interpretation. In a short while I was able to interpret my
own dreams.
In 1957, while attending a conference at A.R.E. in Virginia Beach, Bob
Adriance, A.R.E.'s business manager at the time, offered me a job renovating the
Cayce home on Arctic Circle, before it was put up for sale. The Association had
just moved its offices to the old Cayce hospital.
I accepted the job, and lived at the old hospital until the renovation job was
complete. While working on the Cayce home, in the room where Edgar Cayce
gave his readings, I had my first meditative breakthrough. Lying on a pile of
broken plasterboard after lunch, the warm sun streaming through the window, I
felt my third eye suddenly open and I had a vision that I didn't understand, a
symbol that jumped a sprocket like a movie reel gone haywire. I was so surprised
that it closed as quickly as it had opened.
That night, lying in bed on the top floor of the old hospital, contemplating
my noontime experience, I heard footsteps coming up the stairs on the outside of
the building. The footsteps continued as though someone had walked right
through the door and into the room and stopped by my bed. I had the feeling that
whoever the visitor was, it was no one to be afraid of. Suddenly, I felt a hand
brush my hair in a very loving manner, and instantly I knew it was Edgar Cayce.
Next day, I told Hugh Lynn Cayce. “Yes, that was him all right, ” he assured me.
From then on I had a close feeling about Mr. Cayce.
So when Dr. McGarey sent me some of his readings, I studied them
seriously. They suggested a regimen of diet and exercise. During that period
Elizabeth had reconstructive surgery on the third cervical in her neck. In order to
strengthen her neck muscles, her physician prescribed swimming. Exercise was
also prescribed in the readings. So we enrolled in a spa in Sierra Vista and used
it four evenings a week and on Saturday, where I began doing mild water
aerobics in the heated pool for about 10 minutes, followed by 10 minutes in the
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hot tub. After the hot tub immersion, I sat in a chair to cool down as the tub
temperature was 104 degrees. This was followed by a 10-minute sauna bath. I
ended with a warm shower before going home. I got a restful night's sleep, and
by adhering to this regimen, I began to slowly regain my strength.
I also paid more attention to my diet, eliminating red meat and wine - that
was the extent of my imbibing - and following the Cayce diet, including lots of
vitamin A, E, and C.
The readings also suggested meditation on certain biblical passages for
that individual who asked for the reading, and using the wet cell appliance or in
some cases, the radioactive (impedance) appliance. The readings further
suggested that the users of the appliance build it themselves in order to put their
own vibrations into the construction of it. If constructed by someone other than
the user, it was to be constructed in a prayerful, meditative manner.
This may not seem important, but there is a case in point. Among the
members of the first Study Group, founded in Norfolk, Virginia, was Marsden
Godfrey, who constructed a wet cell appliance for another group member. Upon
using the device, this person had a violent reaction. A reading was given. The
reading said to destroy the appliance, have Marsden make peace with his wife,
and construct a new one with a prayerful attitude.
Marsden, it seems, had had a violent argument with his wife and stormed
out to his workshop. While in this stormy state of mind, he constructed the
appliance, unwittingly putting all his negative emotions into the appliance, which
stored it like a charge on an auto battery. This negative energy was released into
the body of the unsuspecting user of the wet cell.
Reading 4021-1 that Dr. Bill sent me said that attitude played an important
role in the healing process: “Then [as to] the attitudes of the body: Know that
there is within self all healing that may be accomplished for the body. For, all
healing must come from the Divine. For who healeth thy diseases? The source of
the Universal supply. As the attitude of self, how well do ye wish to be? How well
are ye willing to cooperate, coordinate with the Divine influences which may work
in and through thee by stimulating the centers which have been latent with
nature's activities. For, all of these forces must come from the one source, and
the applications are merely to stimulate the atoms of the body. For each cell is as
a representative of a universe in itself. Then what would you do with thy
abilities?”
With this admonition in mind, I began to prepare for the next step in my
quest to get well, and that was the appliance. One morning while meditating in
the upper room of our home, I saw in my mind's eye a copper pyramid with a
large quartz crystal mounted above the apex. I realized that this object was being
given to me in lieu of the wet cell appliance, yet I questioned whether I should
make use of it. I closed my meditation and reexamined the readings. In reading
4757-11 found this answer:
“The conditions, however, that face the body for that of material help to the
physical forces of the body, enabling the body to again get hold of self, self's own
construction, as to create or enliven the forces in system as to overcome or to
meet the emergencies as they arise, to prepare self to meet the various
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contingencies that come from the afflictions or forces that manifest in the body: In
meeting these there must be held and known that all healing, all resuscitating
forces of a body must come from the Divine within, and to some this may come
only to those who are enabled to gain such a consciousness from within that will
make for constructive forces, doing away with passiveness, even in the physical,
by holding to the Divine, as to bring healing in the wings. These conditions,
however, as we find, may be aided by the use of external forces; for all power
emanates from one source.
“So, as has been given, that which makes even the electronic energy that
man knows as electrons or energy in electricity, which may be used as a
convenience, as a necessity for man's experience - is of God itself. In awakening
dormant forces, then, those forces in nature of whatever radiation necessary to
awaken within a physical being that portion that will enable the individual to gain
that vision, or to lay aside those things that so easily beset in a physical
consciousness and gather a vision of that from over the way, that from the
beyond, that dwells within; for think not who will ascend to bring Him to us, or
who will go beyond the sea that He lives, but He is in thine heart, within every
atom of thine own being, and that awakening from within will enable the
individual to gain that consciousness, knowing that committed unto Him is safe,
and He is able to keep that committed against every condition that may arise
within our own experience?”
This reading recalled an experiment I had performed at a conference in
Phoenix in 1974. A lecturer had set up a tubular frame pyramid. A speaker on
dowsing happened to leave his dowsing rods on the table. I picked them up and
knelt down at the center of the base of one side of the pyramid. As I moved the
rods toward the base center, they swung 90 degrees from each other and
pointed toward the corner. I got the same results performing the same method on
the remaining three sides. It occurred to me that the energy entered at the center
of the pyramid's base, and moved to the corners.
Getting inside the structure, I sat tailor fashion in the center, holding the
rods over my head. They began to rotate clockwise. Obviously the energy
entered the pyramid at the base, moved inward to the center and upward, exiting
out the apex or where the capstone would be located.
In the readings on ancient Egypt, the capstone was said to be composed
of copper, uranium, and gold, lit by a cosmic fire on religious holidays by a
method known only to the Atlanteans. It stands to reason then, the Atlanteans
knew how to utilize this energy.
So, I built the pyramid I had seen in my meditative state, but on a much
smaller scale compared to the powerhouse used in Atlantis. My pyramid is made
of copper, 12 inches on a side at the base and eight inches tall. It rests on a
copper plate. On top of the apex I mounted a six-inch-long copper water pipe
with a copper plate on top. On the plate stands a large quartz crystal, six inches
high. I mounted my pyramid on the roof of my house, positioning one base side
true north where it would receive maximum sunlight during the day.
Next I attached a copper insulated doorbell wire to the base of the pyramid
with a small copper plate on the other end, and a second wire with a nickel silver
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plate was attached at the other end to the plate on which the crystal sits. I ran the
wires down the side of the building through a small hole in the wall, into the
meditation room. To use the device, I attached the plates to my body as you
would if it were a wet cell - the nickel plate above the navel, the copper plate on
my back. I can feel the energy sometimes as a slight tingling sensation.

My theory about how it works is simple: The body energy emanating from
the ninth dorsal is transmitted to the base of the pyramid. Combining with the
spiral energy within the pyramid, it exits through the apex and moves up into the
crystal. Heated by the desert sun, the crystal acts as an amplifier and returns the
stepped-up energy to the nickel plate placed over my lacteal duct. By amplifying
the body's energy, like the wet cell appliance and the impedance device, it
rebuilds nerve cells.
When I meditate while using the device, I use the prayer which the
readings said was over the entrance to the healing temple in the time of Ra Ta in
Egypt: “Lord, lead thou the way. I commit my body, my mind to be one with thee.”
With the diet, exercise, appliance, prayer; and meditation in operation, I
needed one other modality, massage. In our ranching community, one has to
travel to the city to receive such treatment. Ten miles down the highway at the
Cactus Flower, a small one-cook, one-waitress cafe where I socialize with many
friends for breakfast, a young woman came in one morning carrying four books
on the art of acupressure massage. She was completing a course in massage
therapy, she explained, and would soon be taking patients. Two weeks later we
began a schedule of bi-monthly acupressure massages. Reading 5568-5
suggests the spine be rubbed “very thoroughly, not in the ordinary treatment as
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of manipulation, but with a more coarseness, so that we will stimulate the nerve
ends as they function through the muscular portion of the body.”
This is what acupressure massage does, stimulating the nerve system at
key points along the body. My recovery was quite rapid. After two months of
bimonthly massage we went to a monthly basis until she left the area a year
later.
It has been 10 years since I built my pyramid. I use it on and off as a
rejuvenating aid when I get tired from gardening or working on projects around
the house. After a half hour of applying it to my body, I feel quite energized and
can resume my activities.
Since adopting the Cayce regimen, I have regained my strength and
muscle tone - I can crush an aluminum can in my hand again - and I feel more
vigorous than I did 10 years ago. I think my progress verifies reading 1599-1:
“There must be in the heart, in the mind, in the soul of every entity that
which is its ideal, its god, its trust, its hope! And they that trust in themselves
alone are not wise! Rather know who is the author, then, of thy wisdom. Who is
the keeper of thy hopes? In whom have ye believed?”
~
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INDEX OF READING 217-1 M 62
ACIDITY
Appliances: Radium XX: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 9, R2

Cold: Congestion

Par. 4

Diet: Acidity
: Meatless: Acidity

Par. 10, 11
Par. 11

Intestines: Enemas: Acidity

Par. 12

Names: People Mentioned: Schmidt, Mary Wallace Par. B1
Osteopathy: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 8, 15

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Prescriptions: Alcohol, Grain 85%: Acidity
: Medicines: After Effects: Indigestion
: Potassium Bromide: Acidity
: Potassium Iodide:
: Ragweed:
: Sassafras Oil:
: Sugar, Beet:
: Tolu, Balsam Of:
: Water, Distilled:

Par. 10, 11
Par. 4
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11
Par. 10, 11

SPINE: SUBLUXATIONS
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BACKGROUND OF READING 217-1 M 62
B1. 4/26/28 Wife wrote GD: “Your aunt, Mrs. Herman Schmidt [Mary Wallace
Roberts Schmidt], gave me some reading matter of the Ass'n, which you sent her
lately. I am very much interested in the work, and believe in it. Kindly send me
some literature. Here is another address of a person very much interested, and a
Theosophist... “
TEXT OF READING 217-1 M 62
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his office, 115 West 35th Street,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 22nd day of May, 1928, in accordance with request
made by self - Mr. [217].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Mrs. Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mr. L. B. Cayce and
Dr. Thomas B. House.
READING
Time of Reading 11:15 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
1. GC: You will go over this body carefully, examine it thoroughly, and tell me the
conditions you find at the present time; giving the cause of the existing
conditions, also the treatment for the cure and relief of this body.
2. EC: Yes, we have the body here.
3. Now, we find there are conditions causing disturbance in the physical
functioning of the body, and these may be corrected to that point or condition
where there will be the more near normal reaction in the physical forces of the
body.
4. These conditions, as we find, are rather of the complicated nature; or there are
many conditions that lend themselves to the disturbances as are existent. Chief
of these have to do with the improper incentive received in certain nerve plexus,
produced by subluxations existent in the cerebrospinal system. These conditions
are the first cause. The activity of cold and congestion, with the improper
incentive to nerve centers and plexus, have produced other conditions that are at
times equally or more disturbing. These have been doctored, or there have been
given properties to correct THESE conditions without considering that - with the
correction of one condition - there was improper coordination in others, that have
only changed the activity of the trouble or the condition in the system. Hence we
find a digestion that is bad. This is more from properties that have been taken IN
system than from the condition.
5. Also we find the disturbance with the blood supply of the body. These
conditions, while more aggravating in their activity, are reflex conditions, and
were all the conditions considered as a whole - and the proper corrections made,
and consideration given the disturbance to the digestion and to the blood supply we would find better reaction in the system. The character or nature of the
condition as is created in the blood supply is to cause an over-acidity, and this
produces these conditions as exist in various portions of the body; as WELL as
the hindrance to the normal functioning of the nerves and blood supply with the
sensory system.
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6. The digestion and its reflex is rather that of - with the over-acidity, with the
improper eliminations the reflexes in the muscular and nerve tissue and sinew of
the body. Hence these conditions have been termed or given many names. The
body improves at times - there are days when it is a great deal better. The
incentive of the whole system being improper, the body is often considered very
indiscreet as to the activities and to the movements of the body for the better
conditions; yet this very activity is that which often keeps the body going.
7. Then, to meet the needs of the conditions at the present time, there will be
found that it will be necessary to CHANGE the condition as conditions change in
the system toward correction, and we will continue for a period to have good
periods and bad; quick responses at times, and again seemingly worse. These
are, as seen, conditions that must arise from the very nature and from the length
of time these conditions have existed in the body, and have gradually builded
same in same.
8. First we would begin with deep manipulations, osteopathically given, to correct
those subluxations as exist in the 7th, 8th and 9th dorsals, and in the lower
lumbar, as WELL as that in the upper cervical. The principal subluxations
existent are in the 7th, 8th and 9th dorsal. The others are rather of the
sympathetic nature.
9. We would use also those vibrations for the blood supply and nerve system that
are found in the Radium Active Appliance. Use the Double X Pad.
10. For the diet - this must be looked after very carefully, as also must the
eliminations as are set up in the system. Prepare medicinal properties as this:
11. To six (6) ounces of ragweed, or ambrosia weed, add sixteen (16) ounces of
distilled water. Reduce by simmering (not boiling) to one-half (1/2) the quantity.
Strain and then add two (2) ounces beet sugar dissolved in two (2) ounces hot
water. Cut three (3) drams Balsam of Tolu in three (3) ounces grain alcohol
(85%) and add to THIS, before adding to the rest of the solution:
Sassafras Oi1........................20 minims,
Iodide Potassium 10% solution........30 minims,
Bromide Potassium 10% solution.......10 minins.
(These quantities appear small for conditions, yet their reaction with the other
conditions in system are sufficient.)
This then added to the solution. The dose of this would be half (1/2) teaspoonful
three (3) times each day, at least an hour before each meal. Eat the meals, but
be very careful that little or no meat - no FLESH, anyway - passes into the
system, until the system is cleansed properly. Broths, or the JUICES of meat,
may be taken. As much green vegetables as the body is able to assimilate,
especially of carrots, beets, lentils, onions, celery, parsley; such as these.
Tomatoes may be taken in MODERATION, provided not too highly seasoned.
12. At least once each third day cleanse the system with an enema.
13. Do that.
14. In thirty days we would give further instructions.
15. Take the manipulations and adjustments every other day during that period,
and the ADJUSTMENTS should only be made every second treatment - see?
16. We are through for the present.
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REPORTS OF READING 217-1 M 62
R1. 5/28/28 [217] wrote: “...I have Parkinson's Syndrome according to the
judgment of three doctors. Am preparing to carry out your instructions... “
R2. 8/3/28 The Radium Appliance Company informed us that Mr. [217] had
ordered the Radium Pad.
R3. 10/28/70 GD's note: We did not hear from Mr. [217] again except indirectly.
My aunt wrote that he was discouraged by his doctor from using the treatment
recommended in the reading.
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INDEX OF READING 229-1 M ADULT
Anemia: Tendencies

Par. 5

Appliances: Wet Cell: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 8--10, 14-A

Circulation: Poor

Par. 6

Eliminations: Incoordination: Parkinson's
Disease

Par. 6, 13-A

Healing: Consistency & Persistency

Par. 7

Locomotion: Impaired: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 3, 6

Nervous Systems: Sympathetic: Parkinson's
Disease

Par. 6

Paralysis: Preventive: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 3, 10

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Physiology & Anatomy: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 6, 7

Psychosomatics: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 2, 6
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BACKGROUND OF READING 229-1 M ADULT
B1. 2/3/27 Mr. [943] brought him for a reading. Apparently he was suffering from
what was considered to be Parkinson's disease.
TEXT OF READING 229-1 M ADULT
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at the Halcyon Hotel, Miami, Florida,
this 3rd day of February, 1927, in accordance with request made by self - Mr.
[229].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Mrs. Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mr. [229], Mr. Peters
and his son, Mr. [943], Mr. Mohr.
READING
Time of Reading 10:50 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Florida.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here.
2. Now, we find there are those conditions in the physical forces of the body that
cause distress in many ways. While the physical suffering is not always so
severe, the anxiety and the undue expectancy of conditions gradually creeping
over the whole system produces great mental anguish that is severe in itself to
the physical well-being of the individual.
3. Now, we find there are apparently many complications that go to make up the
physical conditions, yet these to be met or combated with are of a specific nature
to prevent that form of paresis in the physical locomotion.
4. Now, these, then, are conditions as we find them in this body. First:
5. IN THE BLOODSTREAM, this we find below normal in the quantity and in the
makeup, or the constituents or elements show the effect of poor circulation in
various portions of the system, as well as an inability of the bloodstream to clarify
itself through various portions of the organs.
6. IN THE NERVE SYSTEM, in this we find the greater cause of disturbance, for
in this the attack of those conditions that are to bring about those troublesome
conditions in the body, or those that prove the most detrimental, is the attack as
is made on the sympathetic nerve system - not only from the standpoint of the
mental anguish, but of the physical conditions as exist, or as were produced by
cellular forces not coordinating. Hence producing those disturbances that bring
on the distress in the lower extremities, and especially from that center above the
lower ganglion in the 2nd sacral, for there the centralizations of conditions have
brought about disturbing elements. In the effect as is produced from this hindered
cellular condition, the radiation to the locomotories in the lower extremities, as
well as reflexes to the digestive system, to the various portions of the elimination,
cause the distress in circulation, the troublesome conditions as are existing
through the pelvis and the organs of the pelvis, in the disturbing conditions of the
normal functioning of the liver and of the kidneys; for a disturbance
sympathetically to the plexus as governs the hypogastric and pneumogastric,
and also those of the mesenteric system, produces poor elimination, and
misdirected elimination. The capillary circulation becoming nil at times, through
the high hepatic condition produced.
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7. To meet the needs of the various conditions, as we will find, will take care,
persistence, and consistence in the application of those correct vibrations
necessary to bring about an equilibrium in the nerve system and a cleansing of
the blood supply, that the system may build more resistance, for with the
constant drain on the system in the present condition, and without a vibratory
rate raised to the extent that there will be created a reserve, the system gradually
loses its ability to meet those hindrances in the physical forces of the body.
8. We would, then, apply first those vibrations as will be found in that prepared in
this manner: [Wet Cell Appliance]
9. To two (2) gallons of rain water, we would add:
Copper Sulphate...................1 pound,
Sulphuric Acid C.P................1 ounce,
Common or ordinary zinc..........15 grains,
(small amount, but this we begin with at the first),
Plain Charcoal...................10 ounces. (Clarifies solution).
10. This should be kept in a glass container - preferably a container an inch to
two (2) inches taller than the quantity of solution - with a wooden cover. In this we
would place a one-half (1/2) inch bar of carbon steel, and a one-half (1/2) inch
bar of nickel. To the ends of the bars protruding above the board cover attach
wires (copper insulated). To each of the ends of the wire - that is, to the ends not
attached to the posts or anodes - attach plates of nickel. These plates each day
shall be attached (one would be the larger - which is attached to the nickel anode
or post - and attached to the umbilicus; the other attached to the 2nd cervical) for
at least one hour and a half. No vibration will be experienced at the time of this
being attached attaching the one to the cervical first, see? After three (3) days
there may be some nausea felt, but keep this up for at least six (6) weeks,
changing solution at the end of three (3) weeks and adding three (3) more
DRAMS of the zinc at that time.
11. After the six weeks change as will be brought by the changed vibration in this
body of [229], we would then give that necessary to overcome those conditions in
the physical forces of the body.
12. Ready for questions.
13. (Q) Is there any organic trouble at all with this body?
(A) Only as a secondary nature, produced by the incorrect vibrations set up in
system by the misdirected eliminations and conditions created by same.
14. (Q) Should the battery be attached each day?
(A) The battery should be attached each day, preferably as the body lies
down to rest.
15. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 229-1 M ADULT
R1. 10/8/70 GD's note: We never heard from him again.
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INDEX OF READING 576-1 M ADULT
ANEMIA
Ash: Animated: Parkinson's Disease: Tendencies Par. 11, 13
Doctors: Bechtell, Ray H.: M.D.
: George, Henry III: D.O.
: Shroyer: M.D.
: Simpson: M.D.
: Wakefield, O.M.: D.O.

Par. R4
Par. R7, R8
Par. R4, R5
Par. R2
Par. R7, R8

Electrotherapy: Diathermy: Substitute
: Medcolator
: Short Wave: Substitute
: Elliott Machine:
: Prostatitis
: Violet Ray:
Parkinson's Disease: Tendencies

Par. R7, R8
Par. R7, R8
Par. R7, R8
Par. R7, R8
Par. 12, 13, R7, R8
Par. 11, 13

LOCOMOTION: ATAXIA
Names: Organizations Mentioned:
Medco Products Company

Par. R7, R8

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
PROSTATITIS
Sedation: Prostatitis

Par. 16-A
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BACKGROUND OF READING 576-1 M ADULT
B1. 5/31/34 “First, I want to know what my physical disabilities are - they seem
to be located within the abdomen - and they cause me continuous pain. Second,
I want to know if there is any chance for permanent relief and cure...to be healed
from the constant pain, provided there is a likelihood I may be healed - if no hope
of a cure the pain does not matter, for I will soon pass on unless I can get relief. “
TEXT OF READING 576-1 M ADULT
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 8th day of June, 1934, in accordance with request made
by self - Mr. [576], new Active Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc., recommended by Miss [350].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mildred Davis
and L. B. Cayce.
READING
Time of Reading 4:00 to 4:20 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ohio.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [576].
2. Now, in describing the conditions as we find that disturb the physical forces of
the body, it will be at times difficult to differentiate between cause and effect.
3. But that which may be helpful or beneficial will first necessarily be palliative;
then as conditions change there should be a more specific application for greater
or more specific corrections in the disturbing factors in the physical functioning.
4. These, then, as we find that disturb - and the conditions that are aggravating
and being aggravated - affect the system in many directions.
5. Then, these are the conditions as we find them with this body, [576] we are
speaking of:
6. The BLOOD STREAM is rather deficient, though the pulsation is very good for one of its age, demean, and the conditions that disturb; yet the pressure in the
blood supply is abnormal.
7. We find the NERVOUS SYSTEM in very much of a disturbed condition,
produced by - and producing - conditions in the system. There are pressures that
exist from irritation in the glands of the system, especially as to the nature of the
control in the sphincter muscle forces, and the kidney and the bladder activity.
These, as we find, are in a state of irritation such as to produce - in the lumbar
plexus and through this in the locomotary axis - not exactly digitan (?), [paralysis
agitans, or Parkinson's?] not the “stumbling steps “ yet a tremor in the walk and
in the activity of the body is such as to give rise to an affectation very similar to
these at times. Not locomotor ataxy [ataxia] exactly, yet the step and the
movement in the whole body is somewhat akin to this, from the pressure and the
poisons produced by the pressure; for the glands are swollen at times, thus
preventing the normal flow or activity of eliminations either through the kidneys or
the alimentary canal, and these affect internally the nerve system through the
various plexuses that become involved by the conditions that exist there.
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8. We find also at times, from properties it has been necessary to take, a
tendency rather for deterioration in the activity through the eliminations as related
to the circulation between the liver and the kidneys proper; so that the
clarification of the blood supply in its passage from the arterial and venous
circulation is not always normal, neither is the vision nor the activities as related
to digestion unaffected by the nerves, as well as AFFECTING the organs thus
disturbed by this nerve reaction.
9. In the ORGANS of the body we find all under a stress of nervous reaction, or
from deterioration, by the inability of the system to produce the proper
resuscitation for reenlivening the body as it has been or IS and has been under
the general stresses from time to time.
10. Then, in meeting the needs, as we have indicated, first the applications will
be more of the palliative nature. As they tend to make for changes in the general
system, and the quieting of the activities that have been disturbing factors, then
we may give the more specific applications; dependent, to be sure, in these
changes, as to the reactions the body has to things that we would find would be
applicable to the better needs of the body in the present.
11. First we would begin with the Animated Ash, an eighth grain taken morning
and evening. Empty the powder from the capsule or container onto the tongue
and wash down with a sip or swallow of water. After the evening dose we would
apply the plain violet ray over the upper portion of the lung, forward and
backward; that is, over the chest, down to the sternum or to the upper portion of
stomach; the back from the base of the brain to the 9th dorsal area, you see; two
minutes on either portion of the body. This will make for the better clarification of
the blood supply and the stronger pulsation to all portions of the system.
12. Also we would begin and have at least ONCE each day those applications of
the tubes that would be used for the infectious forces that arise from the gland
conditions, you see; using the Elliot machine and the RECTAL tube - this for the
glands there, you see. This should be applied each day for thirty minutes to one
hour, and the heat in same may be increased to about a hundred to a hundred
and ten degrees, you see.
13. After following these applications for two to three weeks - that is, the Ash, the
violet ray and the Elliot machine appliance for those activities as indicated - then
we would give further instructions.
14. The diet and the general activities would be as outlined heretofore by others
for the body, in keeping that easily assimilated and body building.
15. Ready for questions.
16. (Q) Is there chance for permanent relief and cure?
(A) As we find, while those conditions in the rectal area are in the prostate
disorder (prostate glands), this will reduce to such a nature that it will depend
upon the reaction as to whether this can be made permanent or not. As
indicated, palliatives first. The sedatives that have been necessary at times will
necessarily be taken, but gradually be weaned out.
17. (Q) The continuous pain seems to be located within the abdomen.
(A) As we find, this is in the glands here, as indicated; hence will need the
high rectal tube, you see.
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Do this as we have outlined, and then - in three weeks after beginning the
treatment - we would give further instructions, [576].
18. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 576-1 M ADULT
R1. 6/15/34 The reading coincides in general terms with the diagnosis of my
physician, my surgeon, and my osteopath, but only in part. My walking, however,
is not a tremor nor is it ataxic like locomotor ataxia, but rather slow from bodily
weakness.
The reading arouses hope, which my other diagnosticians deny as to ultimate
recovery, therefore I shall proceed with my investigation, hoping that I shall not
find the expense involved prohibitive. If it is I shall be out of luck, regardless as to
what it may promise.
R2. 7/8/34 Letter to EC:
... Avenue, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. Edgar Cayce Virginia Beach, Va.
Dear Mr. Cayce:
“It will interest you to know that I have finally learned that the Elliott machine
is made in Detroit. My last letter to Dr. Shorell was forwarded to the makers of
the machine who advised me in a letter, received Friday, July 6, that one of its
machines has been in use at the Dayton Miami Valley Hospital for several years.
That evening I went to the hospital, talked with the trained operator of the
machine, and the physician in charge. The latter could not fix the price in the
absence of Dr. Simpson, who will return in a few days, when I will call on him and
learn the cost for three weeks' treatment. If it be in excess of my limited means,
of course I'll be out of luck, when I shall have to ask you for a substitute, if such
be possible.
Please advise me as to whether or not it will not be the proper course to drop
all other treatments while yours are being administered? At present I'm taking a
tonic for my heart five or six times a day, and a tablet to increase the action of the
kidneys, and a suppository to be inserted in the rectum for the prostate gland.
Naturally, I would prefer to drop all other treatments when I begin to use yours,
and I hope you will so advise.
Thank you for the literature which arrived a few days ago.
The mother of the young woman [951] whom you healed of arthritis called a
few evenings ago and told me about her daughter's case. But the assurance from
Miss [350] was all that I needed to convince me of your reliability and ability. “
Yours sincerely, Mr. [576]
R3. 7/29/34 Beginning with July 17, I have taken, twice a day, the Animated Ash,
and the violet ray treatment once a day. The latter I have paid for in books.
Otherwise I would not have been enabled to do so.
The Miami Valley Hospital refused to give me the treatment with the Elliott
machine for the reason given by the physician in charge of the machine that it
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would be an “experiment!“ And he at the head of the Research department! A
more assinine excuse - not reason - it would be difficult to mention!
Fortunately, however, my physician learned that another doctor in Dayton has
been using the Elliott machine for about three months for just such cases as
mine and with gratifying success. I went to him and told him that I had a well
selected library of some 1500 volumes from which he could choose a sufficient
number to pay for 15 or more treatments at $3.00 each, but that I had no cash.
He has agreed to take his pay in books. Thus far I have taken four treatments:
July 23, 25 minutes at a temperature of 110; July 24, 25 minutes at 120; July 26,
25 minutes at 125; July 27, 35 minutes at 125 degrees. I am to take the 5th
treatment July 30.
Assuming that you would have me do so, I have acquiesced to his judgement
as to frequency, temperature, and duration of each treatment, as he is guided by
his experience with the few cases like mine that he has treated with the machine.
He tells me that, during the three months he has used the machine, he has cured
worse prostate troubles than mine, and that, in his judgement, he can cure my
prostate trouble.
The only notable improvement that I have been enabled to note with
assurance is a gain of five pounds in weight. There is no noticeable diminution in
the pain. That continues, night and day. Nor has there been any other noticeable
improvement. Yet I shall continue all three treatments for the two or three weeks
suggested by you, when I will report, and then await, with keen interest, further
advice from you.
If, in the meantime, you have other suggestions to offer I shall be glad to
receive and obey them.
With all good wishes, I remain, “
Sincerely, [576]
R4. 8/31/34 Letter to EC:
... Avenue, Dayton, Ohio
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Your cordial and friendly letter of August 3 was most welcome. I have waited
till the first course of treatment was finished before replying, which will account
for the belated reply.
Your prescription has been followed as nearly letter-perfect as possible. The
Carbon Ash and the violet ray treatment were commenced on July 17, and the
Elliott machine treatment a few days after since which date I have had 20
treatments, the last one having been given last Monday, August 27. Dr. Shroyer,
who gave the treatments, thought it better to wait two weeks before continuing
them, so I'm expected to begin again with the Elliott machine treatments one
week from next Monday, and will do so, provided it meets with your approval.
While the improvement has not been all that I had expected and desired yet
there has been marked change for the better which my wife and my friends have
noticed, as well as Dr. Shroyer who has given the Elliott treatment and also by
Dr. Ray H. Bechtell, who gave the violet ray treatment. Up to the first of last week
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I had gained seven pounds, but I lost two pounds the week following, due, I think
to a slight attack of diarrhea.
On the whole I'm greatly encouraged. Furthermore, I believe if I had not had
your assistance I would have passed on before this. I feel that you saved my life.
I can't put it stronger than that….
With unmeasured gratitude and with warmest regards, Sincerely, [576]
R5. 9/10/34 Letter to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Your cheery, friendly, and considerate letter of Sept. 8 radiates the spirit of the
Master. It is quite evident that you not only believe in the Golden Rule but live by
it. You exemplify the real meaning of the word believe as related to the Master's
teachings - to believe is to live by….
When I first called on Dr. Shroyer who has given me the Elliott machine
treatment I followed the advice of my regular physician and did not disclose the
source of the prescription as he thought it might prejudice Dr. Shroyer as it
evidently did the research man at the Miami Valley Hospital who refused to treat
me. But today I told him about you and your work. He manifested a keen interest
and requested the privilege of reading your first diagnois, which, of course, I will
show him tomorrow. Evidently he is broader-minded than the other chap at the
hospital. He asks this question: Is prostate more fibrous than lymphoid?…
Gratefully yours, [576]
R6. 9/14/34 See 576-2.
R7. 2/22/45 Memo to GD:
DR. HENRY GEORGE III [D.O.] 2212 Baynard Boulevard Wilmington, Del.
The Elliott Treatment is a technique intended to produce high local heat with
water. It consists of a water heating container, a motor driven pump and gauges
and valves for the control of temperature and pressure. Vaginal and rectal
application of rubber are placed in these body orifices after enemas or colonic
irrigations have been given to cleanse the intestinal tract. Mechanical distention
up to three or four pounds pressure or what is comfortable for the patient is
produced and the temperature which commences at about or slightly above body
heat is raised to 130 or 135 degrees F. The treatment usually lasts a half an hour
and are usually given three weekly. They are effective in certain pelvic
inflammatory diseases, rectal and prostatic conditions. Because of convenience
most doctors probably prefer shortwave diathermy.
R8. 7/5/78 GD's note: Dr. O. M. Wakefield (D.O.), Virginia Beach, Va., tells me
that the old diathermy years ago was replaced because of its interference with
radio and TV stations. The new machine, which is a much improved one, is
called a Medcolator. [It has taken the place of the old diathermy and sinusoidal, i.e. the old short wave machines. It is manufactured by: MEDCO PRODUCTS
CO., TULSA, OK.]
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BACKGROUND OF READING 754-1 F 62
None.
TEXT OF READING 754-1 F 62
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at the David E. Kahn home, 44 West
77th St., Apt. 14-W, New York City, this 30th day of November, 1934, in
accordance with request made by the daughter - Miss [...], new Associate
Member of the Ass'n for Research & Enlightenment, Inc., recommended by Mr.
[2588].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Hugh Lynn Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mrs. [754]'s
daughter.
READING
Time of Reading 3:20 to 3:45 P.M. Eastern Standard Time. New York City.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here, [754].
2. Now, as we find, the physical conditions of this body that disturb and prevent a
better normal functioning are rather a complication of disorders and distresses.
At times the body responds to this or that application and some portions of the
disturbing factors are bettered, yet there are still those incapacitations for better
physical activity that arise from disturbing forces which will be seen. Then again
we will find other conditions where there are portions aided. And then, as it were,
there will be a reversal to further distressing conditions. Some have called the
condition neurotic, and others have termed it a portion of that condition wherein
the mental application takes on every ill of every nature at one time or another;
for such does become a portion of the body's disorders, as also do those things
that may be helpful to the body.
3. These, then, are the general conditions as we find them with this body, [754],
we are speaking of:
4. The BLOOD SUPPLY we find surcharged with poisons that have arisen and
do arise from the varied incapacitations through the activities of the general
physical forces of the body; as at times there is a neurasthenic reaction from a
tautening of the muscular forces about the limbs. Not altogether a neurotic
condition, or what may be said to arise from the contraction of muscular forces in
the extremities of the body; for it is rather deeper-seated in the organs of the
body itself.
5. We find the NERVOUS SYSTEM very much under a stress and strain; and at
times there are the reactions to the nerve forces when the body is disturbed by
its inability to hear all that may be said concerning its own conditions or the
activities of those about her, and when the body feels as if it were a drudge or
drain upon the activities of others - so that the responses become a repression
and a depressing. And the irritations that arise are the attempts of the body at
times to declare itself, as it were. These are merely the reactions from distortions
and pressures in the nervous system finding their outward expression.
6. As to the ORGANS themselves of the body, we find:
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7. In the organs of the sensory system, as indicated, at times there is very little
response. As others the sensory reactions are very acute, and they bring to the
whole activity of the system a SYMPATHETIC response.
8. As to the throat, bronchi, lungs and larynx, here we find the poisons at times
make for very short breathing; at others very heavy, apparently making a great
distress through all these portions of the system. And the body feels as if there
separations, again the sinking spells, and then again as if buoyed up for the time
being through sympathetic reaction.
9. In the digestive system do we find very poor assimilations at times; at others
very good response. Yet there is the incapacity of the body to make the proper
application of these things to the regular order or use of the system; so that to the
body itself this becomes a real worriment.
10. In the organs of the pancreas do we find a basic seat or cause for the
disturbing activities of the body at times.
11. Hence the heaviness and slowness of the heart action is an increase of the
circulation through the hepatics; that is, between the liver and the heart itself, as
in relationship to the activities of the pancreas WITH the organs of the
assimilation through the liver and kidney area.
12. These are, then, EFFECTS; and yet very little of the basic causes have been
reached - or those that first began years ago to cause the distress, first through a
rheumatic reaction and then again those influences that brought to the
extremities a contraction in the muscular forces - more like nephritis in the lower
limbs, so that the lower circulation became involved and then the pelvic organs
became involved. And all these brought about the general sinking conditions.
13. So, most of the applications have been for quieting the body; yet without
adding any either curative or sustaining influences so that the sedimentary
[sedative?] reactions have brought about in the organs much of that which
appears as the distressing condition at present.
14. Then, in making applications that we find would bring the greater rest, and
real help or aid to the body, it will require a great deal of patience, persistence,
and even charity - as it were - towards those responses that will be made by the
body to those assisting in making the applications. For at times there might be a
great deal of berating, even as to the requirements or needs. But if these
treatments will be carried out in a persistent manner, we may bring many, many
days of quite a different reaction to this body - if these will be applied in the ways
and manners suggested.
15. From time to time it will be necessary that there be changes, as there are the
responses in varied portions of the system for the sustaining and making for the
reactions as to be helpful to the body. But these changes in treatments will be
given through these sources, if the treatments will be carried out in a
conscientious and a consistent and a persistent way and manner.
16. First we would begin with the application of properties through the Wet Cell
Battery; for this low form of electrical vibration will make for greater rest without
the necessity of adding those things that become as greater and greater drosses
for the body, but will begin with the basic activity of those influences that have
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kept and do keep the life vital forces active as principles in the physical body
itself.
17. In the application of this Wet Cell Battery we would carry both the Chloride of
Gold and Spirits of Camphor; these not together, but one would be applied one
day and one the next day.
18. One day the smaller copper anode or plate would be attached to the 9th
dorsal center, first; while the larger nickel anode or plate, passing through the
Chloride of Gold solution (in the proportion of one grain to one ounce of distilled
water) - that brings to the nerve impulses and to the glands of the body itself
reactory forces to the system, would be attached last - in the umbilical center, or
over the lacteal duct - four fingers from the navel, upper portion, to the right side
of the body; so that what is assimilated by the body is carried into the circulation
with the vibrations from the Gold - which is a portion of all nervous energy in the
body itself, see? The application in this manner would be every other day, for
twenty to thirty minutes; not over the thirty- minute period.
19. The next day (or the day in between the Gold applications), the smaller
copper anode would be attached to the 1st and 2nd cervical plexus - first, so that
the glands of the head, the throat, the entrance to the brain's influence itself
would be affected or drawn from; while the larger nickel plate, passing through
the Spirits of Camphor (full strength) would be attached last, on the 4th lumbar
plexus - so that all the activities that make for the coordination between the
sympathetic and the cerebrospinal will be acted upon by these low electrical
vibrations. And the applications in this manner would be for at least thirty-five to
forty minutes every other day.
20. Each evening when the body is prepared or is ready for the regular retiring,
or for the regular preparations for the rest in the evenings, we would massage
the whole of the cerebrospinal system with a compound that would be prepared
in this manner:
21. To 6 ounces of Russian White Oil as the basis, add - IN THE ORDER
NAMED, and in these proportions:
Witchhazel...................1 ounce,
Oil of Wintergreen...........1 ounce,
Oil of Cedar Wood............1 ounce,
Kerosene Oil.................1 ounce,
Oil of Sassafras.............1 dram.
These will tend to separate as they stand; but before using, shake well
together and then pour a small quantity in an open container and massage just
what the body will absorb. Begin from the head, along the spine; somewhat
around the throat, at the glands, lower portion of the gland activity of the thyroids.
Then massage, when coming to the 9th and 10th dorsal area, around the area of
the diaphragm. Also, when coming to the lower plexus or the locomotory centers
from the 4th lumbar, let the massage extend along the sciatic nerves to below
and under the knees. These will make for a great deal of rest for the body. These
should be given at least once each day, as the body is ready to rest.
22. As to the diet, keep those things that have been indicated - which make for
the better.
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23. Less and less use the sedatives that make for the periods of rest that have
been necessary. But when these treatments are used as we have given, we will
find less and less necessity for inducing rest in such a manner; although the
sedative must be GRADUALLY diminished, to be sure.
24. When these treatments have been followed for thirty-six days, and the whole
of the battery charge has been used in the two solutions, then we would give the
changes necessary for this body.
25. Ready for questions.
26. (Q) Is there any relief for her constant pain - her binding pains?
(A) As indicated, with these applications we will find a great deal of relief will
come in a very short period; not all, because the conditions are not such that just
a pill or the like would relieve entirely, but gradually the greater relief may come.
For the basic influences that have caused these conditions are from the very
activity of the glands, that must be brought back to nearer normalcy. And the
greater portions of the applications have been for the effects and not for the
causes. But with these rubs and these applications as indicated, in five to six
days we will see a great deal of relief from these pains.
27. (Q) Will the treatments as suggested help her to walk?
(A) Will eventually; not in the first four or five days, but eventually. Before
twenty-one or thirty days, with the following of these treatments, we will see a
great deal of difference in this direction.
28. (Q) Will the treatments relieve her speech?
(A) Relieve the whole general conditions of the body!
29. (Q) What is the cause of this Parkinson's Palsy, as it is called?
(A) The gland secretions have been disturbed; and thus have brought for the
centers in both the reactions and co-ordinations between the sympathetic and
cerebrospinal system the incoordination there. These must be GRADUALLY
aided, you see; but soon we should not see the necessity of those things that are
only palliatives, for we will be adding that which will be curative for the influences
of the body. Do these, and in thirty-six days we would give further instructions.
30. We are through for the present.
(11/30/34 GD's notes: Let us hear when the treatments have been followed as
given for thirty-six days, so we may make an appointment for a Check Reading to
give further instructions.)
REPORTS OF READING 754-1 F 62
R1. 3/11/35 Daughter's letter to EC: “...I believe it was the latter part of
November, 1934 that you gave my mother, [754], a reading at Mr. Kahn's home
at 77th St., New York City. I do say that mother has gotten worse since then and
really cannot get hardly about from room to room now.… I've been advised to
write you and have a Check-up reading. Of course, I stopped massaging her
spine the second week of February seeing that she was getting so feeble on her
limbs, and I truly felt quite ill at ease about that….“
R2. 3/27/35 See 754-2.
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INDEX OF READING 754-2 F 62
Appliances: Wet Cell: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 3, 4

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Work: E.C.: Readings: Physical: Not Followed

Par. 4--6, 8-A
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BACKGROUND OF READING 754-2 F 62
B1. See 754-1 on 11/30/34 and subsequent Reports.
TEXT OF READING 754-2 F 62
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at the David E. Kahn home, 44 West
77th St., Apt. 14-W, New York City, this 27th day of March, 1935, in accordance
with request made by the daughter, Miss [...], Associate Member of the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Hugh Lynn Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Lillian A.
Morse.
READING
Time of Reading 11:40 to 11:45 A.M. Eastern Standard Time. New York City.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here; this we have had before, [754].
2. As we find, there is not a great improvement upon those conditions as we
have had here before; while there have been periods, and a part of the period
when there was a great deal of improvement, owing primarily to the mental
attitude of the body as related to its general condition and the applications as
made.
3. The applications of the Wet Cell forces, as we find, for the creating of the
variations in the reaction to the gastric flows through the digestive system and
the eliminations and activities there, have not been CONSISTENTLY adhered to.
For there have been periods when this has been left off; there are periods when
there is not the proper attention paid when the applications are made. Then there
is the tendency for the relying upon sedentary [sedative?] forces or influences of
conditions from without the system to allay those pains.
4. As we find, if there will be the adherence to the rubs in the MANNER indicated,
and the applications of the active forces from the low electrical forces in the Wet
Cell AS INDICATED, these will bring the better conditions for this body.
5. The body in its mental forces has been dependent upon those influences from
without. And unless there is supplied that which can gradually reduce the
necessity of the use of these, then there can be little or no help. For with the
system creating within itself those necessary changes in that assimilated through
the effluvia and the humor of the blood supply itself for energies that become
active with the gland secretions, to resort to other measures instead of allowing
the restorative activity to those portions where there have been hindrances in the
locomotion causes improper coordination between the two; and brings rather a
severity of pain to the body.
6. Either adhere to the suggestions given, CONSISTENTLY, or revert to the old
positions or conditions. DO NOT attempt to mix same so much.
7. Ready for questions.
8. (Q) Any other suggestions for this body?
(A) We would keep, then, those things as suggested, in the MANNERS as
indicated. Either give this, then, the fair trial, HONEST trial, or FORGET it! [GD's
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note: Both of Mrs. [754]'s readings had been given by EC without charge, due to
the daughter's hard luck story and EC's friendship for Mr. [2588]].
9. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 754-2 F 62
R1. 6/3/38 [754]'s daughter's letter to EC:
“About three years ago or more, a reading was given my mother at the home
of Mr. David Kahn, then living at 77th Street, New York City. Mr. [2588]
recommended the reading to me at the time, as he is, and still is, a friend of
mine. Mother is no better and I'd appreciate it if I could get a copy of her reading.
Would there be any possible chance of another reading? I'm in no position to pay
at the present time and anything you could do for me would be greatly
appreciated.
“My mother is an absolutely helpless individual, has as they call it,
Parkinson's Palsy, and must be fed, bathed, washed, and combed like an infant
of six months of age. I truly wish you could do something for her. It would be a
worthy deed.
“My mother's name is [754].
“Mother is at a sanitarium now, at a convalescing home...
“Many thanks for your prompt attention and return reply... “
R2. 6/6/38 EC's letter to [754]'s daughter:
“Have yours of the 2nd. I'm sorry to hear your Mother is no better. I would like
to try and do something to help, but it is not our policy to interfere where an
individual is in an institution or hospital, for it is impractical to get the suggestions
adhered to. And if you wish a copy of the former readings, send one dollar to
Miss Gladys Davis, care of this office. That is what she charges for copies of
former readings.
“Thank you for considering us, and wish we might be of help. But I do not
feel that is possible to be of help under the circumstances.
“Hoping for the best, and that she may soon show improvement... “
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BACKGROUND OF READING 946-1 F ADULT
B1. 5/30/35 Handwritten letter by someone else with her shaky signature, as if by
a very old or else very feeble person: “Recently in discussing my condition with
Dr. Wesley H. Ketchum of Palo Alto, Calif., he suggested that I consult you for a
diagnosis of my condition. “
B2. 7/12/35 Wire verified appointment, address, etc., saying: “Lack of strength
seems to be the greatest difficulty. “
TEXT OF READING 946-1 F ADULT
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 16th day of July, 1935, in accordance with request made
by the self - Mrs. [946], new Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc., recommended by Dr. W. H. Ketchum.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. L. B. Cayce.
READING
Time of Reading 10:45 to 11:05 A M. Eastern Standard Time. ..., Calif.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body.
2. As we find, there are rather the complications of disturbances with this body.
Some have been of long standing. Some are the effects or results of some
administrations. Some have been and are of the nature as to disturb the
coordination between the voluntary and involuntary nerve forces.
3. These arise from conditions that may be said to be the lack of the functionings
of glands, owing to there becoming hardened tissue - or their adherence in
portions; as about the lacteals, in a portion of the functioning of the organs of the
pelvis, and as related to the adrenal reaction.
4. Hence we have a kidney disturbance, with the inability of locomotion from the
lower portion of the body; also an adhesion in the ileum plexus area, tautness
about the muscular forces in the lower end of the cerebrospinal system; tendency
for nausea, and the inactivity of the kidneys to make for a disturbance in the
circulation in the exterior or superficial circulation. Abrasions and spots occur at
times over the body. There is the inability of the body to straighten its whole body
up at times, from the shoulders up. The tendency here at times for the
dysarthrosis (?) [GD's note: EC pronounced Digitan. Agitans? Parkinson's]
causes the body if walking to tip forward; not wholly that form as to make for a
palsied condition, but there is the inability of taking anything with the least acidity
reaction without forming, as it were, a burning through the digestive area; making
for a thinness in the blood supply, making for a HUMOR that arises from same.
5. These, as we find, are the indications that arise from those disturbances from
the conditions which have been indicated that are the cause or the seat of the
disturbances with this body, [946] we are speaking of.
6. In making applications that would aid, as we find, in bringing the better
conditions for this body, it would necessitate that there be rather courses of
applications that would interchange at times one with another; with periods of
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rest and then the application of properties that would change the activity of the
forces that are the seat or cause of disturbances.
7. First, then, we would begin with these:
8. Be mindful that the diets are of those foods easily assimilated, yet that are
sufficient to make for the vitality necessary to sustain the strength of the body.
We would begin then with the almost predigested foods. While we would not
upset in a great manner the conditions that have been and are being applied in
these directions, we would add these with same:
9. We would take the Ventriculin WITH iron, each day; preferably in the evening.
10. Also we would have a portion of the meals to consist of calf's liver, broiled
(not fried, but broiled); not too done, but sufficient that this may be taken in small
quantities and will make for assimilation.
11. We would add those vibrations to the body from the low electrical forces of
the Wet Cell Appliance, with the attachments made as follows:
12. The copper plate would be attached first to the body, at the 4th lumbar
plexus. Then the nickel plate would be attached last, at the umbilicii or over the
lacteal duct area; that we may carry the charge of the low electrical forces
THROUGH the body, see?
13. These vibrations are much preferable to a static, direct or an alternating
current; for they are closer to supplying the VIBRATIONS that are in the
electronic energies of the body.
14. This appliance we would attach for twenty minutes in the morning after the
body has been prepared after the night, you see, and for twenty minutes in the
afternoon before the body is ready or prepared for the night's rest, you see;
twenty minutes at each application, not longer.
15. After each application disconnect the anodes and keep same clean at all
times.
16. Also each evening (after the treatment with the vibrations from the Wet
Appliance), we would massage the body with a compound prepared in this
manner:
17. To 4 ounces of Russian White Oil as the base, add (IN THE ORDER NAMED
and these proportions):
Olive Oil............................1 ounce,
Oil of Cedar Wood....................1 ounce,
Kerosene Oil.........................1 ounce,
Oil of Wintergreen.................1/2 ounce,
Compound Tincture of Benzoin.......1/2 ounce,
Witchhazel...........................1 ounce,
Oil of Sassafras...................1/4 ounce.
18. These, to be sure, would separate; but when combining add in the order
named and then when shaken together, before they are used, they will
coordinate or mix sufficient for their vibrations and their activities to act with the
counter-activities produced by their being massaged into the cerebrospinal
system; especially massaging at the brachial center, at the 9th dorsal center and
across the whole of the sacral area. These, as we find, are the SPECIFIC
centers, but - to be sure - massage along the whole cerebrospinal system. Also
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massage the compound in the area under the arms, under the knees, under the
elbows and across the groin - ACROSS the groin; not just around but ACROSS
the groin. Massage not more than just what the body will absorb each evening.
19. After these treatments have been followed for thirty-six days (not that long
after the reading, but after the treatments have been begun and followed exactly
as given), then we would rest for five days without ANY application.
20. After the five days we would begin (leaving off still the other applications) with
very small doses of two solutions which would be prepared as follows and kept
separate:
21. One solution would be prepared in the proportions of 1 grain of Chloride of
Gold to 1 ounce of distilled water (3 to 5 grains should be sufficient); add 1 grain
of the Chloride of Gold to each ounce of distilled water, you see.
22. The other solution would be prepared in the proportion of 10 grains of
Bicarbonate of Soda to 1 ounce of distilled water.
23. The dosage would be:
1st day: 1 minim of the Gold solution with 2 minims of the Soda solution, in half a
glass of water. 2nd day: 2 minims of the Gold solution with 4 minims of the Soda.
3rd day: 3 minims of the Gold solution with 6 minims of the Soda. 4th day: 4
minims of the Gold solution with 8 minims of Soda.
5th day: 5 minims of the Gold solution with 10 minims of Soda. 6th day: 6 minims
of the Gold solution with 12 minims of Soda. 7th day: 7 minims of the Gold
solution with 14 minims of Soda. 8th day: 8 minims of the Gold solution with 16
minims of Soda.
24. Leave off then one day, and begin over again with the 1 drop of Gold solution
and 2 drops of Soda solution, increasing each day in the manner given;
continuing through the seventh day.
25. Then we would give further instructions.
26. Be mindful to take all the treatments in the manner AND order given, and we
should find response. Then we would give further instructions.
27. We are through for the present.
(When you have taken the first course of treatments, had the five-day rest period
and started on the drops, let us know so that we can make an appointment for a
Check Reading to give further instructions. GD.)
REPORTS OF READING 946-1 F ADULT
R1. 9/35 Letter: “I am starting on the second week taking the drops and would
like to have further instructions. “
R2. 10/1/35 EC's reply to [946]:
Dear Mrs. [946]: In reply to yours of recent date, we are very glad to make the appointment for
your Check Reading, for this coming Friday morning, Oct. 4th, between 10: 30
and 11: 30 o'clock Eastern Standard Time.
Please wire us upon receipt of this letter, advising if this is satisfactory and if
you will be at the same address for the Reading as before. Also include any
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questions you might wish to have asked in the reading yourself at this time, about
your condition. I trust that you are seeing some favorable reaction.
We are hurrying this appointment in this manner because we expect to be
away from Virginia Beach for several weeks after the 8th.
Trusting that we may offer something at this time that will be able to aid
greatly in bringing about your recovery, I am
Sincerely,
ASS'N FOR RESEARCH & ENLIGHTENMENT, INC. [EC: GD]
R3. GD's note: No answer [to R2 above].
R4. 11/5/64 I sent copy of rdg. 946-1 to Dr. W. H. Ketchum, hoping he could give
us a report on her ailment, results, etc.
R5. 11/23/64 Dr. Ketchum replied that as he remembers Mrs. [946] had
Parkinson's disease and died later that year.
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INDEX OF READING 977-1 F 43
ADHESIONS: LESIONS
DEMENTIA PRAECOX
Diet: Adhesions: Lesions

Par. 11

Doctors: Frischkorn, Carl Salem: N.D.

Par. R1

Hospitalization: Home: Dementia Praecox

Par. 18-A

Intestines: Enemas, High: Adhesions: Lesions
: Glyco-Thymoline
: Salt & Soda

Par. 9
Par. 9
Par. 9

NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Neuropathy: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 14, 19-A, 20-A

Osteopathy: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 14

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Physiotherapy: Packs: Grape: Adhesions: Lesions Par. 12, 15, 21-A
Sedation: Dementia Praecox

Par. 8, 18-A
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BACKGROUND OF READING 977-1 F 43
B1. 6/29/35 letter :“I have paralysis agitans [Parkinson's]. I met a lady [Mrs. [303]]
while waiting for a bus and she told me to write you, that you could cure me. You
don't know how very much I want to get well. I have 4 children and they need me
very much. When I don't take medicine I am right down in bed an invalid. “
TEXT OF READING 977-1 F 43
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 24th day of August, 1935, in accordance with request
made by the husband, Mr. [...] through his brother, Mr. [1757] sponsored by
Study Group #3 of the Ass'n for Research & Enlightenment, Inc., recommended
by Mrs. [303] and Mr. [2470].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mr. [1757] and
Mr. [1697].
READING
Time of Reading 3:10 to 3:25 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Va.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here, [977].
2. As we find, the disturbances with this body have to do with the nervous
systems and their reaction to the physical functioning of the body; in
relationships, it may be said, to the mental attitudes and the mental conditions as
related to the activities in body.
3. These, as we find, in the present are rather physical reactions to the nervous
systems. They have not as yet made inroads upon the structural portion of the
nerve force itself. Yet tendencies in the activities are such as to make for such
indications. Rather the basis or the cause for these disturbances, as we find, is
through those activities in the pelvic organs as related to the locomotory forces in
the body; as combined with a very disturbing condition through the digestive
force.
4. Then, as we find, these make for those conditions in the physical and mental
forces of this body, [977] we are speaking of:
5. THE BLOOD SUPPLY indicates that there is not only an impoverishment in
the system but that it has reached such proportions as to make for incoordination
between the sympathetic and cerebrospinal nervous systems. Hence it makes for
reactions in the brain forces towards activities.
6. There is an adhesion or a lesion in the lower portion of the duodenum, or near
unto the EMPTYING of the duodenum, rather than in the stomach; though the
stomach gives distresses. Also acute pains occur across the lower portion of the
pelvis and across the lower portion of the pelvis and across the back, especially;
severe headaches; drawing in the back of the head; and these make for the
hallucinations that occur as a reaction to the body.
7. We will give those applications that we find should be made in the
IMMEDIATE: though it will be found necessary to change these from time to
time.
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8. In the immediate we would NOT leave off those sedatives that have been
suggested for the body. These we would continue, but after the second day of
these applications we will suggest these may gradually be reduced.
9. First, we would have a high enema. To the first two gallons of tepid water used
for the cleansing, we would add a level tablespoonful of salt and a heaping
tablespoonful of soda.
10. To the last half- gallon of tepid water used for the rinsing, we would add a
tablespoonful of Glyco-Thymoline.
11. Then we would put the body entirely on a MILK and GRAPE diet! Milk of
mornings and evenings. Grapes only for about three days. Milk and grapes for
three days as the diet.
12. Also we would use a grape poultice across the abdomen and across the
whole of the lower portion of the body. Crush the grapes and put between cloths.
Do not heat these. Leave the hulls and pulp together, of course; just crush, and it
would be well to sew same or baste into a bag, you see, so that it may be put
over the body; make the pack at least an inch thick with the crushed grapes.
Change these about every thirty to forty minutes or an hour. Do this until there is
a RELIEF of the pains in the head and the body is more quiet, you see. For these
will tend to relieve the body, together with the eliminations set up through the use
of the colon evacuation as indicated.
13. After the three days, we would then rest by leaving off the applications for
one day.
14. THEN we would commence with a massage from the base of the head to the
center of the body, and especially in those areas about the coccyx or the end of
the spine; relieving those pressures there. Such a massage would be either
osteopathic or NEUROPATHIC. The neuropathic manner, as we find, would be
much preferable for this body. Work from the base of the brain to the center of
the body; then from about the coccyx to the center of the body, see? along the
cerebrospinal system.
15. And, as we find, it may be necessary to repeat the grape packs in a week,
but see how these react; or see how the body reacts to these first, and in about a
week we would give further instructions.
16. Ready for questions.
17. (Q) Is the condition curable?
(A) As we find, the body should respond to these applications.
18. (Q) Will it be necessary to remove the body from the home?
(A) We would not do so under a week, unless - of course, the reactions are
such that the body becomes more violent than is indicated in the present; and
then we would use rather the sedatives to keep the body quiet until these
applications have had the opportunity to react upon the body as indicated.
You see, there are those pressures produced by the accumulations here from
adhesions, and an internal growth and pressure, see? THESE are producing the
distressing reactions upon the mental forces of the body, as we find!
19. (Q) What doctor in Portsmouth would be better to follow the massage?
(A) A neuropath would be the more preferable. There are two or three of
them there.
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20. (Q) Do you find any special doctor or neuropath being the better for this
particular body?
(A) Anyone that will make the applications or massages as indicated.
21. (Q) Any particular kind of grape?
(A) Those that may be had on the market.
22. (Q) Any other advice?
(A) Do these, as we have indicated; the high enema first, then the milk and
grape diet with the grape packs for three days, then the neuropathic massages
as indicated for three days. Watch the reactions, and in a week we would give
further instructions.
23. We are through for the present.
(See letter [which was enclosed] with directions for Neuropath.
Let us hear how she responds, within a week's time, so we may make
appointment for Check Physical to give further suggestions. GD.)

REPORTS OF READING 977-1 F 43
R1. 9/2/35 Her brother-in-law, Mr. [1757], reported over the phone:
“There was a wonderful response to the grape poultice. Her eyes are clearer.
The family feels very much encouraged. Dr. Carl S. Frischkorn, N.D., is giving
her the neuropathic treatments. “
R2. 9/4/35 See 977-2.
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INDEX OF READING 977-2 F 43
ADHESIONS: LESIONS
Appliances: Wet Cell: Dementia Praecox

Par. 8--10, 13-A

DEMENTIA PRAECOX
Diet: Adhesions: Lesions

Par. 5--7

Headache: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 12-A

NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Neuropathy: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 3, 12-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Physiotherapy: Packs: Grape: Adhesions: Lesions Par. 7
Sedation: Headache

Par. 12-A

Work: E.C.: Readings: Physical: Not Followed

Par. R1
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BACKGROUND OF READING 977-2 F 43
B1. See 977-1 on 8/24/35 & subsequent Reports.
TEXT OF READING 977-2 F 43
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 4th day of September, 1935, in accordance with request
made by the husband's brother, Mr. [1757] through Study Group #3 of the Ass'n
for Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. L. B. Cayce.
READING
Time of Reading 11:00 to 11:10 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Va.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [977]; this we have had before.
2. Conditions are somewhat changed since last we had same here. These are for
betterments in some directions, yet there is still a great deal to be accomplished
in making the responses between the cerebrospinal and sympathetic nerve
forces. There is a great deal to be accomplished in the manner in which
assimilations are carried on.
3. We would in the present keep up the manipulations, or the NEUROPATHIC
treatments; following the centers from the areas that have been indicated to their
ends in the superficial portions of the circulation. Go rather deep in the 9th, 10th
and 11th dorsal and 4th lumbar; the rest more gentle.
4. DO NOT apply electrical vibrations to the body as yet, of ANY nature. These
will come later.
5. In the matter of the diet now, for the next ten days, this would be rather of
predigested and semi-liquid foods, than much of the very heavy foods.
6. Those things that will take a great deal of the entity's time in preparing and
eating and making for the precautions for the physical forces are helpful.
7. At the end of an eight- day period, we would begin again with the grape diet,
with the grape poultice. These should be kept again for three days, across the
area as indicated.
8. Then at the end of the three days, begin with the very low vibrations from the
Wet Cell Appliance, which is of a galvanic nature. The attachments would be
made in this manner:
9. The first anode would be attached at the base of the brain, or the 2nd and 3rd
cervical; the other - the PLAIN, but a larger plate, being from the nickel - would
be attached across the umbilicii. This do each evening for thirty minutes; twenty
to thirty minutes, not longer than thirty minutes. Keep this up for twenty to thirty
days.
10. Then we would give some changes for the applications for the better fulfilling
of the purposes of the mental and physical body, [977].
11. Ready for questions.
12. (Q) In case of severe headaches, should she be allowed to take the
sedatives?
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(A) Take the sedatives in the case of very severe headaches, but it is
preferable to use every precaution against this - even having the neuropathic
treatments to allay the pain, rather than resorting to sedatives, if possible. When
this becomes overpowering, it is very well to use same.
13. (Q) When she feels strong enough, may she go to the Doctor's office for the
treatments?
(A) This would be very well. But should always be attended with someone.
DO NOT apply electrical forces, you see, save as we have indicted in the
Wet Appliance - and THIS should not be used until after the next three day
period of the poultice and grape diet, as indicated.
Do these, and then after the twenty to twenty-six days of using the Wet
Appliance, we would give further instructions.
14. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 977-2 F 43
R1. 8/19/40 Reply to Questionnaire by her brother-in-law, Mr. [1757]: “Mrs. [977]
never carried out the reading. She was in such a mental condition that we were
not able to get her cooperation. “
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INDEX OF READING 1119-1 F ADULT
Appliances: Wet Cell: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 6, 7

ASSIMILATIONS: POOR
Diet: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 12-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Physiotherapy: Massage: Alcohol, Grain:
Parkinson's Disease
: Oils, Olive:
: Oils, Russian White:
: Witchhazel:

Par. 7, 8
Par. 7, 8
Par. 7, 8
Par. 7, 8

Prescriptions: Calcidin: Parkinson's Disease

Par. 5
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1119-1 F ADULT
B1. 2/12/36 Wednesday, P.M. Mr. [257] phoned request: “Let the reading cover
especially the symptoms, treatments, diet, exercise. Send special to my office
with application, which her son, [1665], and I will sign. Mr. [1665] is going away to
Fla. “
TEXT OF READING 1119-1 F ADULT
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 14th day of February, 1936, in accordance with request
made by the son, Mr. [1665] - new Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research
& Enlightenment, Inc., recommended by Mr. [257].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 11:40 to 11:50 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., N.Y.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes.
2. As we find, there are disturbing conditions. And these are rather insidious in
their nature; affecting the system in manners such that - there being the lack of
elements for the proper assimilation and activity of glands through the actions of
the bodily functionings - we have a form of first a tension in the arterial
circulation, and then the lack of elements in the activity of the organs produces in
the tendons and muscular forces a contraction - in such a manner, however, as
to produce a condition where incoordination makes for that which becomes as a
paralysis agitans to the activity especially of the extremities.
3. Changes would be required, as we find, in administering those things that
would add first conditions to the system that will change the activities in which - in
some respects - there would be produced rather a fast activity through the
pulsation. Then changes may be wrought to make for a coordination of the
changes that would be wrought by these applications.
4. First, then, as we find:
5. We would administer each day one to one and a half grains (in half grain or
grain tablets) of iodine and calcium; that is, CALCIDIN. This would preferably be
taken of evenings, or at periods of rest - which would make for a quieting of those
conditions through the throat and the pulmonaries. This amount may be taken in
one or two doses, each day. Keep same up for sufficient period to make for an
activity such that there may become something of the iodine effect upon the
system by its absorption.
6. Also we would begin right away and use during the same time the Wet Cell
Appliance, as a stimulation for the activity of the circulation. One day the
attachments would be to the opposite extremities of the body. The next day they
would be to the 4th dorsal center and (the larger plate) to the lacteal and
umbilicus duct center. Then the next day they would be made to the opposite
extremes of the body again, and the next day to the torso again in a like manner.
Keep alternating each day in this way. No medicinal properties would be carried
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in the Appliance at present, but it would be used plain. Make the attachments as
indicated, for thirty to sixty minutes each day.
7. Immediately after the use of the Wet Cell Appliance each day, we would
massage the body with a combination of oils prepared in this manner:
8. To 4 ounces of the Pure Olive Oil, add - in these proportions, and IN THE
ORDER NAMED:
Russian White Oil.........2 ounces,
Grain Alcohol...........1/2 ounce,
Witchhazel................2 ounces.
Shake these together, for they will tend to separate. Use only after the
application of the Wet Cell Appliance. Massage same for five to ten minutes,
from the base of the spine to the brachial center (base of the brain to the brachial
center), then to the arms, and then downward to the lower limbs, and especially
through the bursae of the feet.
9. Do this for twenty-six days, or twenty-six applications.
10. Then we would give further instructions.
11. Ready for questions.
12. (Q) What diet?
(A) An alkaline diet, to be sure; but those foods that carry plenty of
phosphorous and plenty of activity from proteins though not too much fats with
same.
13. (Q) What produced this condition?
(A) A breaking of a cellular force.
14. We are through for the present.
(2/14/36 GD's note: See letter [which was enclosed] with directions to Health
Home Remedies Co. for preparing Wet Cell Appliance; also article explaining
theory of this type Appliance.)

REPORTS OF READING 1119-1 F ADULT
R1. 3/11/36 Mr. [257]'s letter:“[1665] will send you a check. He just got back from
Fla. The reading [for his mother] was wonderful, if short. “
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INDEX OF READING 1433-3 F 62
Appliances: Wet Cell: Toxemia

Par. 4

Bible: Books Of: Matthew 7: 12

Par. 24-A

BUSINESS ADVICE
Osteopathy: Parkinson's Disease: Tendencies

Par. 3

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Prescriptions: Olive Oil: Eliminations

Par. 10-A

Psychosomatics: Digestion
: Toxemia

Par. 12-A
Par. 12-A

TOXEMIA
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-3 F 62
B1. See 1433-2.
TEXT OF READING 1433-3 F 62
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 5th day of February, 1938, in accordance with request
made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc. - through written request by Mrs. [760].
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading
The ... Hotel, 3:40 to 4:10 P.M. Eastern
Standard Time. ..., Alabama.
(Body and enquiring mind, who seeks information, advice and guidance as to
how she may meet her physical, mental and material problems at this time.
Ques.)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, the enquiring mind, and those conditions of
material and mental nature, as well as the physical conditions of the body.
2. As we find, while there ARE the acute conditions from the poisons and toxic
forces of the body, these as we find should be materially aided with the
eliminations set up the better.
3. Also we would find it well, in the manipulations, that there be given more
consideration to the lumbar axis and to the nerve centers centering about the
coccyx end of the spine. Thus there will not only be better eliminations, but this
tendency for the agitans when there is the attempt to centralize or localize the
activity of the mental and physical reactions will be much improved.
4. We would keep the activities of the low electrical forces carrying the vibratory
forces also.
5. These we find will make for better improvements.
6. As for the mental attitudes regarding the business associations:
7. While the body is so AGGRAVATED by pain, these should NOT be made too
great a worry. But as soon as there IS an easing of same (which should be by
the latter portion of the coming week - if these changes are made and these
applications followed in the manipulations as suggested), there should be a call
meeting of those that are associated in the varied undertakings; and the ASKING
- not unkindly, not in a questioning manner but the asking for - an ACCOUNTING
of the conditions of the finance corporation, the activities of all occupying offices
and properties that make for incomes to the body and to those activities of same.
8. And these we find - if they are conducted without animosity, but ALWAYS with
someone as a witness to everything said - will clarify much of the conditions.
9. Ready for questions.
10. (Q) Should any medicinal properties be taken to assist the eliminations?
(A) These have been indicated - as the oils, and the irrigations when
necessary, as indicated.
Use more of the oils - internally - the Olive Oil; just so there is not so much
given as to cause regurgitation or fermentation of same with the gastric flow.
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11. (Q) Regarding The ... Motor Finance Co. which Mr. [...] has been managing
for me during the past 3 years: How may I get a fair deal in this company?
(A) As indicated. As soon as possible for the body - in speech, in activity and
without too great excitement - call a meeting and ask for an ACCOUNTING of the
whole situation. As advisory, see?
12. (Q) Regarding the possessions which Mr. [...] left to me, along with the
business, when he died on Jan. 21, 1935:How and where may I find the set of
Dickens' Works, the diamond stick pin, the gold mounted fountain pen and other
things? Is it possible for me to get them?
(A) These as we find have been disposed of. The Dickens' Works, of course,
CAN be returned - but this would only cause, as we find, too much animosity, too
much questioning with those associated with same, for their valuation. It's too
great a reaction upon the mental attitude of the body. For, so long as
resentments or animosities are created by the activities, these work as poisons
upon the physical reactions of the body itself.
Just in the same manner as indicated in how the fright of an animal, or of a
body, just after eating causes such an entanglement in the digestive forces - and
the juices that are thrown out by the assimilating organs - as to upset the whole
system. Have as little of these as possible.
Know that so long as self THINKS right, DOES right, and ASKS for the same
from others - in not a demanding but in a commendatory manner - these will
bring about much better understanding.
13. (Q) Who would be best to manage my business affairs?
(A) Those that are the closer associated with the entity in the present, as we
find.
14. (Q) As I am not able to even countersign checks, yet, myself.
(A) As has been indicated.
15. (Q) Regarding the $3, 000 mortgage that Mr. [...] took a year ago last August,
which I held at 8%, telling me nothing about it until the man came to lift the
mortgage, which he couldn't till I signed it: Can I recover this interest?
(A) Since it has been signed away, not legally. But by the very activity, by the
very considerations that were shown, there SHOULD be an adjustment in same
at least.
16. (Q) How may I prevent Mr. [...]'s activities concerning the business without
my permission?
(A) Then recall; or with the call of the meeting, appoint LEGALLY someone to
represent self IN the way and manner that is commanded or recommended by
the law itself.
17. (Q) Can you suggest such an one that would best to do this?
(A) This should be chosen by self, rather than from here. Rather choose one
in whom there is explicit confidence and faith, not only as an individual but as to
his spiritual as well as business and mental capacities and abilities.
18. (Q) What lawyer is best to adjust all of this, that will deal fairly with me,
regardless of Mr. [...]'s friendship and prestige?
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(A) Well, ANYONE so he is not given BLANK authority! that is well
acquainted with the VALUATION of conditions as related to the business as a
whole.
Do not give ANY lawyer blank authority or power of attorney. Only ask his
advice on matters AS advisory, as an adjuster. And have someone else to
handle the affairs themselves, see?
19. (Q) Can you give me the name?
(A) As indicated, all such should be choices of the BODY - and not from here!
For we would judge from their spiritual intents or purposes, rather than from their
abilities physically or otherwise; and these are material conditions - hence the
choice should be made by the entity herself.
20. (Q) Why have I not been paid the office rent for the three businesses carried
on in the office?
(A) This has been considered by some not to be required. Thus, as indicated,
it would be well - as soon as the body is physically able, without causing
animosity, resentment or too great a strain - to call a meeting of such in the
HOME of the body, see? and let an accounting be made! Let there be a change
of handling of the things, the signing of checks; the change of attorney to handle
same and to look into the affairs - and let these be called in and be a part of such
a meeting!
There should not be, on the part of ANY connected, any resentment - owing
to the physical conditions of the body. But let it be understood that owing to the
whole situation, such is necessary for the very preservation of the best interests
of the body now and for future settlements and activities.
21. (Q) Can you tell me regarding the diamond ear rings that were left in the safe,
which I had never seen before? Who put them there?
(A) Self put them there, but they were part of that given by one for an activity
that has been a part of a settlement.
22. (Q) May I return them to the right person?
(A) Better keep them.
23. (Q) Is there any way I can get back rent which should come to me?
(A) Such things as these should all be decisions of the attorney chosen for
the activities of the whole situations.
24. (Q) Regarding the things which disappeared from my house a year ago last
summer, when I left Mrs. [...], ..., Ala., in charge for three months as
housekeeper: Can you tell me who took the household goods, the two valuable
set rings and one diamond ear ring (leaving the other), a $5 gold piece and
numerous other little things? May I recover these?
(A) These are things that enter into that considered by some as Right and
Wrong. There should be asked by the attorney, of the one in charge, to give an
accounting of the stewardship during that period. Not as in a way to cause
troubles, animosities or resentments to be built up, but rather as that which is
right and just to the INDIVIDUALS as well as to self!
There is a great difference in the approach that may be made in such. That it has
been allowed to pass without question thus far makes for a great disturbance to
others. But in the manner indicated, as we find, would be the better.
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But know, DO NOT cause ANYONE that which you would not like to have
caused to thee. But ask for, expect, live in self justice and right; and we will find
that coming back to thee.
25. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 1433-3 F 62
R1. 2/20/38 Letter from [760] to EC:“...Mrs. [1433] has been feeling so bad. Just
couldn't get a chance [to write].
“It took two of us to get her up in the Drs. office yesterday. She just has no
life in her. Says 'I am just tired' - doesn't seem to be in as much pain as usual,
just limp, just no control at all of her feet and legs and can't help to hold herself
up at all. Just bends clear over when I take her up. I am feeding her everything I
know to strengthen her; I haven't gotten her bowels to move now for two days.
Gave her a high enema yesterday and today with no results. Am giving her olive
oil four times a day and Castor Oil packs every day. She just wants to sleep
during the day, but stays awake most of the night. It is now 1: 30 o'clock and she
would not eat a bite of dinner. I am going to give her a dose of Castor Oil before
she eats again. I was just wondering if it was possible to get any information
about her physical condition when you get her other reading - I didn't know. I
think she is better in some ways, but don't understand this limp, no life condition,
unless it is toxic from her bowels.
“Did you get the telegram asking you to send a bottle of Atomidine? I didn't
know where else to send for it. Couldn't get it here or at Mobile - was afraid to
send to the H.H.R.C., Norfolk; didn't know whether anybody was there, and
thought you could have it sent C.O.D. She hasn't had her battery now since last
Thursday on account of the Atomidine being changed. Sent the telegram Friday
night, but haven't heard anything from it. Mrs. [1433] name was signed to the
telegram. Yes, the date you sent is all right. She never goes out in the morning. I
do hope she gets some satisfactory information, for is counting big on it. Feel
sorry for her, for everybody here that can get a chance at her through her
different business dealings tries to gouge her, just because she is not able to
attend to business much. Has to depend on someone else; but you will never be
known in any of it, for had me to destroy your letter and said when your letter
came with the information is put it with mine so nobody would ever get hold of it.
She has found out since meeting you the men using her office are paying rent
but she is not getting it... “
R2. 2/24/38 Letter from EC to [760]: “...Am glad Mrs. [1433] is on the improve.
Know it must be very slow and a very trying place for you, but now don't know
what she would do without you, unless she went to a hospital where she could
have someone with her at all times, and then am sure she would not last long
and they would possibly have everything she has before they got through... “
R3. 3/31/38 She submitted questions for another reading (via Mrs. [760]).
R4. 4/7/38 See 1433-4.
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INDEX OF READING 1433-4 F 62
Appliances: Wet Cell: Toxemia

Par. 11-A

Breathing: Shortness: Nervous Systems:
Incoordination

Par. 9-A

Cough: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 14-A, 15-A

Electrotherapy: Reverse Coil: Eliminations
: Sinusoidal:

Par. 4, 9-A
Par. 4, 5, 9-A, 15-A

ELIMINATIONS: POOR
Intestines: Enemas: Eliminations

Par. 10-A

NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Neuritis

Par. 10-A

Osteopathy: Eliminations

Par. 3, 6, 15-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Packs: Castor Oil: Eliminations
: Tartaric Acid:

Par. 13-A
Par. 13-A

Prescriptions: Olive Oil: Eliminations
: Russian White Oil:
: Toris Compound:

Par. 10-A
Par. 10-A
Par. 12-A

Speech: Impaired: Nervous Systems: Incoordination Par. 9-A, 16-A

BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-4 F 62
B1. See 1433-3.
TEXT OF READING 1433-4 F 62
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 7th day of April, 1938, in accordance with request made
by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
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READING
The ... Hotel, 4:15 to 4:25 P.M. Eastern

Time of Reading
Standard Time. ..., Alabama.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes - we have had the body here before.
2. As we find, while there has not been so great improvement, there has been an
improvement; and the prevention of the greater spreading of the disturbing
conditions through same.
3. We would keep those conditions that have been suggested; that is, the rubs as
well as the osteopathic manipulations.
4. But we would add the deep therapy - that is, the Sinusoidal with the reverse
coil - to produce a better reaction through the eliminations; thus stimulating not
only the activity of the kidneys and the liver and gall ducts but keeping the
stimulations through the system. This we would give about once a week. It will
also aid the body in making for better coordination between the sympathetic
system and the cerebrospinal system.
5. The attachments of the Sinusoidal then would be to the secondary cardiac
plexus and over the area of the emptying of the duodenum to the jejunum, or
through the area of the lacteal duct as concordant with the activity of the gall duct
AND the liver area itself, see? These treatments should not be too heavy, and
should be begun rather with the lower than the too high voltage.
6. We find that these treatments would be better to be given BEFORE the
manipulations osteopathically are given.
7. These as we find offer the better conditions for this body.
8. Ready for questions.
9. (Q) What causes my shortness of breath when I try to talk?
(A) The incoordination between the cerebrospinal and the sympathetic
nervous system, making for the filling of the lungs with the blood supply by the
very impulse of the sympathetic system; thus making for shortness of breath.
Hence that as may be affected, as indicated, by the application of the electrical
forces from the secondary cardiac plexus center to the activity of the lower
system, will gradually - to be sure - but effectively make for the better distribution
through the system at the time of the sympathetic activity - or the functioning of
the organs of the sensory forces; under the direction of which comes, of course,
the activity of speech, hearing, feeling, the business activity or seeing.
10. (Q) What causes my left arm to pain me so constantly?
(A) This as we find is from the poisons from the lack of the proper elimination,
and it is of a neuritic reaction. Thus the better reactions through the system
would be from taking or continuing, as we find, the Olive Oil. Take small doses
often, but not so much that it is belched or there is regurgitation. Also take once
or twice a day the Russian White Oil. This, of course, will act only as it stands in
body and is not absorbed by the system, as is the Olive Oil.
Then keep the enemas when these are necessary, and because these are
necessary most every day do not refrain from using same. Because with the
poisons eliminated, there will be less pressure upon the nervous systems by
poisons.
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11. (Q) Shall I continue the Appliance, and with the same medicine?
(A) Continue with the Appliance, and the same medicine kept in same as has
been indicated.
Just add the high electrical vibrations. The Sinusoidal, if possible, is preferable to
the deeper or the Diathermy.
12. (Q) Shall I take more of the Toris Compound?
(A) Take more of the Toris Compound.
13. (Q) Shall I continue the Castor Oil and Tartaric Acid Packs?
(A) Keep the Castor Oil Packs in the present. Leave off the Acid Packs. If or
when necessary, if there is disturbance, use Soda Packs.
14. (Q) What causes me to cough?
(A) This incoordination between the nervous systems.
15. (Q) Should anything be taken for the cough?
(A) Be plenty taken if these Sinusoidal treatments AND the Osteopathic
manipulations are given. With the Osteopathic treatments stimulate more the
upper cervical for the throat and throughout that area especially of the vagus
circulation; AND the lumbar and sacral area - DEEPER!
16. (Q) The root of my tongue gets tired when I go to talk.
(A) This is from that reaction as indicated. This SHOULD improve with the
recharging or re-vibrating of the bodily forces.
Do these as we have indicated for this body, as we find.
17. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 1433-4 F 62
R1. 6/2/38 [1433]'s letter to EC [written by Mrs. [760]]:
Dear Mr. Cayce: As SOON AS POSSIBLE may I have a check reading? Can't feel satisfied
about the Sinusoidal treatments, we don't feel that they are being given properly,
although we had them read the instructions and impressed on them to follow
these instructions, regardless of their own opinion. We could only find one place
in Mobile we could get them. Are they being given the right length of time, right
voltage, etc., as of course we know nothing about these treatments. Bowels still
very stubborn and shaking in arms & upper part of body, suffer with my arms,
neck and shoulders, and sciatic [?] nerve. Still tires me awfully to talk. Am
keeping up all treatments. Am anxious to know if there should be any change in
medicine or anything to help me. Generally I am feeling much better, but am
getting slightly anxious to use my hands. Am home every morning but let me
know the earliest appointment you can give me morning or afternoon and I will be
right here, EXCEPTING SUNDAY.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely, [1433]
R2. 6/10/38 See 1433-5.
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INDEX OF READING 1433-5 F 62
Appliances: Wet Cell: Toxemia

Par. 4

Doctors: Curtis

Par. R2

Electrotherapy: Sinusoidal: Eliminations

Par. 7, 8, 13-A, 14-A

ELIMINATIONS: POOR
Intestines: Enemas: Eliminations

Par. 5

NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Osteopathy: Eliminations

Par. 6

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Packs: Epsom Salts:
Eliminations

Par. 5, 15-A

Psychosomatics: Healing

Par. 10

TOXEMIA

BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-5 F 62
B1. See 1433-4.
TEXT OF READING 1433-5 F 62
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 10th day of June, 1938, in accordance with request
made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mrs. [1391] and
Helen Ellington.
READING
Time of Reading
The ... Hotel, 4:00 to 4:10 P. M. Eastern
Standard Time. ..., Alabama.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [1433].
2. As we find, there are improvements in the GENERAL physical forces of the
body.
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3. However, there is still a great deal to be desired, in bringing back normal
activity - or normal responses to impulses that arise in the ATTEMPTED activity;
owing to the great disturbances which have existed and do exist, owing to the
pressures that have been partially relieved, and the lack of the proper
coordinating forces with the nerve system and nerve responses of the body owing to the poisons of the system by those activities which have been
heretofore indicated.
4. Then, as we find, it would be very well that the Appliance be kept for the body.
5. When there is the lack of the eliminations, it would be well that the enemas be
used; as well as the application of Epsom Salts - not necessarily so warm or hot
during the very warm weather, as to become uncomfortable by the production of
rash or heat (from the lack of the body-eliminations) through the perspiratory
system. But these kept will be found to ease, and to bring better relief for the
body.
6. We would keep the manipulative forces OSTEOPATHICALLY, about twice a
week; stimulating especially the eliminating forces from the 5th and 6th dorsal to
the lower portion of the lumbar area. These, of course, would be kept in
coordinate activity.
7. In the application of the Sinusoidal treatments, we find that these have NOT at
each time been given as we have indicated. Too oft have these been allowed to
run too high.
8. The manner - that is, the mode or places of application - is very well; but not
so high a current, see? For with the weakness, these tend to make for hardships
upon the body.
9. Keep in the open as much as possible.
10. Keep the attitudes for CONSTRUCTIVE thinking as in relationships to others,
as well as a purposeful activity of a constructive nature; NOT of self or selfish
purposes.
11. Do these and we will keep the better forces for this body.
12. Ready for questions.
13. (Q) Should I continue with the Sinusoidal treatments?
(A) As just indicated, WELL to continue, but NOT too high in the voltage
used!
14. (Q) What about the length of time used?
(A) That is very well, but NOT so high a voltage used!
15. (Q) Still suffer with my arms and shoulders and sciatic nerves, shaking.
(A) As indicated, use the Epsom Salts Packs; not so hot as to be
uncomfortable or as to cause a rash, but as outlined.
16. We are through with this Reading
REPORTS OF READING 1433-5 F 62
R1. GD's note: When you write again, please give us the name and address of
the doctor who is giving you the sinusoidal treatments.
R2. 9/13/38 Mrs. [760]'s ltr. to EC:
THE ... HOTEL Mrs. [...], Mgr. ..., Alabama
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Enclosed find check for “check reading“. I would like to have this as SOON
AS POSSIBLE anytime except TUESDAY & FRIDAY MORNINGS. I go to Mobile
for my Osteopathic treatment. I haven't been getting along as I should for could
not get the Sinusoidal treatments given properly and have just had to do without
them.
The operator of the machine knew more about what I needed than we did and
the treatments pained me so badly I had to stop. My nerves are so stubborn, I
have been taking castor oil every two & three days, is that too often and right.
Should the Salts packs be continued and how often.
Should the Battery be continued or with the same machine.
Shall I continue the Torris [Toris] root mixture?
Shall I continue the TWO Osteopathic Treatments a week?
Is there any other Sinusoidal machine in Mobile except the one I tried to get
treatment with Dr. Curtis. What other suggestions for me to get well. Is there any
thing we can do, or are not doing?
What is the best thing to relieve me, that will not make against my condition,
that I can take or do, when I have acute spells of tightening, stiffening & acute
suffering of my whole body, especially my arms, and cannot sleep at night.
Is there any thing I can do to get more strength in my legs and arms?
Is the eggnog I take injurious?
Is not the load of worry I am laboring under keeping me down.
Would it not be best to avoid this lawsuit that seems inevitable and get rid of it, or
best to let it alone at this time.
Please tell me what IS THE BEST THING FOR ME, to do. I want to get well.
Would Simmons' Liver Regulator be of any help to me?
Please any information that will help me in any way.
My tongue gets so thick at times I can't talk to hardly be understood.
I do thank you for all the help and comfort and encouragement you have given
me and pray God to strengthen you and yours in your wonderful work. I beg to
remain
Your sincere friend
Mrs. [1433] by Mrs. [760]
R3. 9/19/38 See 1433-6.
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INDEX OF READING 1433-6 F 63
Appliances: Wet Cell: Eliminations

Par. 7, 14

ELIMINATIONS: POOR
Intestines: Enemas: Eliminations

Par. 13

NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Osteopathy: Eliminations

Par. 6, 19-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Packs: Castor Oil: Eliminations
: Tartaric Acid:

Par. 8--12
Par. 11

Prescriptions: Castor Oil: Not Recommended
: Simmons' Liver Regulator:

Par. 9

Eliminations
: Toris Compound:

Par. 8, 11, 12
Par. 18-A

Psychosomatics: Healing

Par. 22-A
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-6 F 63
B1. See 1433-5.
TEXT OF READING 1433-6 F 63
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 19th day of September, 1938, in accordance with
request made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading
... Hotel, 3:55 to 4:10 P.M. Eastern Standard
Time. ..., Alabama.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions she has
submitted, as I ask them.
2. EC: Yes.
3. Now as we find, there are some improvements in the general physical forces
of the body. While there is much yet to be desired, we find that these may be yet
materially aided if we will have those applications that may aid in creating a
better impulse between the impulses of the sympathetic and cerebrospinal
activity.
4. This as we find is caused by the inclination for a drying of the impulse in the
lymph circulation, as has been indicated for the body.
5. While there is still a great deal of this disturbance indicated through the lack of
the peristaltic movements for eliminations, this having been a source OF
disturbance gives in the present the greater distress to the body.
6. As we find, then, it would be well to keep the manipulative forces
osteopathically administered with more stress upon the lumbar and lower dorsal
area. Not that the upper dorsal and through the cervical are to be any LESS
attended to, but the LOWER dorsal and through the lumbar and sacral should be
stressed more.
7. Then the low electrical vibrations with the reviving influences and forces from
the Gold, as well as the vibratory forces from the Atomidine - these all should be
kept; and the massages that have been indicated, these are well.
8. As we find, it is not most advisable to give large quantities of a cathartic.
These the system has depended upon in a great measure. And when necessary
we find that a vegetable compound would be better for the body; such as the
Simmons' Liver Extract or Regulator - which we find would be a very good
eliminant for the body; but for this body it would be better taken in the dry form
rather than the liquid. The dosage and the frequency of taking same would
depend upon whether it is taken with or without the Castor Oil Packs; and will
have to be governed by the very nature of the disturbance, see?
9. Castor Oil taken internally, and such eliminants are only purgatives. Hence the
Castor Oil absorbed from the Packs will be better than taking same internally.
10. These Packs should be over the whole of the abdomen, and would be in the
manner of just wringing the flannels out of the oil; warm, not hot, see; warm so as
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not to be a great shock. Use about two or three times a week for a couple of
hours at the time.
11. Also we find that the Tartaric Acid Packs, as well as the Castor Oil Packs,
over the whole of the abdomen would be well. Make a saturated solution, you
see, and wring out clothes - not flannel, but heavy crash toweling. Use these not
more than fifteen or twenty minutes; then change same, using again for fifteen to
twenty minutes. Two such periods when used, see? They should only be used
when there is the indication of stubbornness in obtaining eliminations from the
alimentary canal - if there are not the results from the Castor Oil Packs AND the
Simmons' Liver Regulator.
12. But we find that taking these packs, AND the Regulator, should be most
effective.
13. Take enemas when necessary.
14. And instead of the sinusoidal or the deep therapy (as the manner in which it
was given makes for the reactions that are disagreeable), we would use OFTEN
the plain electrical vibration from the Wet Cell Appliance WITHOUT solutions,
see? or in addition to its use WITH the solutions. The attachments would be one
copper, one nickel - about the same size plate. The copper plate would be
attached first - the one to the copper lead or pole, see - to the 9th dorsal center,
while the nickel plate - on the nickel lead or pole - would be attached last, to the
lacteal duct area, or the GALL duct center, see? And such attachments would be
made each day, when ready to retire, for twenty or thirty minutes.
15. Do these, and keep up the rest of that which has been indicated for the better
conditions of the body.
16. Ready for questions.
17. (Q) Should the Salts Packs be continued, and how often?
(A) These over areas where there is any stiffness in the limb or the back, or
in any portion of the body; but until or unless these are causing disturbance, not
necessary.
18. (Q) Should I continue the Torris [Toris] root mixture?
(A) Toris Compound, NOT Toris root mixture! This is well to be taken
occasionally, not regularly, - that is, take it for a period it would require to take a
whole quantity, you see, four times a day; and then rest from it for two or three
weeks, and then take it again. It carries properties that are an aid in the
elimination of poisons, that will assist in removing the distress upon the muscular
forces of the body; and will enable the body to walk better and to eliminate the
disturbance of the twitching and tingling sensation.
19. (Q) Are the two osteopathic treatments a week alright?
(A) If they will be given as indicated, with reference to the lumbar as well as
lower dorsal, as WELL as the continued activity of the upper dorsal and cervicals.
20. (Q) Is there anything else I can do to get more strength in my legs and arms?
(A) If we will do these things and keep the eliminations, we should gain
greater strength!
21. (Q) Are the eggnogs I take alright?
(A) These are very good.
22. (Q) Is not the load of worry I am laboring under keeping me down?
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(A) This, of course, prevents much of the proper mental attitude being kept.
But this is, of course, (the disturbance) PRIMARILY from the PHYSICAL
conditions, see, - and if we will remove these, then we may meet mentally many
of those conditions. See, they sort of coordinate or operate one with another.
Do these, as indicated.
23. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1433-6 F 63
R1. 9/26/38 [760]'s letter to EC: “...[1433] reading Friday and was so glad to get
it. The three nights she has taken the battery without the solution, she has slept
through like a baby. Just hope this good work will keep up. She looks twenty
years younger than she did a year ago. Skin clear and pink. Face and neck have
taken on a normal appearance, lost all that hard, drawn look, tho at times gets
perfectly rigid all over. She has lost a lot of that twitching, tho is so terribly weak has no power of straightening her body up nor raising her arms, only
occasionally. Last night after her battery, said 'I feel like I want to stretch' (said I
don't know when I ever felt that way before) so I stretched her. This morning
when she got up, said 'I want to stretch again', and we did. I feel like that is a
splendid indication. A year ago couldn't turn her head at all, now she can turn it
as far as I can mine. The road seems awful long to her, as well as me, but I can
see a gradual improvement, though slow - I hope I never see anybody else in her
fix. I have followed every suggestion as close as I knew how, and feel if I wasn't
doing it right, the readings would say so, but what about the Gold mentioned in
the last? It didn't say how much to use or how often. I never even saw any and
don't know when to get it. Should the Gold be used one day and the Atomidine
next? Please tell me exactly what to do with it. I am anxious not to lose any my
time. Mrs. [1433] says the Simmons Liver Regulator is the worst dose she has
ever taken...”
R2. 9/29/38 EC's letter to [760]:
Dear [760]:
Mighty glad to have yours of the 26th - and to know that Mrs. [1433] is on the
improve - even though it may be very slowly - let's just hope the time has come
that with the few changes made in the suggestion it will hasten the improvement.
About the Gold solution - you can have it made up at the drug store - it comes in
15 Gr. ampules - have this put in 30 Oz. of distilled water - put in a dark bottle and use just enough to fill the bottle am sending you that you can use with the
appliance - use just as you do the Atomidine - don't fill the bottle entirely full of
course just so the lead in bottle is covered - then use the Gold one day and the
Atomidine the next - this should help a lot now - am glad the appliance helps her
to sleep - of course don't let this run through the bottle but know you make the
connection right for you are getting results.
It may be slow - but that she improves is most remarkable - for am sure she
will be perfectly helpless if she hadn't had the treatments and care she has had possibly all through long before this. Certainly is a good sign that she wants to
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stretch and hope with the added help from the gold and the appliance helping her
sleep - and better eliminations - she will get better faster.
R3. 10/4/38 [1433]'s letter to EC [written by Mrs. [760]]:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
We cannot get the Gold at any drug store within here, or in Mobile, so want to
ask if you know where I can get it. Would appreciate very much if you would
order it for me but C.O.D., as I have no idea what it costs, as none of the
Druggist knows any thing about it. I don't want to lose a day I can help, without
any part of the treatment, as this has been a marked improvement in the last
week. Since the last reading a great improvement in my bowels and sleeping
better, and less belching - was able to put my shoes and stockings on this
morning although it took a great deal of effort. I just feel now it is not going to be
long before I will begin to feel like my old self, thanks to you. And about the Gold:
Should it be changed as internal as the Atomidine? or can this one quantity in
the bottle be used until it is gone or at least gone down, should more be added to
the quantity in the bottle or fresh altogether put in? What length of time should it
be continued of course until I should get another reading. How long should that
be…. With best wishes and kindest regards to both you and yours, I am
Very sincerely, Mrs. [1433]
R4. 10/7/38 EC's letter to [1433]:
Dear Mrs. [1433]:
Have yours of the 4th - am sending you 15 gr. of the Gold this mail - you will
have your Druggist to put this in 7 1/2 oz. of Distilled water. This will be much
easier than trying to send it mixed up - this should last same period as the
appliance charge - that is for 30 days - of course take solution out of the bottle in
which it is used when applied in the appliance - and best to keep in a dark bottle
and in the dark.
Am glad to know you are feeling better - can you get your eliminations
working properly and with the rest of the suggestions am sure you will see a
greater improvement very soon.…
Glad to have tried to help - and hope you will let me hear from you as often as
you feel inclined to write.
Sincerely, Edgar Cayce
R5. 1/6/39 Dr. Martha D. Beard (D.O.)'s letter: “Mrs. [760] says her patient she is
nursing (Mrs. [1433]) is getting along fine. “
R6. 3/24/39 [1433]'s [dictated] letter to EC:
Dear Friend:
Would you kindly give me another reading? I have not taken any medicine
since Christmas, show a slight improvement but do not seem to acquire any
strength in my joints. I suffer about two or three nights a week with contraction of
nerves. Kindly advise what to do for immediate relief.
R7. 4/3/39 See 1433-7.
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-7 F 63
B1. See 1433-6.
TEXT OF READING 1433-7 F 63
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 3rd day of April, 1939, in accordance with request made
by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading
... Hotel, 11:05 to 11:15 A.M. Eastern
Standard Time. ..., Alabama.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions she has
submitted, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes.
3. As we find, there are great improvements in the general condition of the body.
4. Still, there is the inability for the controlling of the locomotory nerves and
centers and, naturally, causing the inability for locomotion in a satisfactory
manner.
5. Also there are still those inclinations for the incoordination between the
impulses and the physical activity sufficient to carry those impulses into normal
activity, - as in the use of the hands or the lower limbs, or the body becoming
tense or causing it to quiver or shake under certain stresses or strains.
6. As we find, in making ministrations in the present:
7. We would keep most of those that have been indicated throughout, for the
bringing about of corrective influences or forces by the use - of course - of the
low electrical vibratory forces, as well as the Diathermy taken about once or twice
a week, the osteopathic corrections being kept up; being mindful about the diet in
the manners that have been indicated.
8. And for those conditions in the limbs we would make local applications of the
massage with an equal combination of Olive Oil and Peanut Oil. The absorption
of this into the knees, hips, elbows, hands, along the cerebrospinal system,
should materially aid in making better connections and associations with the
impulses of the nerve forces.
9. We would keep especially the vibratory forces of the low electrical influences
carrying Gold to the body.
10. These we would keep in the present.
11. Ready for questions.
12. (Q) Should osteopathic treatments be given more often?
(A) If the rest of the treatments are carried out daily as indicated, there should
be not the necessity for having these more often - if there is the full or complete
adjustment or manipulation given at the times indicated.
13. (Q) How may strength in joints be acquired?
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(A) As just indicated, by the massage daily with the combination of Olive Oil
and Peanut Oil; this especially under the knees, in the arms, and especially along
the hips and along the cerebrospinal system.
14. (Q) Will this relieve contraction of nerves?
(A) This should relieve, as well as these being aided with the low electrical
vibratory forces of the Gold.
These we would do and keep, and we will bring the better forces for this body
of [1433].
15. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1433-7 F 63
R1. 7/21/39 [1433]'s [Dictated] ltr. to EC:
THE ... HOTEL Mrs. [...] Mgr. ..., Alabama
Mr. Edgar Cayce,
Dear Friend,
Would you please send me a copy of the last reading as I sent the one I had
to Mrs. [760] in ..., thinking she was coming and would get the gold and give me
the treatment, she has never come nor returned the reading. My limbs are giving,
they don't hold me up any more, would you advise my coming there to get
treatment, and could I find a reasonable apartment, as I have limited means.
Would I have to bring my car along? I can get the osteopath and electric
treatments in Mobile, ... miles from here.
I've been taking osteopath right along, but not the electric [wet cell], because I
have been waiting for Mrs. [760]. I have used the olive & peanut oil for rubbing,
and do not suffer nearly as much, and sleep well when I keep the bowel action
right. I would much prefer to stay home if I could get your treatments. I find no
one here that understands the wet cell battery. If you think it necessary to give
me another reading please do so and wire me at my expense what time it will be.
Yours truly, Mrs. [1433]
R2. 7/24/39 EC's ltr. to Mrs. [1433]:
Dear Mrs. [1433]:
Have yours of the 21st - seems too bad that circumstance has been such that
you could not have Mrs. [760] back with you. Will ask the Secy. to mail you a
copy of the last reading. We have a very nice place here at the Beach Mrs.
[1433] - where think you could have the readings carried out it would cost you 35
- per week and of course the Osteopath would be what ever her charge was - but
you would have a nurse in attendance all the time.
You should write the lady in charge direct - Mrs. Susan Zollicoffer White, The
Witchwood - [35th St. & Pacific Ave.] Virginia Beach, Va.
Do not see that
would be necessary to have another reading until you see what can be done
about the one you have, think that should get you on the right track again.
Consider coming here unless - you can make better arrangements there.
Sincerely [signed] Edgar Cayce
R3. 8/21/39 See 1433-8.
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-8 F 64
B1. See 1433-7.
TEXT OF READING 1433-8 F 64
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 24th day of August, 1939, in accordance with request
made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Hugh Lynn Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Witchwood Cottage, 35th St. & Pacific Av., Va. Beach, Va
Time of Reading
11:05 to 11:15 A.M. Eastern Standard Time..
1. HLC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions which may
be submitted, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes - we have the body, [1433].
3. Conditions are changed somewhat since we have last had it here. In some
respects the changes in environment are very well; in others they are not so
good. Much of that as may be accomplished will depend upon the attitude the
body takes to the surroundings and the applications as may be made.
4. In the general physical forces, - these we find also show a great deal of
change; some for good, some not so good.
5. One thing will be necessary, - that there is at least one movement each day
from the alimentary canal; else the tendencies of the poisons to make pressures
upon the sympathetic nervous system will be, and are, inclined to make for the
palsied activities in the system to be increased.
6. Keep the applications of the Wet Cell Appliance with those properties
indicated, in the manner outlined. Do not make too tight a connection with the
body, but firm; and have the plates clean or polished before and after using.
7. The manipulative forces and massages should be kept very much in the
manner, as has been outlined; making or giving specific attention to the brachial
center and the lumbar axis. And coordinate all areas where there is the particular
coordination between cerebrospinal and the sympathetic nervous system, through the connections in the segments along the cerebrospinal system.
8. The massage for the limbs, as well as the locomotory centers, should be kept
intact.
9. The diet should carry those things of a laxative nature, carrying some bulk and
some activity of the system, as well as that, which is body and blood building.
10. Ready for questions.
11. (Q) How often should the osteopathic treatments be given?
(A) Twice each week at least; three times when practical.
12. (Q) Is it necessary to continue the sinusoidal as suggested?
(A) It is necessary if there would be brought the better condition!
13. (Q) Should this be given just before the osteopathic treatment?
(A) Preferably.
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14. (Q) Is the combination of peanut oil and olive oil the best solution for the
massage?
(A) In the present; but do not depend upon these. Let these be merely as an
aid in giving the massage. Give it in a circular motion.
15. (Q) Should the Toris Compound be continued?
(A) When it is needed, as we have indicated. Judgements are to be used as
to these, - and give same according to the activity of the eliminations, see?
The sinusoidal is to be given much in the same way, except this works with
the nervous systems more; while the ingredients in the medicinal compound, of
course, work with the flow of the effluvia in the lymph circulation to cause greater
peristaltic movement.
If it is needed, give it. If it is not needed, don't. Judgements are to be used, to
be sure.
16. (Q) Should the Oil Packs be given regularly?
(A) They should; once a day, and for how long depends upon what is
necessary, - whether an hour, ten hours, twelve hours or what! One hour is the
usual time required for proper absorption. These should be continued each day
until better eliminations are set up through the alimentary canal, and then
repeated later as they become necessary.
17. (Q) Any suggestions regarding the environment or surroundings?
(A) As indicated, the response will depend upon the body's reaction to same.
Naturally, this will depend upon how those about the body react to the needs of
the body.
18. We are through with this Reading.

REPORTS OF READING 1433-8 F 64
R1. 8/24/39 HLC'S letter to Mrs. [760]:
I don't know whether Mrs. [1433] wrote you about her contemplated change or
not. Sometime ago she wrote dad that she was going back rapidly and wished
there was some way to get her treatments followed until you could take over
again. I suggested the only place I know which was a Mrs. White's Rest Home
here at Virginia Beach. Mrs. [...] arrived a few days ago with a nurse who stayed
two days and then went back. It seems that this woman, I don't know her name,
has been give [given] charge of Mrs. [...]'s affairs. I talked with her and she knew
you - perhaps you can identify her by this description. She is a person very much
on the build of Mrs. [...] [wife of [1103]], light hair but with rather sharp features.
She seemed to be rather jovial and interested in Mrs. [...]. Mrs. White has a nurse
with Mrs. [...] constantly. She is evidently going to make a real effort to cooperate in following the readings.
I am trying to arrange to have all the treatments as recommended carried out,
including the Sinusoidal, Osteopathic, Massage, Wet Cell Appliance, Diet, and
Medicines.
Mrs. [1433] certainly thinks you pushed the sun up every morning and arranged
the stars around the moon at night. I have never seen anyone who talks more
enthusiastically about you, and I have heard a lot of such talking.
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R3. 8/31/1939 GD's note:Osteopathic and Sinusoidal directions [to F. C. Hudgins
Jr., D.O.] for treating:Mrs. [1433] Witchwood, Virginia Beach, Va.:
8/27/37 We would have the neuropathic or osteopathic adjustments and
treatments; this about twice each week. [1433-1]
4/7/38 We would add the deep therapy - that is, the Sinusoidal with the reverse
coil - to produce a better reaction through the eliminations; thus stimulating not
only the activity of the kidneys and the liver and gall ducts but keeping the
stimulations through the system. This we would give about once a week. It will
also aid the body in making for better coordination between the sympathetic
system and the cerebrospinal system.
The attachments would be to the secondary cardiac plexus and over the area
of the emptying of the duodenum to the jejunum, or through the area of the
lacteal duct as concordant with the activity of the gall duct AND the liver area
itself, see? These treatments should not be too heavy, and should be begun
rather with the lower than the too high voltage.
We find that these treatments would be better to be given BEFORE the
manipulations osteopathically are given. [1433-4]
With the osteopathic treatments, stimulate more the upper cervical for the
throat and throughout that area especially of the vagus circulation; AND the
lumbar and sacral area - DEEPER! [1433-4]
6/10/38 We would stimulate especially the eliminating forces from the 5th and 6th
dorsal to the lower portion of the lumbar area. These, of course, would be kept in
coordinate activity.
In the application of the Sinusoidal treatments, we find these have NOT at
each time been given as we have indicated. Too oft have these been allowed to
run too high. The manner - that is, the mode or places of applications are very
well; but not so high a current, see? For with the weakness, these tend to make
for hardships upon the body. [1433-5]
8/24/39 The manipulative forces and massages should be kept very much in the
manner as has been outlined; making or giving specific attention to the brachial
center and the lumbar axis. And coordinate all areas where there is the particular
coordination between cerebrospinal and the sympathetic nervous system, through the connections in the segments along the cerebrospinal system. [1433-8]
R4. 11/28/39 See 1433-9.
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-9 F 64
B1. See 1433-8.
TEXT OF READING 1433-9 F 64
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 28th day of November, 1939, in accordance with request
made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Hugh Lynn Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Mrs. [1433],
Susan Z. White and Tempie Z. Morrisette.
READING
Witchwood, 35th St & Pacific Ave., Virginia Beach, Va.
Time of Reading 3:40 to 3:55 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
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1. HLC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions which she
submits, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes, we have the body here, Mrs. [1433], this we have had before.
3. As we find, there are general improvements throughout the physical forces of
the body; though there is still much to be desired.
4. And as we find, if there is the consistent and persistent application of the
influences indicated for all the disturbing factors in the system, and if these are
adhered to, we will find that the body will continue to improve.
5. We would change, or add only some minor (or they may appear minor)
conditions for this body in the present:
6. Keep the Packs for the abdominal areas and for better eliminations. Massage
the body more thoroughly after giving the packs, using with same almost a paste
of soda and water. This will not only aid in cleansing the superficial circulation, that is, through the perspiratory activities of the heat and the oil from the Packs, but will tend to minimize the effect of the acids of the poor eliminations through
the system; and thus aid in better eliminations, and the more regular eliminations.
7. Use the colonics when there is not the inclination for the eliminations through
alimentary canal each day.
8. The use of Senna Tea will aid, and is less habit forming and will require less
increasing of same for better eliminations.
9. In the low electrical forces, - the solution should be kept at a maximum
strength, and the attachment plates should be cleansed better before they are
applied to the body for their activity.
10. In the adjustments and osteopathic manipulations, stimulate a bit deeper
especially in the areas of the sacral and the lower lumbars.
11. Include in the diet more of the gelatine in the pure form (Knox Gelatine), that
there may be the additional aid to the strengthening of the assimilating forces as
related especially to the nerve and tendon forces of the lower limbs. Take half a
level teaspoonful each day, dividing this into two doses. This may be either taken
in the orange juice of morning, with a little lemon juice squeezed in it, or it may be
taken in the dessert, or it may be taken the same way in the afternoon; but take
this quantity each day, in two doses. Preferably use Knox Gelatine.
12. It will be found that there will be a much better circulatory reaction through
the lower limbs if there will be occasionally given, at the time of the bath each
day, a rub with Mustard Water, - especially from the knees downward. This
should not be of such temperature, of course, or so saturated with the Mustard
as to produce an irritation to the skin itself, - but the circulation is so slow
between the knees and the feet, especially. If this is done properly and
consistently, it will give much relief to the body in its general attempts for activity.
In doing such, massage especially in the bursa of the heel and in the ball of the
foot, or the bursa one and two, and then the Achillean bursa. The proportions
would be a quarter teaspoonful of the Mustard dissolved thoroughly (before the
feet and limbs are placed in same) in a gallon of water, a little more than body
temperature.
13. The rest we would keep near to those ways as indicated.
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14. Ready for questions.
15. (Q) Would it be best for the body to remain in Virginia Beach or go to
Chicago?
(A) There are different reasons for the different considerations. If there is the
proper consideration given as to the change in the climatic effects, and the effect
upon the body from Chicago to Virginia Beach, this would be very well; owing to
the environmental activities or surroundings for the body. BUT if there is to be
ANY change, it would be the better in more of a temperate or more mild or
warmer climate, and not too much where there's too great precipitation.
16. (Q) What will strengthen the limbs and stop the shaking of the body?
(A) Only the better coordination produced in the locomotory centers; from the
deficiency that has arisen by the neglect of the activities of the body in times
past; will restore these.
But the Gelatine, with the purifying of the body, tends to give the strength to
the body, as well as to the muscles and tendons, as has been indicated. And
then, to be sure, the activity of the Gold through the appliance is aiding to build
the nerve forces.
These will necessitate, of course, the keeping of the manipulations in the
manner indicated, especially for better coordination to be produced in the
locomotory centers in the lumbar and sacral area.
17. (Q) Any other suggestion for the body at this time?
(A) Do these, as we find for the present; and be patient, persistent, and most of all - CONSISTENT.
18. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1433-9 F 64
R2. 12/5/39 Mrs. [...]'s letter to EC:
Mr. Edgar Cayce, Arctic Circle, Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce:
I have been nursing one of your patients, Mrs. [1433], who is at Witchwood
Cottage. At her request, and as I am no longer an employee of Mrs. White's, I am
writing to you to tell you that Mrs. [1433] is very unhappy - she is not allowed to
come to you. She IS better.
I wish you could insist upon seeing her. I'm interested in her also, in your
treatments. I wish you would not mention me in connection with this.
Sincerely yours, (Mrs.) [...] R.N.
R3. 12/6/39 EC's letter to Mrs. [...]:
Dear Mrs. [...]
Thanks for yours of the 5th - Mrs. [1433] was here twice last week, but will
see her again soon and see what can be done. Thank you very much for letting
me hear from you. With sincere good wishes.
Sincerely, Edgar Cayce
R4. 9/13/40 Wire from Ala. :“Send reading for Mrs. [1433] via air mail she has
had no rest for days - very miserable - please rush. “
R5. 9/14/40 See 1433-10.
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1433-10 F 65
B1. See 1433-9.
TEXT OF READING 1433-10 F 65
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 14th day of September, 1940, in accordance with
request made by the self - Mrs. [1433], Associate Member of the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading
At home in 4:05 to 4:10 P.M. Eastern
Standard Time. ..., Alabama.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions, as I ask
them:
2. EC: Yes.
3. Here we find that neglect on the part of the body as to the eliminations, and
the lack of change in mental attitudes towards circumstances and conditions, is
causing a reverting to old disturbances.
4. The sedatives will NOT make for better conditions. While they may ease for
the moment, they DO NOT heal - but cause greater amount of drosses.
5. There MUST be the increasing of the eliminations from the system, if there
would be the freedom from the pressure of the toxic forces in the body upon the
nervous system.
6. Then, after this release, we may apply those injections that aid in creating
better coordination between the lymph and the general circulation, or adding to
the vital forces necessary to cause better blood.
7. In the present we would add the Epsom Salts Packs to the distressed areas;
as limbs, trunk portion and abdomen; the massage, and any GOOD eliminant
that will cause the activities; using also the colonic irrigations to purify the
system, using in such irrigations the salt and soda as a cleanser for the canal with Glyco-Thymoline in the last water injected as an intestinal antiseptic (in the
proportions of a tablespoonful to the last quart of water injected).
8. Also we would take a few drops of Glyco-Thymoline internally; that is, five to
six drops in a little water, each day until the odor of same may be detected in the
stool. Then it may be left off a few days, and then should be taken again, - and
so on.
9. These as we find will bring the better conditions for this body.
10. We are through with this Reading.

REPORTS OF READING 1433-10 F 65
R1. 9/13/40 Mrs. [1391]'s letter, not received until after 1433-10 was mailed: “I
am writing for Mrs. [1433]. I sent wire last night for a reading. She sent for me to
come and write to you, since I am the only person who could understand. She is
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in a terrible condition, one can hardly understand her talk, and she is in a perfect
shake, so nervous, though her mind is perfectly clear. She wants you to know the
doctor here, a Dr. Jordan, will cooperate with you and the reading, in every
possible way, do anything to try to relieve her since he cannot relieve her or do
any good. I feel so sorry for her and feel she will never be well again, and think
death would be a kind friend. She has a few weeks when she is much better, and
then with seemingly no cause she gets down in the depths and no rest day or
night, except by some little tablets - I am sure a kind of dope. She is a firm
believer in you and Hugh Lynn, says Hugh Lynn was her right hand partner when
she was in Va. Beach. She also says if the reading should call for the use of the
battery to send all parts c.o.d., said she used yours while there. It is truly a sad
case. I wish she could get help. “
R2. 9/16/40 EC's letter to [760]: “...Had wire from Mrs. [1433]. She is mighty bad
again. Have just written her, told her she had better send for you. You may be
hearing from her - don't know... “
R3. GD's note: In 1942 a routine mailing to her Ala. address was returned
marked UNCLAIMED.
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-1 M 22
B1. 9/21/37 Brother's letter: “He has been afflicted for the last 5-6 years with
some disease [6/27/40 letter says Parkinson's] that so far as we can determine
from medical authorities is practically incurable. “
TEXT OF READING 1465-1 M 22
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 27th day of October, 1937, in accordance with request
made by the brother - [...], new Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 10:40 to 11:00 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, Mr. [1465].
2. Now as we find, while there may not be resentments, if there had been the
attempts for the proper applications BEFORE the second cycle, by now the body
might have been entirely relieved of the condition.
3. This then, though there may be help, will require very persistent and consistent
effort to bring about any LASTING improvement, or to set the body mentally AND
physically into such an order as to bring normalcy out of confusion in the present.
4. As we find, the conditions are those of incoordination between the activities of
the cerebrospinal and the sympathetic nervous systems. These are innate, or
prenatal disturbances; and in those periods when there were the activities in the
foetus a lesion formed that prevents that normal flow of impulses between the
system of assimilation and system of DISTRIBUTION of same throughout the
body.
5. Hence those periods when there have been the reactions of a nervous
disturbance in the very nature of same, that produced discoordination or
incoordination between the impulses and the activities.
6. As we find, the lesion exists in the lacteal duct area; or the larger portions of
the flow of the system through the lymph and ducts and glands of the flow FROM
the pancreas, the liver, the spleen's activity, as related to the assimilating from
foods the constructive forces.
7. And when these contractions are produced (as they are in cycles of activity),
there are those pressures brought to bear upon the lower portion of the
cerebrospinal system as to break the connection between the cerebrospinal and
the vegetative at the base of the brain.
8. Hence the periods that have been had when the convulsions to the body have
brought more and more contraction.
9. Sedatives have only tended to allay; not to make for curative forces.
10. The activities that have been produced in the body bring about disturbances
with other portions of the system.
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11. As we find, there may be those outlines which if CONSISTENTLY and
persistently followed, with the changes that may be made every six to eight
months apart, would bring about much better conditions for the body.
12. DO NOT undertake ANY of it unless ALL is to be followed consistently!
13. With these changes, many of those disturbances where the FUNCTIONINGS
of organs are disturbed in the present would be corrected.
14. The abilities for the body to coordinate, not only in activities, not only in the
care of self, but in the mental and physical reactions, will be gradually improved.
But once begun we would find - as these are gradually broken up - it must be a
growth back to normalcy, and not as of merely removing pressure.
15. Removing of the pressures, of course, as a part of the applications will aid in
some directions; but for the proper coordination it must be a gradual growth.
16. To make for applications then as we find that would be helpful:
17. First we would make the associations or arrangements whereby deep
OSTEOPATHIC manipulations may be given AS ARE SPECIFIED in such ways
and manners as to not only remove the pressures, but where treatments may be
given twice a week for three to four weeks, rest for two weeks and then given
again; and this kept for at least the WHOLE period of six months, with treatments
twice a week for at least three weeks at a time, two weeks left off, and three
weeks again of treatments, throughout the period.
18. Make applications first, then, of such manipulations; making the corrections
as would be found necessary, more in the lumbar, the sacral and lower dorsal
area THAN in the upper dorsal and cervical - as ordinarily given. Especially
straighten - gradually, not all at once - the coccyx end of the spine.
19. When such osteopathic treatments are given, break up gradually the lesions
in the WHOLE of the right side, even to the caecum and the ileum plexus area.
20. Also we would begin with Castor Oil Packs that would be applied every day
for at least two hours, over the lower portion of the liver and the whole of the right
side to the lower caecum. Apply these for an hour at least, or two hours, EVERY
DAY.
21. After the application of the Packs each day there should be a general
massage; not deep, but rather as a superficial stimulation.
22. At least once a month CLEANSE THE COLON.
23. Do these for the first six months; keeping these constantly.
24. Beware of the foods that produce too much of the acids. Beware of starches
in too great a quantity. Never overeat of white breads or potatoes, or too much
sugars.
25. Do these for the first six months; then we would give further instructions.
26. Ready for questions.
27. (Q) Do we understand that the Castor Oil Packs are to be given every day for
six months, without a rest period?
(A) Every day for six months without a rest period; hour to two hours each
day. They are to be put on as hot as the body can comfortably stand them; but
changed about twice during the period of application, see? Then sponge off the
body with a soda water solution; for these acid applications of oil will tend to be
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absorbed so that the massage that follows each one of these - and the deep
manipulations - will enable the manipulator to break up these lesions.
28. (Q) Have you any suggestions as to where these suggested treatments may
be followed correctly?
(A) As has been indicated, make those associations where they may be
handled as indicated.
29. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 1465-1 M 22
R1. 12/17/37 Brother's letter to EC:
Association for Research and Enlightenment Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce:
I received the reading you made in regard to my brother's [Mr. [1465]] case in
due time and was very glad to get it. This reading has been studied over very
carefully by my folks and the Doctor attending to my brother, and to date the
recommendations made in your reading have been followed, as recommended,
as closely as we could….
I would like, if you can, to receive detailed instructions as to the massages
and the use of the soda solution after the oil treatment has been used. Any
further details concerning the oil treatment, or any other part of my brother's case
that you might be able to give, would be appreciated.
At this time his condition does not seem to improve, and at times there seems
to be indications of gradual weakening condition. If you know of anything further
to recommend concerning this case, I would appreciate very much your advice.
Sincerely yours
R2. 1/5/38 Brothers' letter to EC:
Association for Research and Enlightenment Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce:
I am in receipt of your letter of December 22, 1937. I have concluded that a
check-up physical reading for my brother [1465] will be advisable…. In this
reading, I would especially like for the following questions to be answered:
1. Explicit directions as to the application of the treatment given in the first
reading.
2. What change there is, if any, in my brother's condition.
3. If the additional treatment as being given him, rather than that specified in the
reading previously given, is of a harmful or helpful nature, if either.
4. I would like to know the condition of my brother's lungs, and whether or not
they are effected in any way, and if so to what extent.
5. Are there any further treatments that we could use to better my brother's
condition; or, are there any efforts that could be made to aid him in any way.
Wishing you the greatest of success, not only in my brother's case, but in others
whom you might have the opportunity to be of service.
Sincerely yours
R3. 1/13/38 See 1465-2.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-2 M 23
Doctors: Combs, C. A.: D.C.

Par. R2, R3

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: IN COORDINATION
Osteopathy: Lesions

Par. 4--9, 12, 15-A, 16-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Baths: Sponge: Soda: Lesions
: Packs: Castor Oil: Lesions

Par. 10, 11, 15-A, 16-A
Par. 10, 11, 15-A, 16-A
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-2 M 23
B1. See 1465-1.
TEXT OF READING 1465-2 M 23
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 13th day of January, 1938, in accordance with request
made by the brother - Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 3:45 to 4:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [1465].
2. As we find, there is little change (general) in the physical forces from that as
we have had here before.
3. These conditions at times in the applications have appeared to make the body
more restless. And this is opposite from what it should be.
4. As we find, there has NOT been the period of the type of correction that has
been indicated for the body, from the osteopathic adjustments AND
manipulations.
5. And as was given, unless the whole of that which has been indicated is to be
used - so that the reactions would coordinate one with another - we do not find
that it would be even the better for the body to only partially follow the
suggestions indicated.
6. As given, there needs to be gradually - not severely, but gradually - that lesion
broken up which exists in the coccyx portion of the spine, that makes for the
breaking of the connections in the impulses of the nervous system through the
lumbar area, as connects with the conditions in the lacteal ducts.
7. To stimulate only the UPPER portion - that is, the dorsal and cervical area with the taxation - only increases the complaints as would be made by pressures
in the head, irritations to the body in all of the nervous ways and manners.
8. Then, begin NOW, in the manner indicated, to gradually LIFT the coccyx end;
making adjustments through the sacral and coccyx AND lumbars - coordinating
the rest of the system little by little with same.
9. Have periods of these of two to three weeks, then leave off a week or two
weeks, then begin again.
10. But continuously, each day, one hour, preferably as the body is ready to
retire, use the Castor Oil Packs over the liver, the gall duct and the caecum area
- or the whole of the right side, see. Not applied so that it burns or scalds the
body, but hot - and changed about once during the hour. Then sponge off the
area, over which the Packs have been applied, with soda water - which is to keep
the body from becoming irritated, and to take away the poisons that are naturally
drawn by the Oil Packs.
11. Do these (the Packs) each day for at least sixty days, as has been indicated.
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12. But let the osteopath take advantage of the relaxation created by the use of
the Oil Packs, in making the adjustments; in making stimulation to the activity of
the colon, the activity of the jejunum, the flow of the gall duct and the lacteals as
they draw from the body.
13. Do these, and keeping the diet - as we find would be the better.
14. Ready for questions.
15. (Q) Would you suggest that the osteopathic treatments be given immediately
after the Oil Packs?
(A) This may be one period - The osteopathic treatments are only given
about twice a week, while the Oil Packs would be each day. If this is convenient,
WELL that it be given following the Packs - but there is created a specific
condition by the application of the Oils upon the lymph flow and the circulatory
forces, which is what should be taken advantage of by the applications
osteopathically for the general system.
16. (Q) Have the Oil Packs that have been given been applied correctly?
(A) Just as indicated, apply these in the manner outlined. Two to three
thicknesses of flannel dipped in hot Castor Oil, just so that it may be wrung out
WITHOUT too GREAT a strain on the body applying same. Have the Pack
sufficiently large to cover the area from the lower portion of the RIB, or lung, TO
the area across the lower caecum - or right side of the body. Change this about
once during the hour. Then sponge off the body, or the area covered by the
Packs, with the soda solution.
17. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1465-2 M 23
R1. 1/13/38 GD's memo to [1465]'s brother:
It seems the greater trouble is that the osteopathic treatments haven't been given
AS indicated in the Reading. We would appreciate having the name of the
osteopath you are using. I'm sure if he could write or talk to many of the
osteopaths over the country who have had experience with following Mr. Cayce's
Readings, he would realize the value of following to the letter the explicit
directions as given. Has Dr. Beard of Hopkinsville been on the case? She
SHOULD be sympathetic to following the directions, since she has gotten such
marvelous results from the cases sent to her in Hopkinsville by the Readings
suggesting osteopathy. One case for whom Mrs. House administered the Castor
Oil packs is Miss [528]... If there is any doubt about how they are given, I'm sure
she will be very glad to explain to you about them.
R2. 1/23/38 [1465]'s father's letter to EC:
Mr. Edgar Cayce, Virginia Beach, Va.
Dear Mr. Cayce: I am the father of [1465], whom my son, [...], has had you to make two
readings for. IT is rather difficult here for us to get your instructions carried out to
the letter. We do not have a real Osteopath any ways near here that we know of.
We have used Dr. C. A. Combs of this city - a chiropractor to administer that part.
We are determined to get him to carry this out as per your instructions or do
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something, don't know just what yet…. [1465] may be holding his own but we
cannot see much if any improvement. Please advise promptly and oblige, Yours
truly, [...]
R3. 1/26/38 EC's reply to [1465]'s brother:
Dear Mr. [...]:
Just in receipt of yours of 23rd, just wish we did have a place here where
could take care of [1465] - did have one some years ago but the depression took
it away and haven't been able to get one going since.
Mr. [...], Dr. Combs should be able to give [1465] what he needs, have you
talked with him about the suggestions in the reading, will he agree to undertake it
as suggested? I know this may sound all amiss to a Dr. who is very set in his
ways, but we have several Dr's who cooperate with us over the country; and
perhaps can get Dr. Combs to do so, if he will have him write me and will give
him the names of several others he can write and see and know it is not all a
trumped up thing for him. In that way we possibly will be able to do the most
under the circumstances…. Sincerely, [signed] Edgar Cayce
R4. 3/23/38 Brother's letter to EC:
Association of Research and Enlightenment Virginia Beach, Virginia Attention:Mr.
Edgar Cayce
Dear Mr. Cayce:
In this check-up reading, we would especially like for the following questions
to be answered: 1. Does it seem that the recommended treatments, as outlined
in the previous reading, are begin followed as they should; have the oil packs
been used as indicated, and are the adjustments being made properly? 2. Is
there any material change, either better or worse, in my brother's condition? 3.
What should be done, or what treatment should be given, in order to insure the
most certain and speedy recovery? Your cooperation in my brother's case is
greatly appreciated. Any cooperation that I, or any of my folk, can render to you,
in order to effect the best results of the reading, will be given to the best of our
ability….
My Mother is spending practically her entire time in waiting on and caring for
my brother, and we have tried in every way to carry out the treatments as
recommended in your previous reading. At present, it is hard to observe any
improvement in the case. At this time [1465] seems to be entirely helpless, as
though a slow and gradual paralysis is effecting his entire body. It has been hard
for us to locate and secure the aid of an expert osteopath.
We are wishing and hoping that with all of us doing our part, with your
assistance, and the aid of all the powers that be, we will be able to bring about a
normal physical life for my brother. Sincerely yours, [...]
R6. 4/1/38 See 1465-3.
R7. 7/60 See Dr. W. N. Pahnke's [1465-11, Par. R3] note saying it was not
epilepsy, probably Parkinson's Disease.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-3 M 23
Air: Exercise: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 15, 18-A

Chiropractic: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 9, 19-A

Diet: Acidity & Alkalinity
: Cooking Utensils: Aluminum: Not
Recommended

Par. 14
Par. 12

Doctors: Voris, Ralph S.: D.C.

Par. R2

Intestines: Enemas, High: Lesions

Par. 10, 20-A

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Packs: Castor Oil: Lesions

Par. 8, 17-A

Prescriptions: Alcohol, Grain: Epilepsy
: Passion Flower:

Par. 11--13
Par. 11--13
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-3 M 23
B1. See 1465-2.
TEXT OF READING 1465-3 M 23
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 1st day of April, 1938, in accordance with request made
by the brother - Mr. [...], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 3:20 to 3:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes.
2. Now as we find, in some specific instances or respects conditions show
improvement; in others there are apparently, or outwardly, greater distresses.
3. These conditions exist, as we find, in the present:
4. The adhesions show some improvements, in those areas that have been
indicated - in the lacteal duct and caecum, and through the right portion of the
body.
5. But the activities of same - that is, the drosses or the refuse forces that are
accumulations in system - cause greater anxiety to the body at times; and
apparently, while not so severe in their nature, are more aggravating and
disturbing to the body - in the incoordination, and spasmodic reactions.
6. These as we find arise mostly from the conditions produced through the
alimentary canal or lower portion of same, through the colon area.
7. Then, in the present:
8. We would keep the Packs in periods of an hour to two hours at a time, as have
been indicated; just as warm as the body can stand same during the periods of
application.
9. The adjustments have been very well. Make more of these in the lumbar axis
and through the sacral, as well as coordinating them through the rest of the areas
from which impulses are received from the cerebrospinal and sympathetic
system.
10. And at least every other week, or oftener, have the cleansing of the colon
with high enemas.
11. If the conditions that produce the spasmodic reactions still persist after the
next three weeks, then we would use the compound from the Passion Flower prepared in this manner:
12. To a gallon and a half of water add 6 ounces of the Passion Flower
(Passiflora). Reduce by slow boiling to a pint, when strained. Use rather an
enamel container than metal or aluminum ware for such reduction. Then add (to
the pint) an ounce and a half of Pure Grain Alcohol.
13. The dose of this would be a teaspoonful four times each day; after the meals
and before retiring.
14. Be mindful of the diet that it is kept more alkaline than acid.
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15. And if there are the activities in the open as much as possible, as weather
permits, it will be much better.
16. Ready for questions.
17. (Q) Have the Oil Packs been used correctly?
(A) These are very good, but as indicated have them for periods of two hours
when they are given; changing them at least twice during the two hour periods,
see?
18. (Q) To what extent can and should he attempt exercise?
(A) Exercise in the open, as it is possible, is very well.
19. (Q) Does it seem that the recommended treatments have been followed as
outlined in the previous Reading?
(A) In the general manner, yes. It is indicated that more specific adjustments
are needed in the lumbar and sacral.
20. (Q) Is there any material change, either for better or worse?
(A) As indicated, there is a better condition through the causes; though the
eliminations of those portions broken up cause, as it were, greater weakness and
greater exhaustion at times.
Hence the necessity of assisting in eliminating from the colon.
Do these as we find; we will bring the better conditions for this body.
21. We are through with this Reading.

REPORTS OF READING 1465-3 M 23
R1. 4/4/38 Letter from EC to [1465]'s brother, Mr. [...]:
“Am sure from [...]'s letter and yours just how anxious you and Mrs. [...], as
well as rest are about [1465]'s condition. Do hope you will be able to get some
help from the suggestions given, realize how hard it is to get the cooperation of
the Dr. Will the Dr. write me about his findings - ask him will you? Am sure there
are some just as good as he, that cooperate with the information possibly if he
understood this, and will let him ask the Dr's themselves - not my word for it.
“Certainly wish we had a place here where we could have [1465] looked after.
But can only hope for and pray for the best. Know we wish to do every thing
possible. Please let us hear from you as to how he comes along won't you? “
R2. 4/11/38 GD's note: A letter was rec'd by EC from Ralph S. Voris, D.C.,
regarding Case [1465], according to a notation in [1465]'s file to see this letter.
However, the letter cannot be found. If it turns up it will be included here.
R3. 4/22/38 EC's letter to [1527]'s mother - see under 1527-2. Reports, gives
1465-1 and 1465-2 as examples of osteopathic treatments not being given
correctly.
R4. 5/17/38 Father's letter to EC:
“I am writing you in regard to [1465]. He is probably holding his own. In some
respects seems better, but so far as the use of himself do not see any
improvement, rather seems to be slipping.
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“[...] wanted me to ask you if you ever had any other patients with the same
trouble he has, and has any of them gotten well or are they getting well?
“In your original reading you recommended or prescribed oil packs daily for
six months, and in a recent reading you said to continue the oil packs. The six
months has expired and we are wondering if the oil packs should be continued
on. Could you give us right meaning in regard to this?
“You make us believe that you have a personal interest in [1465]. And while
we are limited in money we will go to any expense within our means to restore
[1465] to health.
“Do you think a checkup reading would be of any help by this time? “
R5. 5/19/38 EC's letter to [1465]'s father:
“Thank you for yours of 17th. Want to assure you Mr. [...] [I] feel a very
personal interest in [1465] and sincerely trust we may be of some help. It might
possibly be well to have a check up - but please don't feel that you have to send
money every time you have a check up. Please know am not trying to run up a
bill on you - no matter how well financially you may be fixed. It is not for the
money that I try and give myself to this work - it is the sincere desire to try and
help. Wish might lay before [you] some of the letters have received from people
who have and are getting help - just the ones have had this week. Well you
would understand.
“Mr. [...] - write me the whole history of [1465]'s condition will you and let us
try and make a few questions - that possibly enable us to find something that
may hasten his recovery. Am setting the time for this for next Wed., the 25, 10:
30 to 11: 30 EST. Be sure and let me know if this time suits - and you are not to
send any money for this - and please let's have the case history from whenever
the trouble began.
“Assuring you just hope you may have the experience so many others have
had with the work. “
R6. 5/23/38 Letter from father to EC:
“Received your letter this A.M. Your work is strange to us, but from what we
have heard and read, and from the information and instructions you have given
us on [1465], we are trusting his life on you. We are carrying out your instructions
just as nearly as we can. Sure appreciate your interest in him, and want to thank
you for the check up reading set for Wed. at 10: 30 to 11: 30 EST. We will look
forward to this hour.
“I had Mrs. [...] and [1465] to take down some notes so I could tell you the
history of his trouble, but I have decided to just send their notes on to you.
Believe you can get more from their notes than from what I could write in a brief
time.
“Again thanking you for your special consideration, we are, Most sincerely
yours, “ [...] & family
R7. 5/23/38 Mother's notes re [1465]:
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“In May 1933 [1465] had a severe spell of tonsillitis. We had his tonsils
removed in May, 1933 after a spell of tonsillitis.
“We didn't know anything was wrong with [1465] until Sept., 1933. His left arm
begun to tremble. He was in C.C.C. Camp. He stayed on in camp until April 1st,
1934. Arm still trembling more or less and would give out when working. He kept
up and worked some until in October, 1934, took a cold and had trouble with
lungs. Laid up then until Feb., 1935 and Dr. said he could go back to work.
Worked until August, 1935. Has never done any work since except to read, write,
and has not been able to do that since November, 1937.
“In August and September of 1935 took some Hyocine tablets. He took
Hyocine tablets from Sept., 1936 to Dec., 1937. But hasn't taken any since about
the middle of Feb., 1938. They would stimulate him and he could relax better and
have better use of himself.
“From Sept. to Nov., 1937 he took adjustments from chiropractor, but
seemed to grow worse, and he could not care for himself, read or write and
scarcely talk - even could not answer us.
“Now since we have thought on his sickness so much, we remember in the
spring of 1933. He seemed timid in the public, noticed it then but thought he was
like so many young boys are - just bashful and afraid of making a mistake, but
now we are sure it was this trouble. Below is [1465]'s own history. He says he
first noticed his arm not being right - when he was 18 yrs. of age. A little later
when excited or frightened the left arm and hand would shake a little. Several
months later at ending of day's work hand showed a little tremble. Gradually it
became awkward to use. Bothered mostly when excited or tried to use it. A little
over a year later the trouble went to the left leg, making progress very slowly.
Gradually it grew worse in left arm & leg. It seemed to affect the right arm - and
leg about Oct. of 1937. It was bad when leaving off hyscine [hyocine] tablets. In a
short time became unable to care for self. “
R8. 5/25/38 See 1465-4.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-4 M 23
Doctors: Heibel, George E.: D.O.

Par. R2

Electrotherapy: X-Ray: Diagnosis

Par. 3, 5, 6

Eliminations: Poor

Par. 4

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Osteopathy: Lesions

Par. 3, 7, 10-A, 11-A

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-4 M 23
B1. See 1465-3.
TEXT OF READING 1465-4 M 23
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 25th day of May, 1938, in accordance with request
made by the father, [...] through Associate Membership in the Ass'n for Research
& Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 4:30 to 4:35 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [1465].
2. As we find, the body has since last we had it grown somewhat weaker; yet in
some respects, through the applications, there ARE the opportunities for the
betterment of the conditions.
3. Under the existent circumstance, as we find, it would be well that the body be
taken to a center - as Lexington, Louisville or Frankfort - where it may be XRayed under the supervision of an OSTEOPATH.
4. The distribution of poisons through the breaking up of eliminations, or
adhesions - and the eliminations still lacking in their manner of carrying off the
great quantity of refuse forces or poisons, is still sapping the vitality without there
being the coordination from assimilated system to supplies of resistance in the
body.
5. Then we would carry out those instructions or directions that may be given
from those MAKING such an examination.
6. Have the body X-Rayed especially through those areas that have been
indicated - the centers from which impulse for locomotion is received, both to
arms and limbs.
7. For the deeper manipulations and distribution of energies
OSTEOPATHICALLY may bring the better conditions for this body.
8. Do that.
9. Ready for questions.
10. (Q) And discontinue all suggestions that have been given heretofore?
(A) Discontinue all suggestions until such an examination, and the direction
given through such an examination.
11. (Q) Is there any special osteopath in any of these places you would
recommend?
(A) The choice would be made according to the most convenient place, and
then choose one who may be considered as the better OSTEOPATH in that
particular center. For all of these places are in close proximity to the body.
12. We are through for the present.
(5/25/38 GD's note:We suggest that you have Dr. Beard in Hopkinsville to
recommend the best Osteopath in the place you choose.)
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REPORTS OF READING 1465-4 M 23
R1. 5/26/38 EC's letter to Mr. [...]:“Yours of 23rd did not arrive on time for the
morning appointment as you will possibly notice from hour on transcript. But
undertook it in afternoon. Am very anxious Mr. [...] about [1465]'s condition - and
appears from the information we might be. The suggestion that you have him xrayed would indicate there is something of a pressure somewhere causing this
trouble. Will be very anxious to know what the x-ray shows - and hope you will
favor me with what you are told by the Dr.
“Would attend to this as soon as it is convenient, for he evidently is not doing as
well as he should. Let me hear from you please. “ Sincerely, Edgar Cayce
R2. 7/7/38 Letter to EC from [1465]'s brother: “Since my Father corresponded
with you last and we received your last check-up reading in regard to my brother,
[1465], he has been taken to Lexington, Kentucky where is now under the
treatment of an Osteopath whose name is George Heibel [George E. Heibel,
D.O.]. We have not yet made arrangements for the X-rays to be made as
indicated in the last reading. This has been delayed because of the weak
physical condition which [1465]'s in and also because of the confusion on the
part of the Doctor as to definite understanding of the reading in regard to those
placed [places] or organs to be X-rayed.
“We would like for you, as soon as possible, to give a another check-up
reading for [1465], who is now at ... Avenue, Lexington, Ky. Besides the general
reading which you give we would like for the following questions to be answered
if possible:1. Is the osteopathic treatment that [1465] is receiving at this time
being given as indicated and as needed? 2. Are there any material changes,
either for better or worse? 3. Could more specific location be given as to the Xrays needed or that should be made? 4. Are there any indications that the teeth
may be causing any trouble? 5. Should the present treatment be continued and
what further steps can be or should be taken? “
R3. 7/15/38 See 1465-5.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-5 M 23
Doctors: Heibel, George E.: D.O.

Par. R1

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Osteopathy: Lesions

Par. 3--5, 7

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Packs: Castor Oil: Lesions

Par. 6

BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-5 M 23
B1. See 1465-4.
TEXT OF READING 1465-5 M 23
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 15th day of July, 1938, in accordance with request made
by the brother - Mr. [...], Associate member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 4:10 to 4:15 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes.
2. Conditions as we find continue to be very serious.
3. However, if there are the applications as we have indicated through the
manipulative forces, and not the laxness nor the slackness in the positiveness of
the administration of same, these should bring positive, helpful results for this
body.
4. But if those administering same become so discouraged as to only administer
the treatments just to get through with them, it would be well to change the
activities - and the environs or surroundings.
5. As we find, though, if there is the insistency, these applications may be
obtained - or maintained or gained - through the channels administering same in
the present.
6. We would not change other than keep the eliminations, the assimilations better
- through the administering of the Packs as first indicated, in the caecum and in
the lacteal and gall duct area.
7. In the osteopathic treatments we would stimulate more positively from the 4th
lumbar to at least the 9th dorsal.
8. We are through with this Reading.
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REPORTS OF READING 1465-5 M 23
R1. 11/22/38 Brother's letter to EC:
Mr. Edgar Cayce Research and Enlightenment Association Virginia Beach,
Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce:
In regard to my brother's case, [1465] for whom you have made a number of
readings, I would like for you to give us another reading. In this reading, give
answers to the following questions if it is possible:
1. Is there any material change in [1465]'s physical condition, either for better or
worse, in the last few months?
2. Are there any harmful conditions existing in the region of the bowels or
stomach that may be adjusted or improved and, if so, how?
3. Is the treatment he is now receiving as it should be, or can improvements be
made and, if so, in what respects?
Soon after your last reading [1465-3] was made, [1465] was taken to
Lexington, Kentucky where he was under the care and treatment of a Dr. Heibel,
an Osteopath in that city. After staying there for about two months with no
apparent change for the better, and because of the increased expense of
keeping him there, we took him back home in ..., Kentucky where he has
remained until now. Here he is being given the best of attention and care as we
know how and in accordance with the best advice, both osteopathic and medical,
that we are able to obtain. There are some days that he shows signs of
improvement and at other times he seems to be losing ground considerably. He,
personally, is very much interested in your readings and looks upon them as one
of the only hopes for his reinstatement to health and normal life. We are all trying
and hoping that through some means or other a way can be found to obtain this
for him.
You may set the time of the reading at most any time that will be convenient
to you and he, [1465], will be located at our home at ... Street, ..., Kentucky.
I am enclosing check for $10.00. With best hopes for the greatest of success
in your work and especially in this case, I am
Sincerely yours
Enclosure
R2. 11/25/38 See 1465-6.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-6 M 23
Electrotherapy: Vibrator: Lesions

Par. 6

Intestines: Enemas, High: Eliminations
: Salt & Soda

Par. 8
Par. 8

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Massage: Lesions
: Packs: Castor Oil: Lesions

Par. 5
Par. 4

BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-6 M 23
B1. See 1465-5.
TEXT OF READING 1465-6 M 23
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 25th day of November, 1938, in accordance with request
made by the brother - Mr. [...], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 4:10 to 4:20 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions he has
submitted, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes, we have the body here, [1465].
3. As we find, some conditions are much improved; some APPARENTLY are not
so well, - yet as we find, if that which IS improved is taken advantage of in the
present, we may attain a great deal of improvement.
4. We would now apply each day for five days, then leaving off for three days,
and then five days again, and so on, the Castor Oil Packs as first indicated, through the areas of the abdomen, especially in the lacteal duct and the caecum,
and in the gall duct and the like; where there have been the needs of breaking up
the adhesions, or what may be called the shortcircuiting of the connection
between cerebrospinal and sympathetic (which apparently is worse). Let these
Packs remain on at least two hours, at a time.
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5. Following same give a gentle massage (which may be given as we find by an
attendant or nurse, or even one in the family); kneading as it were the abdomen,
from the right side towards the left, - or pushing over, pulling back, gently.
6. Then following the massage give a treatment with the vibratory forces of an
electrically driven vibrator over the cerebrospinal system. Use the percussion
cup, or the cup applicator; especially in the upper cervicals (this in the upper
portion of the neck, you see), over the 9th dorsal, over the lumbar area; while the
other areas of the spine also would receive attention. But take five or ten
minutes, or fifteen minutes even, for making this application.
7. And be mindful of the diet and the eliminations.
8. If there is the tendency for the lack of proper eliminations, or some periods
when these are overactive, - in either case we would use the high enemas
occasionally. For these we would use a salt and soda solution, the proportions
being a level teaspoonful of baking soda and a heaping teaspoonful of table salt
to each quart and a half of water used. And the water should be bodytemperature; not hotter, not colder. This will then not overtax the body, but will
aid as it cleanses. For this would be given at least once a week, or oftener if
there is not the proper balance in eliminations.
9. Keep the diet as indicated.
10. Ready for questions.
11. (Q) Is the treatment he is now receiving as it should be?
(A) We would use THIS as indicated, as combined with same.
12. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 1465-6 M 23
R1. 3/7/39 See 1465-7.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-7 M 24
Diet: Beef Juice: Lesions
: Lesions

Par. 23
Par. 12, 14, 17, 22, 25

Electrotherapy: Electric Blanket: Lesions

Par. 28

Intestines: Enemas: Salt & Soda: Eliminations
: Gas

Par. 16
Par. 13

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
Osteopathy: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 3, 4

PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Baths: Epsom Salts: Lesions
: Packs: Soda, Bicarbonate:
Digestion
: Rubdowns: Whiskey: Lesions

Par. 19, 24, 26

Prescriptions: Alcaroid: Digestion
: Atomidine

Par. 15, 25
Par. 11, 18, 22, 24

Sedation: Nervous Systems: Incoordination

Par. 7, 10

Par. 13
Par. 20, 24
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-7 M 24
B1. See 1465-6.
TEXT OF READING 1465-7 M 24
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 7th day of March, 1939, in accordance with request
made by the self through brother - Mr. [...], Associate Member of the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 11:05 to 11:15 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions which may
be submitted, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes.
3. Here we find - while there has been the intent and purpose on the part of those
about the entity to administer, or have administered, those suggestions which
have been indicated from time to time - there has been NO cooperation on the
part of those administering those things that were suggested.
4. As we find, there may still be brought real relief for this body, IF there will be
the administering of those influences and forces which as we find would relieve
these tensions through this body - that tend to produce the weakness and to
cause at times the incoordination between the cerebrospinal and the vegetative
or sympathetic nervous systems.
5. Those conditions which have been created by some of the administrations
have tended to change or alter the reflexes, or to produce disturbances, by
stirring up of poisons in the system and yet NOT producing sufficient activity or
stimulation to areas for their elimination, or for the coordinating of the upper and
lower hepatic circulation as to relieve the disturbances through the system.
6. As we find, then:
7. Administer these, then, rather in the home. While, or when necessary call
those of the profession or medical profession for the administration of sedatives
or the like - but do these - yet WATCH the body carefully, ESPECIALLY during
the periods when these first three treatments or applications are made, - as to
the manner the body reacts to same.
8. So, there should be one or more in attendance during the periods these are
administered.
9. Then:
10. Disregard all of that which has been given as to administrations for relief or
help. Begin with these, as if none others had been given, - and leave off all of
those save the sedatives that have been or may be given when necessary. DO
NOT give the sedatives unless it IS necessary.
11. Begin first, then, with one minim (drop) of Atomidine in half a glass of water
before the morning meal.
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12. Let the morning meal be preferably either of such a cereal as Maltex, with
milk, or cut oats combined with a little all-wheat bran.
13. If the activity of these causes an uneasiness, or tendency for the formation of
gas in the stomach or abdomen, apply a pad or cloth to cover the whole area and this cloth covered with baking soda. Let the cloth be rather gauze, you see,
and cover with baking soda to the depth of about an eighth of an inch. Lay over
this a damp cloth, hot or warm; then over that lay a dry cloth. Let this remain until
there is an allaying of any disturbances. This should come by absorption.
14. The noon meal should consist preferably of raw vegetable juices or cooked
vegetable juices, according to the preference of the body.
15. After the noon meal give a small dose of Alcaroid.
16. These should not cause any inconvenience through the system. Should they
do so, then give an enema with water body-temperature, containing salt and
soda - not too much, - just sufficient to relieve the tension. Use about a heaping
teaspoonful of salt and a level teaspoonful of soda to the half gallon of water, or
in these proportions.
17. Keep up the general diets, then - of whole wheat through the evening meal.
This crushed wheat, cooked a long time; and this may be taken with milk if
desired, or only as a mixture with very LITTLE but sufficient sugar to make same
palatable.
18. This would be the regular diet for the first five days; with the Atomidine being
kept as indicated.
19. On the sixth day, in the evening, give the body an Epsom Salts Bath. Put
about twenty pounds of Epsom Salts in fifty gallons of water, or add this amount
of Epsom Salts to the bath tub as full as will be reasonable for the body to lie in with the water as hot as the body can stand same. MASSAGE the body during
the period it is IN the bath - and let it remain in same for at least twenty to thirty
minutes; massaging especially the limbs, the abdomen, the back, between the
shoulders, and all over those portions where the stiffness has occurred and does
occur.
20. When the body is taken out of the Bath, rub it down immediately with at least
ninety to a hundred percent proof Whiskey (after the skin has been dried, of
course). This is to be massaged in, especially along the spine and across the
abdomen - all the body will absorb.
21. After this let the body rest, of course.
22. And then begin the NEXT day with the Atomidine and the diets as indicated, just so as to keep the body-strength.
23. Begin THEN with a little Beef Juice, - not more than a teaspoonful at a time,
but be at least five to ten minutes taking that - sipping a little at the time.
24. After this has been kept up, with the Atomidine, for another five days, then
have ANOTHER of the Epsom Salts Baths in the same way and manner, see?
25. Gradually then increase the diet, if it is possible for the body to absorb or
assimilate same; using the Alcaroid when necessary to reduce the pains through
the abdominal area.
26. Then, after the five days again, give ANOTHER Epsom Salts Bath.
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27. Then, after ten days, if there is not great improvement, further instructions
may be given.
28. An electric blanket, the electric pad over portions of the body where there is
the tendency of aches, will aid in allowing the body to rest.
29. Ready for questions.
30. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1465-7 M 24
R1. 3/28/39 Mother's letter to EC:“I am writing you in regard to [1465]'s condition
since he has been taking treatment specified in Reading of March 7 [1465-7]. He
is weaker especially in his hips and back. He has less use of himself. He
complains a great deal of the very uncomfortable and disturbing feelings in the
abdominal region. There seems to be more contraction of muscles through out
the body. Has been bothered badly with constipation since leaving off all
laxatives. Bowels seem they won't move without aid. At times we do not get
desired results from using enema. Should laxative be given? If so what should
laxative be? Bowels have not moved for a long while without aid.
“Thanking you for your attention to this information concerning [1465] and
hoping to receive an early reply that we may be help to him.
“Sincerely wishing you success in your work of helping others. “
Yours truly, [...]
R2. 4/3/39 Mother's letter to EC:
“We received your letter this morning in answer to our inquiry of the 28th, about
[1465].
“We have tried to follow closely the directions given for [1465] in the Reading
of March 7th. We are through with the baths prescribed and gave them as
directed, using 100 proof whiskey to rub body down with and massage following.
He still is taking one drop of Atomidine before morning meal, which consists of
oats with a teaspoon of all-bran with milk. Noon meal of vegetable juices cooked
and the last few days has eaten a SMALL amount of cooked carrots and small
amount of cooked apples at noon meal. Evening meal of whole wheat - ground,
cooked about 2 hrs. with little brown sugar and milk. Afternoon meal he takes 1/2
teaspoon of Alcaroid in 1/2 glass of water.
“Takes [one] beef juice teaspoon at a time different times during the day.
Eats very slowly. Difficult swallowing and chewing also when he ate anything that
required chewing.
“We have used enemas as directed but seems as we needed to use laxative
a few times to get best results.
“[1465] says the organs in his chest and abdominal regions seem to drop and
feel all out of place at times. This feeling causes him to suffer and be very
uncomfortable at these times.
“He doesn't seem to be stiff in his joints. It seems that the nerves contract or
cause the muscles to contract or tighten, so that he can't move or control the
motions when can move a little. After being helped up, he can by the hardest
walk a few steps after helping him to start. We help him to get up out of his chair,
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and help him to sit down, placing him when he sits or lies down. We place him in
bed, just keep placing and replacing arms, head and legs, and pull his clothes
from side to side until he says he is in comfortable position, and then after a while
we see whether or not he needs replacing again. Up with him at night to readjust
him 3 or 4 times.
“Has taken no sedatives for a long time. Has been in this helpless condition
for 15 months.
“He wants to get well just as much as when he first got sick. And tries to put
up the fight best he can seems like. We are very anxious to find help for him if we
can and get him back where he can enjoy living with us and his friends again.
“His mind is good. And is very patient in his afflictions. The time you have set
for Reading, the afternoon of April 6th, 3: 30 to 4: 30 EST will be satisfactory with
us.
“He will be here at home as before. We sincerely hope and pray that
something may be found soon to help him even though it is not a cure.
“Hoping and praying that you will be able to help [1465] and others. “ Sincerely,
[...]
R3. 4/6/39 See 1465-8.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-8 M 24
Appliances: Wet Cell: Nervous Systems:
Incoordination

Par. 6--15

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: IN COORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Massage: Oils, Olive: Nervous
Systems: Incoordination

Par. 13
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-8 M 24
B1. See 1465-7.
TEXT OF READING 1465-8 M 24
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 6th day of April, 1939, in accordance with request made
by the mother for self - Mr. [1465], Associate Member of the Ass'n for Research
& Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 4:00 to 4:05 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions which may
be submitted, as I ask them:
2. EC: Yes.
3. Conditions continue to be apparently LOSING rather than gaining.
4. As we find, now, we would change again the applications as would be for the
betterment of this body of [1465].
5. There has been sufficient of the Baths, and the weakening condition that exists
needs now that as may bring greater strength and a building influence.
6. We would begin - as soon as practical - with the use of the low Wet Cell
Appliance that would carry Gold one day, Atomidine the next day, and Camphor
the next day. These properties are to act upon the body through the electrical
reactory forces to give stamina, now, to the nerve forces, to the body-building
elements that make for stamina through muscular forces and the activity of
healing influences.
7. The attachments would be made as follows:
8. The first day, the small copper plate would be attached to the 4th lumbar or the
lumbar axis, while the larger nickel plate, through which the Gold Solution passes
(in the proportions of one grain Chloride of Gold to each ounce of Distilled Water
- and there would be used at least five ounces of the Solution, you see), would
be attached to the umbilicus and lacteal duct center.
9. The next day, the small copper plate would be attached to the 3rd cervical
center, while the larger nickel plate, through which the Atomidine Solution would
pass (in the proportions of two ounces commercial strength Atomidine to one
ounce of Distilled Water) would be attached to the umbilicus and lacteal duct
center the same as the day before.
10. The next day, the small copper plate would be attached to the 9th dorsal
center, while the large nickel plate, through which the Camphor Solution passes
(commercial strength Spirits of Camphor), would be attached to the umbilicus
and lacteal duct center - the same as the day before.
11. These, to be sure, are to be used in separate containers or bottles, - and the
applicator extending into the Solution should be removed from the Solution each
time after it has been applied.
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12. These attachments would continue to be made in rotation, you see, - each
being used for thirty minutes, you see; the Gold one day, the Atomidine the next,
the Camphor the next; being sure to make the attachments each time as
indicated - for that particular Solution.
13. Each evening, after the Appliance is used, follow same with a gentle
massage with Olive Oil, - especially along the spine and over the abdomen.
14. Every fifteen days change the Solutions. Every thirty days recharge the
Appliance.
15. Do that for at least two charges of the Appliance.
16. We are through with this Reading.
(4/6/39 GD's note: See article [which was enclosed] explaining theory of Wet Cell
Appliance, also illustration. Miss [528], ..., Ky., used one of these Appliances and
you might be able to get it from her parents whom I think are still in ... It would
save you having to buy one right at this time.)
REPORTS OF READING 1465-8 M 24
R1. 3/15/40 Brother's letter to EC:
“We would like for you to give a Reading for our brother, [1465] in the immediate
future.
“[1465] will be located at the above address and you will please let us know
the date set for the Reading. [1465] is especially interested in the previous
readings that you have made and he requests that the following questions be
answered in the Reading if possible. 1. What is the cause of his trouble?
2. Is there any form of examination or diagnosis that will locate and show the
source and cause of trouble?
3. What can be done by [1465] or others to hasten improvement and what
treatment is necessary to make the body normal?
“We are very anxious to receive a complete and thorough Reading with as much
explanation as possible.
“I am enclosing a check for Ten Dollars ($10.00) for the reading. “
R2. 3/22/40 See 1465-9.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-9 M 25
LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Massage: Oils, Olive: Lesions
: Peanut Oil:
: Packs: Castor Oil:

Par. 5, 6, 9
Par. 5, 6, 9
Par. 4, 5, 9

Prophecy: Prognosis: Lesions

Par. 9
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BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-9 M 25
B1. See 1465-8.
TEXT OF READING 1465-9 M 25
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 22nd day of March, 1940, in accordance with request
made by the self, through brother, Mr. [...], Associate Member of the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 3:40 to 3:50 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions, as I ask
them:
2. EC: Yes, we have the body, [1465].
3. As we find, there have been good and bad periods for the body since last we
had same here.
4. The first causes have been aided somewhat, but to relieve these entirely - and
for the better health, there should be the consistent application of the Castor Oil
Packs over the lacteal duct and the caecum area, or the right side - from just
below the rib area to the lower portion of the groin. These should be applied in
series; each day for an hour, for a period of three to five days, leaving off for a
week, and then again each day for another three to five days, and so on.
5. Each evening following the application of the Packs, we would massage the
body - from the base of the head or brain to the end of the spine, with an equal
combination of Olive Oil and Peanut Oil. This should be done in a rotary motion
along either side of the spine, and especially over the area of the sympathetic
nervous system; massaging all that the body will absorb of this combination of
oils.
6. Every second or third time the massage is given, we would also massage
gently - but all the body will absorb - over the abdomen and the gall duct and liver
area, and the whole way across the diaphragm area. This would be given as a
kneading massage, while the one along the spine would be given in a rotary
motion as indicated.
7. Then, keep the diets as indicated; and these as we find should bring better
conditions.
8. The first cause, as we have indicated, is from adhesions in the areas between
the lower portion of the liver and gall duct, and about the lacteals. This causes
the weakness, nervous reaction, the spasmodic reactions at times.
9. However, if these applications of the Packs and the massages and the diets as
outlined will be followed for a period of several months, or until there is the
breaking up of the adhesions and lesions, we find that the cause may be
eliminated.
10. Ready for questions.
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11. (Q) Is there any form of examination or diagnosis that will locate and show
the source or cause of trouble?
(A) As indicated, the reactions that occur show the source or cause of the
trouble, - that is, the weakness, and the conditions arising from certain diets from
which the body has found that it is well to refrain.
But do as has been indicated, if we would bring the better forces for this body.
12. (Q) What can be done by this body to hasten improvement?
(A) Be consistent with those applications as we have indicated.
13. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 1465-9 M 25
R1. 4/17/40 See 1465-10.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-10 M 25
Clairvoyance of E.C.: Incorrect?

Par. R1

Coma: Tendencies

Par. 2

Doctors: Davies, T.R.: M.D.

Par. R4

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
WORK: E.C.: READINGS: VOLUNTARY

BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-10 M 25
B1. See 1465-9 on 3/22/40.
TEXT OF READING 1465-10 M 25
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
W. Harrison, 56 Highland Circle, Bronxville, N.Y., this 17th day of April, 1940, at
the end of two other Check Physical Readings, information volunteered without
specific request, - through Associate Membership in the Ass'n for Research &
Enlightenment, Inc., Virginia Beach, Va.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Hugh Lynn Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno. Neumark
family, Nathan Patek, Margaret Taylor, Fenton Taylor, Jr., Dorothy Wallace and
mother, Frances Paelian and mother, and others.
READING
Time of Reading 11:35 to 11:40 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
(No suggestion; information volunteered at end of two other Check Physical
Readings.)
1. EC: Now we have the body here of Mr. [1465].
2. As we find, periods of anxiety have arisen recently regarding this weakness,
those tendencies for the activities that cause almost a coma.
3. If there will be thoroughly applied that massage which has been outlined for
the body, we will find that this condition will respond almost immediately.
4. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 1465-10 M 25
R1. 4/17/40 Letter from brother mailed from Ky. to EC in Va. Beach, forwarded to EC
in N.Y., rec'd by EC in NY several days after 1465-10 had been volunteered:
“I have just returned from my home in ... where I have been visiting my brother
and other relatives for several days. I found my brother, [1465], to be in no better
shape, if probably not losing ground to some extent. He was very much interested
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and insisted that I write to you concerning his case, hoping, as we all are, that
probably you could give an additional reading and that all of us working together can
find something to do that we have not yet done that will in some way improve, if not
cure, [1465]'s condition.
“He seems to have less and less use of his entire body, still being able to walk a
little about the house, but is unable to move to any extent his arms, head or legs. He
complains considerably of trouble in his stomach and bowels. He can hardly talk at
all and his diet is necessarily composed largely of liquids or mashed foods. We have
tried to administer treatments as outlined in your last reading, but so far as we can
note at this time there have been no changes or improved condition….
“If there is anything that can be done for him that is at all within our means, we are
very anxious to know of it. “ Sincerely yours, [...]
R3. 6/17/40 Letter to [1465]'s mother from EC:
“Have yours of the 11th - as wrote you sometime ago - think we have had during the
years several cases similar to [1465] - the results have depended on just how well
the suggestions were adhered to.
“Possibly Mrs. [...] [it] would be well for you to write me a complete history of
[1465]'s case as you know it - then we will write you in light of what has been given
from time to time just what we feel is best course for you to take at this time.
“Sincerely hoping for the best. “ Sincerely, Edgar Cayce
R4. 6/27/40 Letter from [1465]'s mother to EC:
“We received your letter some few days ago, suggesting that we send you a
complete history of [1465]'s case. In May 1938 we wrote to you giving as near as we
could the nature and how he was affected by the disease, when it commenced to
bother him or when he first noticed the tremor, we begun the 7th of Nov. 1937 to
apply oil packs as directed in the first Reading you gave, and carried this out 6
months. At the end of this time we had a check up reading and advised to go to
Osteopath. We went to Lexington, Ky. to Dr. Geo. E. Heibel (recommended to us by
Dr. Beard, Hopkinsville, Ky.). We stayed there 2 months taking treatments as
prescribed in Reading. Also had X-ray made of head, neck and entire digestive tract,
which showed nothing that would be any aid toward telling us what to do for him. We
saw no improvement at all and Dr. Heibel told us he didn't either. So we came home
called our home Dr., Dr. T. R. Davies, he looked at the X-rays we had made and
examined him and gave him a little medicine to aid digestion. So for a time then, we
just kept up the diet prescribed in the Reading and gave him a laxative every night
and he remained about the same for sometime. Then we heard of Cobra Venom,
thought it might be worth trying.
“We had him given 7 doses (injections). No relief, seemed to be almost neutral.
Then again we just keep on diet and he takes laxative and we go on this way for
sometime.
“Then after sometime he wants to have another check up reading, in which Salts
bath etc - was prescribed, we carried this out as directed with no improvement as we
could tell. We still keep on diet and rest up again; since he seems to weaken after
treatments. Some weeks afterward we hear of Rabellon treatment for this disease
[Parkinson's disease], so we decided to try this. It seemed to help for awhile and
then seemed that didn't do so well. So after a time he wants another check up
reading, which is the last one given, in which was prescribed the oil pack again. We
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have been carrying this out. But 2 weeks ago we thought it best to rest more than
one wk. between applications, to see if he could gain some strength.
“When he even tries to move or use any energy at all, it just sets his limbs in
uncontrollable motion. He has no control of muscles scarcely at all. Can hardly walk
at all without aid. Bends forward so much when he tries to walk. Has a dreadful time
to eat. Jaws just won't work when he wants them to, so that chewing is almost past
doing with him, swallowing is VERY difficult a good deal of time.
“Nothing seems to improve his condition. This is probably a more of a description
than history, but this is the way it is. And we have tried and are still trying to get relief
for him if we can't find any cure.
“He was normal as any of our family so far as we knew until 18 yrs. of age.
Graduated from High School, and took part in any activities a normal boy would.
Attended church and Sunday School regular. Belonged to Boy Scouts, played in the
Band. Liked to work at anything we had for him to do. Agriculture was his favorite
work (but he never got to do very much of it). Liked to fish and camp out. Made
friends easily, was of humble, kind, sympathetic disposition. We live in hopes of
finding something for him. Thanking you for your attention to his and if you find
anything that you think would be worth the while we would appreciate your letting us
know about it. Best wishes to you in your work. “ Sincerely, [...]
“P.S. Mr. Cayce, I thought you might not understand from what I have written
that [1465] is helpless. Has been helpless since immediately after we begun the use
of oil pack in Nov. 1937. We have fed him and given him every bit of meals and
water, etc. since the first of year 1938. At Christmas 1937 he fed himself but very
difficult. I wanted him to let me help him but he would do it himself until he couldn't.
He isn't paralyzed but when he wants to move he just can't. He has a very high
sense of feeling. Just a hair or a LITTLE bit of something on his face or hands and
he can feel it but can do nothing scarcely to get it off. Occasionally he can put his
hands to his face but with great difficulty. It seems that the harder he tries to move
the harder it is to do it.
“His mind is good. Seems that the nerves or muscles in some way just contract
and can't relax.
“He sleeps pretty good at night a good deal of time. Doesn't go to sleep usually
until 10: 30 or 11 o'clock P.M. Sleeps sometimes, a nap during the day. Occasionally
he shows interest in something. Ask about the garden or something. He can't
engage in conversation with one, only say a few words at a time just now and again.
“He smiles sometimes and once in a while he laughs at some of the jokes the
children tell in his presence, and then again at times he just can't bear noise or talk
or any disturbance scarcely at all.
“No noise while he eats.
“This is about as near as I can tell I think about his condition.
“Hope you find something to help him. “
Sincerely, [...]
R5. 7/6/40 See 1465-11.
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INDEX OF READING 1465-11 M 25
DEBILITATION: GENERAL
Doctors: Pahnke, Walter N.: M.D.

Par. R3

Injections: Hypodermic: Liver Extract:
Debilitation: General

Par. 7

LESIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEMS: INCOORDINATION
PARKINSON'S DISEASE: TENDENCIES
Physiotherapy: Massage: Peanut Oil:
Parkinson's Disease

Par. 5

Prescriptions: Liver Extract: Debilitation:
General

Par. 6

BACKGROUND OF READING 1465-11 M 25
B1. See 1465-10.
TEXT OF READING 1465-11 M 25
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 6th day of July, 1940, in accordance with request made
by the mother - Mrs. [...], through Associate Membership in the Ass'n for
Research & Enlightenment, Inc.
PRESENT
Edgar Cayce; Gertrude Cayce, Conductor; Gladys Davis, Steno.
READING
Time of Reading 10:55 A.M. Eastern Standard Time.
..., Ky.
1. GC: You will give the physical condition of this body at the present time, with
suggestions for further corrective measures; answering the questions, as I ask
them:
2. EC: Yes.
3. Here we find conditions in some respects show betterment, in others they are
not so well.
4. This complication has turned to the inability of the system to give the vital
energies to nerve and muscular forces of the body.
5. These as we find would be materially aided now through leaving off the Packs
(as these tend in the present to sap the vitality because of the heat), and
massaging the body once each day with all the body will absorb of Peanut Oil, especially the spine AND the abdomen, gently.
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6. Have as much liver and liver extract as the body can assimilate each day. This
should be calves' liver, and should be broiled - NOT fried nor roasted, but broiled,
so as to preserve the juices.
7. Even the injections of liver extract, as prepared for such, would be beneficial.
8. Do these for at least six weeks; then we would give further instructions, as
these properties assimilate and work with the body.
9. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1465-11 M 25
R1. 8/21/40 Mother's letter to EC:
“My son, [1465], whom you have given several Psychic Readings wishes me
to write to you again concerning his case.
“The last reading of July 6th advised to massage body with peanut oil
especially the spine and abdomen. Should this be kept up right on and should
the WHOLE body be massaged with the Peanut Oil each day? He also wishes
to ask what have been the results of cases like or similar to his after following the
instructions given in the Readings for them.
“[1465] seems a little stronger than when we stopped the Castor Oil packs.
But so far as moving or being able to control the muscles there is no
improvement so far as we can tell.
“He is very anxious to get well or to get some relief. He has never given up,
and seems just as anxious and hopeful that we can find something for him to
help him as he was when first stricken with this trouble. He is in a very pitiful
condition. We take care of him same as ever, still hoping for something to be
found that will help him. He is always anxious to hear what the Readings report.
“Hoping we have not put you to too much inconvenience by asking the above
questions:
“Will you please let us hear from you as soon as you well can. Thanking you
for your previous interest in [1465]'s case and best wishes to you in your work. “
Sincerely, [...]
R2. 8/27/40 EC's ltr. to [1465]'s mother:
“Can well imagine how anxious [1465] becomes at times, and while am very
disappointed that he hasn't responded more readily to the suggestions made
from time to time, do hope that soon you will see real improvement. Yes - would
keep up the massages with the Oil, and very soon will try and see what may be
suggested again. Yes, think were the whole body massaged that you would get
best results - a care I am sure yet - one if it will but help you are glad to do….
“Please don't ever feel it is a bother. Am anxious to try and help and do hope
yet things will work out right. “
R3. 7/60 In Dr. W. N. Pahnke's breakdown of 96 cases of epilepsy from the
Edgar Cayce records he classified Case [1465] in group 3, saying: “It appears
definitely not to have been epilepsy. From descriptions of the disease it could
very well have been Parkinson's disease. “
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More About Glutathione:
Promise for Parkinson's Disease
Dr. Julian Whitaker's Most Astonishing SPEED CURES
Note: Julian Whitaker, MD, has extensive experience in the areas of preventive medicine
and natural healing. All recommendations in this report have met stringent criteria for
safety and effectiveness; however, they have not been reviewed by the Food and Drug
Administration. The recommendations in this report are not intended to replace the
advice of your physician, and you are encouraged to seek advice from competent
medical professionals for your personal health needs.

Hugh's Story
Glutathione is also one of the most promising new therapies for Parkinson's
disease. Clinical studies have demonstrated that boosting levels of this potent anti
oxidant through intravenous administration slows the progress of the disease
significantly. In a 1996 study, researchers administered intravenous (IV) glutathione
to nine patients with early Parkinson's disease for 30 days. At the end of the study,
all of the patients had improved significantly, with a 42-percent decline in disability.
The effects lasted for two to four months after the therapy was stopped.
It's difficult to believe the dramatic effects of IV glutathione unless you
witness them yourself. Hugh, who attended the Back to Health Program at the
Whitaker Wellness Institute, is a case in point. Hugh underwent three treatments
during the week that he was here. He arrived for his first treatment in a
wheelchair and exhibited a significant tremor in his left arm. By his second
treatment, the tremor in his left arm had decreased, and his wife reported that he
was much more mentally alert.
Hugh's subsequent progress borders on miraculous. He walked into the
clinic for his third treatment without the wheelchair, although his gait was a bit
unsteady and he held his arms stiffly at his sides. Twenty minutes after wards,
however, Hugh was walking around the clinic, arms swinging, the tremor in his
left arm completely gone. Hugh's mood, mental sharpness, and energy level
have improved so much since he returned home that he has resumed his law
practice!
Georgia's Story
When 75-year-old Georgia of Bixby, Oklahoma, made arrangements to
come to the Whitaker Wellness Institute, she wasn't even sure she could make
the trip. Suffering with Parkinson's disease, Georgia had a hard enough time
getting around the house, let alone across the country. Her legs were weak, her
left foot was partially numb, and she experienced significant hand tremors. To
make matters worse, she had recently begun having panic attacks.
But she did come, and we immediately started her on a series of IV
glutathione treatments. Forty-eight hours after her first treatment, Georgia felt
much better. Her leg weakness resolved; her gait was steadier; sensation
returned to her foot; her tremor improved; her anxiety dwindled! And for the first
time in a long while, Georgia said, she "slept like a baby." She and her husband
Howard were thrilled with her progress, and, when they returned home, Georgia
convinced her local neurologist to continue her glutathione therapy.
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So how is Georgia feeling now? Well, Howard says she's "jumping around
like a teenage girl." And although she insists her husband is wildly exaggerating,
Georgia is happy to report that her mood is improved, she has renewed energy,
and she is able to get herself around her house. In fact, she and Howard threw a
party for their great-grandson's birthday, and she helped with all the cooking and
preparations. A year before, she says, that would have been unthinkable.
Recommendations
IV glutathione therapy is extremely safe and beneficial even when
administered several years after the onset of Parkinson's disease. The typical
dosage, which must be administered by a health care professional, is 600 mg
three to seven times per week. While not everyone responds as dramatically as
Georgia did, IV glutathione eases tremors and mobility problems, improves
speech, and alleviates depression (a common side effect) in many patients with
Parkinson's disease.
To learn more about glutathione therapy at the Whitaker Wellness
Institute, call 800-488-1500.
For an instructional video that gives physicians and patients an overview
of the IV delivery system, contact David Perlmutter, MD, at 800-530-1982 or
www. brainrecovery.com com.
Inhaled glutathione is available by prescription from McGuff Compounding
Pharmacy. Call 877-4441133 or visit www.mcguffpharmacv.com for more
information.

Hyperbaric Oxygen For Parkinson's
Dr. Julian Whitaker’s Health & Healing
September 2008
Muhammad Ali and Michael J. Fox have done a lot for Parkinson’s
disease. Afflicted with this progressive neurological disorder at a young age (Ali
at 41 and Fox at 30), both of these celebrities have raised millions of dollars for
research, education, and support of patients with Parkinson's. Sadly, there's one
remarkable treatment these two men have overlooked: hyperbaric oxygen
therapy (HBOT).
We've been using HBOT along with intravenous glutathione for our patients with
Parkinson's for years, and although it's not a cure per se, the results are
generally encouraging and sometimes astounding. HBOT floods the body with
oxygen and stimulates the growth of new blood vessels to nourish the brain. It
also promotes neuronal regeneration and appears to slow the death of neurons
in the region of the brain affected by this disease. Studies show that this therapy
improves symptoms such as rigidity, posture, gait, tremors, speech, and facial
expressions, as well as the ability to carry out activities of daily living. To learn
more about HBOT and the treatment of Parkinson's disease at the Whitaker
Wellness Institute, call (800) 488-1500.
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More Parkinson's Disease Testimonials
"Jean Has Benefited Greatly From Your Treatments"
Jean and I would like to give a special "thank you" for all the wonderful
help and compassionate consideration you provided her during our stay at the
Whitaker Wellness Institute. She has Parkinson's disease and has benefited
greatly from your treatments, particularly the intravenous glutathione.
Her walk improved from a shuffle to good heel to toe stride, and the shaking in
her hand has largely disappeared. Jean has maintained the exercise and diet
program recommended by the Institute, and they have contributed towards her
present well-being. Thank you again.
— Gerry, San Antonio, Texas
"I Felt Better Than I Had for Many Years"
I am writing to tell you how delighted I have been with the results of my
treatment for Parkinson's when I attended your clinic.
My mobility was greatly improved as my unsteadily gait smoothed out to a
normal stride Three days of treatment and I lost my "Parkinson's mask, "
regaining my usual big smile. My speech cleared up losing its slur. I woke early in
the morning after a refreshing sleep ready to meet the day's challenges. My
appetite improved, my sense of taste picked up and I found the meals served
tasted delicious. I even, much to my wife's astonishment, found avocados,
mushrooms, and eggplant enjoyable — things I would never have tasted before,
no matter how I was cajoled.
Each time I was given hyperbaric oxygen therapy, my sense of well-being
increased until I felt better than I had for many years. Over, around, and above all
these exciting improvements were the kindly, compassionate, and highly
professional staff cheering me on, rejoicing with me over every improvement,
encouraging my progress, making me feel like I really mattered.
Thanks to all who played a part in restoring so much of my physical well-being
and filling my heart once again with hope. God bless you with great joy in your
service to others.
— Gerald W. Beers, Titusville, PA
Whitaker Wellness Institute Medical Clinic, Inc.
How to Reach Us
To reserve space in one of our programs or to receive a brochure contact us:
Due to the volume of mail and phone calls Dr. Whitaker receives, it is impossible for him
to personally respond to every question. WhitakerWeliness.com does not provide
specific medical advice. You should always consult your physician to discuss specific
symptoms and conditions.
By Mail:
Whitaker Wellness Institute Medical Clinic, Inc.
4321 Birch St.
Newport Beach, CA 92660
http://www.whitakerwellness.com/html/ivother.html
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CoQ10 May Slow Parkinson's Disease
19 November 2002
by Wyn Snow, Managing Editor
http://www.webmd.com/parkinsons-disease/news/20021014/coenzyme-q10-may-slow-parkinsons

Building on the discovery that patients with Parkinson's have reduced levels of
coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) in their mitochondria, researchers at the University of
California, San Diego, have found that supplementation with CoQ10 can slow the
deterioration of function experienced by Parkinson's sufferers.
Researchers led by Clifford Shults, MD, divided 80 patients with early-stage
Parkinson's into four groups. All of the patients had the tremor, stiffness and
slowed movements typical of early-stage Parkinson's. Three of the groups
received CoQ10 in dosages of 300, 600, or 1200 mg/day, together with vitamin
E. The fourth group received placebo. Patients were evaluated every four months
for 16 months, unless their level of disability made it appropriate to intervene with
drugs.
Progression of symptoms was slower in the three treatment groups than in those
taking placebo, and benefits were strongest in the group receiving 1200 mg/day
(44% less reduction in cognition, motor function, and daily activities). CoQ10 was
safe and well-tolerated at all three dosage levels. As expected, those taking
CoQ10 showed significant increases both in serum levels of CoQ10 and in
mitochondrial energy production.
The research was published in the October 15 issue of the Archives of Neurology
(59, 10:1541-50, 2002).
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A Papaya Extract for Parkinson’s
The Best of Dr. Williams’ International Folk Cures and Remedies Special Report

by Dr. David Williams
A few years ago, I learned about a product that may help prevent or slow
the progression of Parkinson’s disease. The product is called Immun’Age FPP
(Fermented Papaya Preparation), which is manufactured by a Japanese
company called Osato.
Immun’Age is produced from non-genetically modified papayas that are
grown in Hawaii. The papayas undergo a fermentation process and are then
dried and ground into a fine powder. The final product is packed in 3-gram foil
packs. Immun’Age FPP was first developed in 1969, and has been on the
Japanese market for about the last 10 years. It is sold primarily as an immune
booster.
Doctors and researchers familiar with Immun’Age FPP, including
Dr. Luc Montagnier, president of the World Foundation for AIDS Research and
Prevention, feel that the product’s ability to scavenge free radicals is what makes
it effective in helping treat Parkinson’s disease.
Even though more research is needed on the product, when you consider
just how limited and largely unsuccessful the current treatments for Parkinson’s
are, getting the word out about this new discovery becomes very important.
Immun’Age FPP is natural and there haven’t been any reports of serious side
effects. Another plus, according to people I’ve spoken with, is it seems to work
rather quickly. You should be able to tell within a couple of weeks if it’s going to
help you.
Dr. Montagnier recommends taking two packets of the powder daily—one
in the morning and another in the evening. For best results, the powder should
be dumped under the tongue and taken on an empty stomach. Immun’Age FPP
is available from Papaya Science at 888-847-3068 or www.papayascience.com.
One box contains 30 packets and costs $60. Two boxes would cover a month’s
supply if you follow Dr. Montagnier’s recommended dose of two packets per day.

A Papaya Pontification
Alternatives, December 2002
I recently received a call from a reporter whose assignment has been to
cover the travels of Pope John Paul II for the last couple of years. Although I
can't confirm this story with the 82-year-old Pontiff himself, several other sources
I've spoken with support the story. (Unfortunately, my connections don't extend to
the Pope or the Vatican, but I'm working on it.)
Although the Vatican has never acknowledged the fact, it is obvious that
Pope John Paul II suffers from Parkinson's disease. Over the last few years, his
speech has become slurred, his left hand has developed a tremor, and he has
difficulty moving about.
In June, the Pope was visited by Dr. Luc Montagnier, the president of the
World Foundation for AIDS Research and Prevention. Dr. Montagnier is the coEdgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2008 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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discoverer of the AIDS virus, along with Dr. Robert Gallo back in 1983. Dr. Gallo
was to accompany Dr. Montagnier on this visit, but had to cancel at the last
minute due to emergency knee surgery. The purpose of the audience was to try
and convince the Pope to relax the Catholic Church's stance on the use of
condoms for AIDS protection.
A Papal Improvement
Apparently, during his audience on June 10th with the Pope, Dr.
Montagnier gave the Pontiff a papaya extract to take to help improve his
Parkinson's disease. Again, the Vatican won't confirm or deny that the Pope is
using the product. What has been confirmed, however, is that, since Dr.
Montagnier's visit, there has been a remarkable change in the Pope's symptoms.
Whether the change is related to an act of God, the extract, or something else, I
can't be certain.
In August, the Pope traveled to Canada and Poland. In Poland, the Pope
was able to deliver his own speech for the first time in several months. Reporters
traveling with the Pope have also confirmed that his speech is much stronger and
clearer. He has more stamina and energy. Reports from the Vatican say only that
he is feeling much better.
What Dr. Montagnier gave the Pope is a product called Immun'Age FPP
(Fermented Papaya Preparation), which is manufactured by a Japanese
company called Osato. Immun'Age is produced from non-genetically modified
papayas that are grown in Hawaii. The papayas undergo a fermentation process
and are then dried and ground into a fine powder. The final product is packed in
3-gram foil packs. Immun'Age was first developed in 1969, and has been on the
Japanese market for about the last 10 years. It is sold primarily as an immune
booster.
Dr. Montagnier feels that the product's ability to scavenge free radicals is
what makes it effective in helping Parkinson's disease. He has also started
testing the product in AIDS patients in Africa. So far, the studies have been on
very small groups, but the results appear to be very positive. When used in
combination with AIDS drugs, it seems to stimulate immune activity. There are
also indications that it helps with weight gain and improved hemoglobin levels.
Larger, more extensive trials are currently being planned.
Dr. Montagnier recommended that the Pope take two sachets, or packets,
of the powder daily – one in the morning and another in the evening. For best
results, the powder should be dumped under the tongue and taken on an empty
stomach. Dr. Montagnier says that whenever he first feels a cold coming on he
immediately takes two sachets, which stops the cold before it gets started. This
seems to work only if it is taken at the very first sign of a cold.
Hard to Get; Hard to Do Without
I haven't been able to locate a supplier for Immun'Age in this country.
Outside of Japan, the product isn't that well known. If people begin to see a
difference in their Parkinson's symptoms, I'm sure that will change. Currently, the
only way I've found to get the product is by ordering online from a French
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company at www.supersmart.com (listed as FPP under New Products). The
product isn't cheap. Thirty sachets, with shipping, cost about 70 Euros – which is
currently about $70 U.S. A month's supply at the dosage Dr. Montagnier
recommends (two sachets a day) would run $140.
Unfortunately, more research is needed on the product. However, it's
natural and there haven't been any reports of serious side effects. Another plus is
that, according to people I've spoken with, it seems to work rather quickly. You
should be able to tell within a couple of weeks if it's going to help you. Under
normal circumstances, I would have waited to tell you about this product until
more clinical trials or research studies have been completed. However, when you
consider just how limited and largely unsuccessful the current treatments for
Parkinson's are, getting the word out about this new discovery becomes very
important.
If you or someone you know tries FPP, I'd love to get your feedback so I
can pass it along to others who could benefit from the information. I'll also be
following Dr. Montagnier's work and any new information and research that
comes along. I'll also put in a call to the Pope – but don't hold your breath for that
report.
Take care, Dr. David Williams
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Parkinson’s
Magnetically Attractive Healing
by Dr. David G. Williams
Alternatives Newsletter, March 2004
My dad turned 81 in October, and my two oldest kids, Mason, 9, and
Meagan, 11, found a t-shirt they thought would be a funny gift. While Dad is not
one to complain about the various problems that often accompany aging, it’s
easy to detect some periodic frustration, to say the least. The t-shirt carried the
following message:
The Golden Years Have Come at Last
I cannot see,
I cannot pee,
I cannot chew,
I cannot do.
My memory shrinks,
My hearing stinks.
No sense of smell,
I look like hell.
My body’s drooping,
Got trouble pooping.
The Golden Years Have Come at Last
I should add that the t-shirt wasn’t given to ridicule, but instead given out
of love and with great respect. My kids can’t even imagine they will be that old
someday. They’re still so naive at this point that they can’t wait until they’re older.
They want nothing more than to be teenagers.
Not unlike children, most of us express very little concern about the aging
process until it begins to affect us personally. And age is a relative concept. It all
depends on your perspective at the time. My children think anyone over the age
of 15 is “old.” To them, I’m ancient. To me, mentally, I still feel like I did when I
was in my late 20s or early 30s. Physically, however, I have started to experience
some limitations, and I’m not one who easily accepts such changes.
If nothing else, these changes constantly motivate me to continue my
search for cures, remedies, and therapies that can safely prolong or restore
health – not only your health, but mine as well. I’m also acutely aware that time
and financial resources are of the essence. That’s why I have no problem
expending whatever effort it takes to ensure that the information and techniques I
present work consistently and effectively. Life is far too short to waste either
money or time on health gimmicks or fads. Under these self-imposed time
constraints, separating the “wheat from the chaff, ” or “finding the pony in the
barn filled with horse manure” as they say in this part of the country, can be one
of the most frustrating parts of my job.
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The Find of a Century…or Two
When things finally do come together, however, the results can
overshadow years of frustration. That’s exactly what happened recently. After
years of constant digging, I’m about to share with you what may be one of the
most powerful healing therapies I have uncovered during the 18 years I’ve been
writing Alternatives. I don’t want to sound grandiose, but I feel this therapy may
be one of the greatest discoveries in the history of medicine. Like most of the
treatments or cures I cover in Alternatives, the basis of my understanding and
appreciation started forming years ago.
Almost 22 years ago, I first heard about a device called a wet cell
appliance. It was first described by the healing psychic Edgar Cayce. Basically, it
consists of a homemade chemical battery that reportedly can be used to treat
Parkinson’s and other neurological diseases. Electrodes from the battery are
placed at specific sites on the body, and a very weak current (25 to 35 millivolts)
passes through the body. Before entering the body the current passes through a
jar that contains gold, silver, or camphor salt solutions, which are supposed to
impart the “vibratory frequencies” of these substances into the nervous system,
immune system, or both.
Some individuals have reported improvements after using wet cells, but
the results have been very inconsistent. I’ve utilized wet cells in the past with
very little success. Not surprisingly, there has been little credible research on wet
cell therapy. The one study I’m aware of showed it produced only minimal
results. (Subtle Energies & Energy Medicine 02;11(2):151-166)
Knowing there are very few successful treatments for neurological
problems such as Parkinson’s, I continued to search for a therapy that could
possibly build on the very limited success of the wet cell. About ten years ago, I
heard about the work of a Dr. Reuven Sandyk. Dr. Sandyk had begun to publish
work involving the use of low-level electromagnetic treatment for Parkinson’s. I
spent time studying Dr. Sandyk’s research and found it fascinating, to say the
least. It differed from the wet cell therapy in that it utilized pulsed rather than
continuous current, and instead of direct electrical current, it was
electromagnetic, which is to say it generated electrical fields in the body. Dr.
Sandyk had shown that by using electromagnetic therapy to treat Parkinson’s
patients, he could reduce the amount of medication they required and improve
their gait, ability to speak, and sense of smell. (Int J Neurosci 93;69(1-4):167-83)
I immediately contacted Dr. Sandyk to discuss his work, and he seemed
surprised I was interested, but he was very open and helpful. I then spoke with
him on several subsequent occasions. For some reason, that access came to an
abrupt halt, and he referred me to his attorney, refusing to discuss his work with
me any further. I never learned why. I suspect he realized that I was looking for a
way the therapy could be used immediately to help suffering Alternatives
readers, and he was afraid any publicity might put him in jeopardy with the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) or other regulatory authorities.
I’m still not sure what happened, but it was a big disappointment. After all,
it certainly appeared to be a very simple, effective therapy. Very weak magnetic
fields were being applied to the head, which created electrical fields in the brain.
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There was, and still is, a great deal of debate about how this could be effective.
There is little question, however, that it is safe and can achieve astounding
results.
Big Bucks for Temporary Results
Dr. Sandyk has continued to research and publish, and I have continued
to follow his work. To date, he has published more than 500 peer-reviewed
studies, with more than 90 of those detailing the successful use of
electromagnetic field therapy in patients with not only Parkinson’s, but also
multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, schizophrenia, cluster and migraine headaches, and
Tourette’s syndrome. I’ve recently learned that Dr. Sandyk is now treating
patients using the electromagnetic device he developed. It appears that as long
as he doesn’t manufacture his device or sell it to other practitioners, and he’s not
harming anyone, he can legally continue to treat patients and do research. He
works in the New York area, reportedly charging $750 for the first session and
$350 per session thereafter. According to those I spoke with, he treats patients
from two to five days a week, and if a patient wants to maintain any positive
results, the treatment must continue for life. Obviously, it has turned out to be a
very expensive form of treatment.
Dr. Sandyk’s research, and that of other investigators in Europe and
China, continues to demonstrate that electromagnetic therapy is safe and
effective for a wide range of neurological and other problems. This has created a
frenzy in the marketplace, with dozens of new products and a long list of
outrageous claims. While pulsed electromagnetic therapy has been utilized for
years by orthopedics to assist in the union o£ non-healing fractures, employing
the therapy for neurological problems is practically unheard of in the U.S. The
treatment costs are generally quite high and rarely, if ever, paid for by insurance
companies.
When I first spoke with Dr. Sandyk, I initially thought that this is the type of
therapy that should be made available directly to those who need it. It’s not
rocket science, it’s safe, and there’s no reason it should be ridiculously expensive
or limited to only a select few. Obviously, not everyone shares this view,
particularly when large sums of money are involved. I recently met a gentleman
in Florida who does share my view.
A Cheaper Way to Even Better Results
Paul Becker’s father, now deceased, suffered from a combination of
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. In his search to try to help his father, Becker
learned about Dr. Sandyk’s work. It was too late for his father, but he did refer a
patient with Parkinson’s to Dr. Sandyk, and hoped to meet with him, as I did. Dr.
Sandyk apparently wasn’t interested.
Under Dr. Sandyk’s treatment, the patient improved but wasn’t going to be
able to continue the treatment indefinitely due to financial constraints and the fact
that he lived in Florida. That’s when Becker decided he could put together a
device that could achieve the same or similar results, and that the patient could
use without continuous, costly office visits. Through a long series of trials and
tests, he developed a device he calls the EarthPulse. For legal and regulatory
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reasons he can’t, and doesn’t, sell the EarthPulse as a medical device or
therapy. And he doesn’t make any medical claims for its use. Instead it is
marketed as “geomagnetic supplementation.” As I’ll discuss a little later, a
growing body of evidence suggests that we all could benefit from geomagnetic
supplementation.
The EarthPulse is a small, portable device that generates an
electromagnetic field with a strength of 0.05 gauss. (The Earth’s natural magnetic
field is 0.5 gauss.) It has an adjustable pulse that covers the range thought to be
similar to that of Earth, around 7.8 Hertz. (There is debate over whether the
Earth’s magnetic fields have a “pulse.” But European and Russian scientists
have designed numerous successful electromagnetic devices in the 10-Hertz
range based on this premise.)
The EarthPulse is small (about the size of a deck of cards), and it works
off a 9-volt battery or AC converter. The coil attached to the device is placed
under the mattress, and you simply go to sleep with the unit on. For more
localized problems, the coil can be placed under a pillow, and then you rest with
the shoulder, hip, lower back, or other problem area on the pillow.
Although the device is relatively new, it has produced amazing results. I
recommend viewing some of the video footage on the EarthPulse Web site,
www.earthpulse.net. Of particular interest is the video of the 77-year-old
gentleman Paul Becker referred to Dr. Sandyk. Under Dr. Sandyk’s treatment, he
was making very noticeable improvements, but his condition regressed within
two weeks of his last treatment. After three months, almost all of his
improvements were gone.
The video clearly shows dramatic changes in the man’s ability to function
only hours after he began to use the EarthPulse. I had the opportunity to speak
with this gentleman and his wife. He now uses the EarthPulse every night. It is
placed in a sock so the negative side remains up, with a pillow on top of that. In
addition, for three to five days a week, depending on how he feels, he has a
treatment to the head or neck for 30 to 45 minutes, holding the coil in place with
a scarf. Using the EarthPulse, he has been able to regain most of his previous
gains and maintain them.
I suspect that as more of these devices get into individuals’ hands, we’ll
find they can benefit most, if not all, of the conditions being treated by Dr.
Sandyk. Paul Becker is also excited about EarthPulse’s ability to help reduce the
pain and restrictions associated with sports and other injuries. He is working with
the research departments of two universities, documenting how use of the
EarthPulse can not only reduce pain at an injury site but also improve athletic
performance. I fully expect to see more positive data along those lines in the very
near future.
The EarthPulse unit sells for $399 plus $20 for shipping and handling.
Best of all, it comes with a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. This
gives you a chance to try the unit, and, if for any reason you don’t want to keep it,
you can get all of your money back, less shipping and handling. Thirty days is
more than enough time to see if the unit will help whatever condition you’re
dealing with. In fact, most people begin to experience positive results within a
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matter of days if the unit is going to help. More information can be found on
www.earthpulse.net, and the device can be ordered through the mail from:
Millipulse, Inc., 2100 NE Dixie Hwy., Jensen Beach, FL 34957. There are two
phone numbers you can call: 772-485-9724 or 772-225-0358.
The EarthPulse is a viable alternative if finances or location prevent you
from obtaining treatments from Dr. Sandyk in New York.
Magnets: Unattractive for the Untrained
Investigating electromagnetic therapies is a daunting task. There are
those, like Dr. Sandyk, who favor alternating current (AC) as opposed to direct
current (DC), like that of EarthPulse. While some use lower frequencies or Hertz,
others use higher frequencies or even variable frequencies. Some promote
pulsed as opposed to continuous magnetic fields. Then there’s the debate about
high gauss (higher electromagnetic strength) versus extremely weak
electromagnetic fields. To confuse matters even more, while numerous
physiological responses to magnets and electromagnets have been welldocumented, no one is exactly sure how the whole process works.
Personally, I never thought it was prudent to suggest that untrained or
uninformed individuals use magnets for healing purposes. A number of variables,
including placement, polarity, and magnet strength, can influence a magnet’s
effect on the body. I’ve treated many individuals for problems after the improper
use of magnets. More often than not, they exhibited a long list of bizarre
symptoms, which made correcting their problems far more difficult. Anyone who
treats with acupuncture can attest to the fact that improper magnet use can
wreak havoc on the energy flow in the acupuncture meridians and cause
numerous problems throughout the body.
Studies have shown that using the negative field of a magnet is safe. It
promotes healing. Even the rate of cancer cell growth has been shown to
decrease when exposed to a negative magnetic field. Exposing the body to
positive magnetic fields can be a different matter. While positive magnetic fields
have been shown to stimulate gland and organ function and help in the regrowth
of cartilage, bone, and nerves, they can also trigger a dramatic increase in the
growth of cancer cells. I may seem more cautious than most these days about
the use of magnetic and electromagnetic therapy, but I feel it is with good reason.
The indiscriminate use of magnets should not be confused with the
EarthPulse device described above. Devices like the EarthPulse employ very
weak electromagnetic fields, which have been shown to be safe, as well as
effective. If there is any problem with these therapies, it would be that they are
apparently only temporary in nature. To maintain any positive changes, the
therapy has to be continued forever. In no way do I want to trivialize their
significance. Any time you can use a $400 device and help a disabled
Parkinson’s patient regain his dignity and ability to function, you’ve achieved an
absolute miracle, in my book. And it just adds icing to the cake when you can
make that device directly available to the public. And now, the story only gets
better.
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Untempered Negativity Can Be a Positive
Dr. Dean Bonlie of Calgary, Canada, has taken electromagnetic healing to
the next step, and it is a giant step, indeed. This is the historical breakthrough
that I alluded to earlier. This may be the first place you read about his work and
his invention, but it’s one story that won’t be secret for long. In the next few
years, I firmly believe his breakthroughs will be instrumental in completely
changing our view of disease and our current methods to try to heal the human
body.
Dr. Bonlie’s work began out of necessity. He turned to magnetic therapy in
an effort to rid himself of unrelenting back pain. About 14 years ago, he
developed a sleep pad embedded with magnets. Although there are dozens of
magnetic sleep pads on the market, his is unique in several ways. First and
foremost, only the negative field’s energy reaches the body.
You probably recall early classroom experiments that demonstrated the
polarity of magnets. When iron filings were placed around a magnet, they formed
an oval-type shape (or magnetic field) running from one end of the magnet to the
other. As you can see from the illustration at right [deleted], even if you place just
the negative side of the magnet against your body, you won’t be getting only the
negative polarity. There will always be some exposure to the return field (in this
example, positive) around the body of the magnet. This is not to say that you
won’t get any benefit from the stronger negative fields, but because of the
influence of both negative and positive fields, the results will often be temporary.
As I explained earlier, negative and positive magnetic fields elicit different
responses in the body. To better convey this, a very brief explanation is needed.
The fundamental building blocks of nature are composed of smaller particles –
protons with a positive charge, and electrons with a negative charge. The
outermost, orbiting, unpaired electrons are shared with other atoms to construct
molecules. From high school chemistry we learned that certain conditions speed
up reactions or the movement and pairing of electrons. Heat is one such catalyst.
A negative magnetic field is another. Conversely, cold slows reactions, and so
does a positive magnetic field.
When a magnet is placed on the body, the negative field speeds up the
movement of electrons while the positive field slows them down. This imbalance
triggers an emergency response from the brain, which, in turn, sends more
electromagnetic energy and increased blood flow to the area. This emergency
response may correct the problem as long as the brain can supply adequate
amounts of electromagnetic energy, and the problem is of an acute rather than
chronic nature. In other words, if your body has plenty of reserve energy (chi,
vitality, vigor, life-force, or what-have-you) then the problem may be resolved with
magnets. Otherwise, you may get only a temporary result at best. With many
long-standing problems and serious diseases, the body simply doesn’t have or
can’t produce enough electromagnetic energy. How can we increase these
energy levels? Rest, proper diet, meditation, dealing with stress, and so on can
all help preserve energy, but there are only two natural sources of
electromagnetic energy available to the body – the Earth’s magnetic field and the
brain.
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Running Low on Gauss
The Earth’s magnetic field originates in the outer core produced by molten
iron more than 1, 850 miles below the surface. Unfortunately, it has steadily been
decreasing. Jeremy Bloxham, with the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences at Harvard University, reported last month that the surface strength of
the Earth’s magnetic field has decreased another 10 percent over the last 150
years. This supports earlier studies claiming that the magnetic field has
continued to weaken over the last 4, 000 years. Four thousand years ago,
estimates show, the strength of Earth’s magnetic field was 2.5 gauss. Today it is
only 0.5 gauss, which is effectively an 80 percent decrease. (Japanese Med J
75;No.2745)
To make matters worse, our environment is flooded with man-made
electromagnetic fields that override the frequencies that resonate in the brain and
other body tissues. Some of the more common sources include computers, cell
phones, fluorescent lights, televisions, hair dryers, digital alarm clocks, high
power transmission lines, and electrical appliances.
In the brain, specialized cells called astrocytes actually generate electricity
to metabolically support neurons in both the brain and the peripheral nervous
system. You may recall seeing pictures or drawings of astrocytes. They have
many extensions radiating outward like a starburst from the central cell body.
The cells in your body constantly draw energy from the brain and the
Earth’s electromagnetic field in an effort to achieve what is called “magnetic
resonance.” Magnetic resonance occurs when the magnetic frequency in your
brain matches a harmonic of the frequencies of the other organs and body
tissues. This normally occurs for only brief periods during sleep. During these
periods, your body’s ability to heal and repair itself, create enzymes, and boost
immunity is enhanced. Other vital functions related to magnetic resonance are
being discovered almost daily by those working in the emerging field of quantum
medicine. (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 00;97;6242) (FASEB J 92;(Abstract 2433) (Sci
Week 00; Vol.4(32))
Revolutionizing the Practice of Healing
Based on his work to increase negative magnetic fields with sleeping
pads, Dr. Bonlie began to develop his Magnetic Molecular Energizer (MME). This
device will change our concept of healing forever. Dr. Bonlie’s MME has been in
limited use for about the last six years, first at his offices in Calgary, and now in
four U.S. locations. It has received little publicity, but I’m sure that will change.
Part of the reason for the lack of publicity has to do with FDA regulations.
Ongoing study of the MME is being conducted under the auspices of an
Institutional Review Board as outlined in FDA regulations. Under this program,
researchers are able to treat patients and accumulate data on its effectiveness.
When a sufficient database has been compiled, it will be submitted to the FDA for
approval. Although extensive toxicology studies have been undertaken, and
there are no safety issues, a significant body of actual treatment results must be
accumulated before MME is approved for the treatment of any specific disease.
Until formal approval is obtained, Dr. Bonlie and those using the MME are limited
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in what they can publish or report. The good news is that this treatment is
available now. The only bad news is that until it’s officially approved, it’s doubtful
the costs of the treatment will be covered by insurance. Dr. Bonlie hopes to have
enough data to submit to the FDA in 18 months to two years.
How MME Works
The fundamentals of MME therapy are related in part to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). MRI is based on the finding that when cell electrons
are subjected to strong magnetic fields they begin to wobble or vibrate at
different frequencies, and then when they fall back into their ground state, they
release a small amount of energy. This change in energy can be measured and
converted into 3-D images from which specific tissue types can be viewed. Since
different tissues resonate differently, MRI can create very clear and distinct
pictures of internal body structures without actually invading body tissues.
Although some of the properties related to MME therapy and an MRI scanner are
similar, they have their differences.
MRI is strictly an imaging method and not a form of treatment. An MRI
scanner generates a magnetic field of up to 20, 000 gauss, whereas MME
generates a field of only 3, 000 to 5, 000 gauss. (The extensive safety testing of
the higher gauss usage on MRIs applies to MME.)
Unlike undergoing an MRI scan, patients who undergo MME treatment are
not required to sit completely still inside a magnetic chamber. With MME, very
large (5-ton) and powerful DC, air-cooled electromagnets are placed above and
below a bed. Because the magnets are above and below, you won’t experience
the claustrophobia many people do while undergoing an MRI, surrounded by the
magnet.
The open bed is movable, so the area of the body being treated can be
placed in the focal point of the electromagnetic field. During the periods of
treatment, or “magnet time” as it is called, one simply lies in bed, talking,
watching television, reading, or sleeping. Generally, the patient feels nothing, but
often they experience an immediate relief from any pain, and occasionally, some
patients feel a “tingling” or “glowing” sensation, which may be related to healing
activity. Since the rate of healing is increased dramatically during this period,
additional nutritional supplements may also be recommended.
The amount of time spent between the magnets will vary depending on
the patient and his condition. The minimum magnet time at any one sitting is four
hours and the maximum is 12 hours. Most treatments require 80 to 100 hours of
exposure at a minimum, so the most convenient method is to simply sleep or rest
on the bed in 10- or 12-hour segments. The cost of treatment is $50 per hour of
magnet time to cover the cost of research. On Phase III studies, there is no
charge because half of the individuals are only receiving a placebo.
The results obtained with MME treatment have so far been permanent.
Some individuals experience complete resolution, and others only partial. But
many of the results are nothing short of miraculous. To date, more than 900
individuals have been treated with MME, and that number continues to grow.
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Information is still being gathered, but Dr. Bonlie and his colleagues have
experienced unprecedented success with a wide variety of problems. Many of
their successes have been with diseases previously considered to be
untreatable.
Because of a lack of space, not interest, I cannot list every case treated
with MME and the outcome. Instead I’ll list some of the conditions for which it has
been successful and briefly describe a few of the more notable cases.
Spinal cord injury: When he was 20, a man’s spinal column was severed
between levels T-2 and T-3 (just below the point where the neck attaches to the
shoulders), and became a paraplegic from the nipple area down. Thirty-two years
after the accident, he was treated with MME. After only one month, he has motor
and sensory neuron activity in the groin area, and his legs are “starting to
become alive.”
Shoulder tendonitis: This problem kept an 18-year-old college volleyball
player sidelined for six weeks, but after eight hours of MME treatment, he was
pain-free and could play again.
Arthritis in knee: The pain associated with this chronic condition was
relieved in a 68-year-old patient who remained pain-free after only five hours of
treatment.
Fracture: Broken bones that would normally take months to heal have
healed in a matter of days with MME therapy. A broken tibia in a 15-year-old
soccer player, which would usually take four to six months to resolve, healed in
115 hours.
Cardiovascular disease: Patients with heart and circulatory problems
have seen remarkable results. One of the researchers is a cardiologist who
reports that MME therapy can shorten the four months it normally takes the heart
muscle to rebuild after a heart attack to only six days.
Stroke: Treatment for stroke has been very successful and requires 80 to
300 hours of treatment
Liver disease: One symptom of hepatitis or liver disease is the
accumulation of fluid in the peritoneal cavity, called ascites. Dr. Bonlie told of one
patient with severe ascites whom doctors had given only 10 days to live. He was
successfully treated with MME and now, two-and-a-half years later, is working
and living normally.
Brain injury: The response of brain injuries to MME therapy has been
exciting, to say the least. Dr. Bonlie worked on one infant whose heart had
stopped for 30 minutes and was considered “brain dead.” Before MME therapy,
he was blind, deaf, couldn’t nurse or swallow, and his muscles were in a state of
constant spasm. He completed his first month of treatment and is now into his
fourth round. He can see and hear, eats normally, has lost his spasticity, has
regained some muscle control, and is trying to talk.
Multiple sclerosis: In a group of 12 patients with multiple sclerosis,
marked improvement was seen in 10 patients treated for durations of 86 to 1,
190 hours. Of the two in which no improvement was seen, one had only 26 hours
of treatment, and the other was experiencing an acute relapse of the problem at
the time.
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Cerebral palsy: This disability has been particularly responsive to MME
therapy. In a group of 40 treated patients, 37 have shown improvement.
Parkinson’s disease: The symptoms of an initial group of 17 Parkinson’s
patients improved significantly in 91 to 308 hours of treatment.
Alzheimer’s disease: Four of seven patients responded favorably after
100 to 259 hours of treatment.
Diabetes: Diabetic neuropathy has been another of the most successful
categories. So far, investigators have reported 100 percent success in reversing
the problem with 40 to 80 hours of MME.
Herniated spinal disc: These problems have also resolved, so far with a
100 percent success rate, usually within one week of treatment (roughly 80 hours
of MME).
Other conditions that have been resolved or improved with MME therapy
include Bell’s palsy, Becker muscular dystrophy, fibromyalgia/chronic fatigue
syndrome, headaches, head injuries, and all types of joint problems. The list is
growing daily.
Healing in Fast Motion
MME works for such a variety of problems because it dramatically
accelerates the rate of healing. When cells are exposed to the magnetic fields of
MME, the speed of electron movement is increased by as much as 20, 000
times. This, in turn, increases electron transfer, which we talked about earlier; the
number and efficiency of chemical reactions in the body; and the available
energy at the cellular level. The magnetic fields of MME act as a catalyst and
trigger several events that are crucial for the repair and regeneration of damaged
nerves, blood vessels, bones, and other body tissues. These events include an
increase in oxygen-carrying capacity of the bloodstream, improved assimilation
of nutrients, and enhanced production of enzymes.
Two other amazing events take place with MME therapy, and these
differentiate it from other forms of therapy. First, the electromagnetic field created
changes the electrical potential of cell walls. Every cell in your body has an
electrical charge, which helps regulate what components move into and out of
the cell. MME therapy changes this charge in a way that causes heavy metals
such as mercury, arsenic, lead, and other toxins to move out of the cell. MME
therapy has been shown to be a strong detoxifier – so strong that Dr. Bonlie
routinely gives his patients the oral chelating compound DMSA to help remove
these toxins during the first phase of the therapy.
Second, preliminary findings suggest that MME therapy has a very
positive effect on the body’s natural stem cells. If you’ve read Alternatives for any
length of time, you’re aware that I believe stem-cell therapy holds the potential to
be one of the most important breakthroughs in medicine. And while other
scientists are striving to nurture, transform, and transplant stem cells, MME
therapy appears to enhance the production of stem cells, which naturally takes
place in the brain’s hippocampus, and it may even prolong their survival rates.
Preliminary findings suggest that it takes 70 to 80 hours of therapy to activate the
stem cells in adults. MME’s possible influence on stem cells may help explain
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why it can be effective in treating some genetic problems, as well as neurological
damage that is decades old.
In all of the cases treated with MME thus far, there have been no reports
of any side effects, nor has the treatment ever been shown to make a problem
worse. The treatment, however, is not suitable for allergies, infection, or cancer.
Due to the strong magnetic fields MME creates, individuals with medical implants
like pacemakers, cochlear (inner ear) implants, aneurysm clips in the brain, or
other pieces of metal near sensitive organs may not be able to use MME.
MME therapy is a true healing breakthrough, and we’re just beginning to
see the potential. It represents the way healing needs to be approached. It works
with the natural forces of nature and the body, and it’s non-invasive, nontoxic,
and painless. And most important of all, it works. Currently, four locations in the
U.S. are treating patients with Dr. Bonlie’s MME.
AMRI – Laguna Niguel, Calif. (949) 367-0877
AMRI – Mocksville, NC (336) 492-2800
AMRI – Hanover, Penn. (717) 632-0300
AMRI – Sterling Heights, Mich. (586) 254-7711
Later this year, two more MME locations are scheduled to open in Seattle,
Wash., and Toledo, Ohio. Dr. Bonlie’s office in Calgary can provide more details
this spring or summer (phone 800-265-1119).
I’ll definitely keep you posted on Dr. Bonlie’s work and developments with
MME therapy. I’m also testing his sleeping pads and will share that information in
an upcoming issue as soon as my tests are complete.
If you have questions or comments for Dr. Williams, please send them to the mail or
e-mail addresses listed to the right. Of course, practical and ethical constraints prevent him
from answering personal medical questions by mail or e-mail, but he’ll answer as many as he
can in the Mailbox section of Alternatives. For our part, we’ll do our best to direct you to his
issues, reports, and products related to the subject of your interest.
Here’s how you can reach us:
• To send in Mailbox questions or Health Hints, write to P.O. Box 61010,
Potomac, MD 20859-1010 or mailbox@drdavidwilliams.com.
• To order nutritional supplements from Mountain Home Nutritionals, 800-8881415 or visit drdavidwilliams.com.
• To order back issues or reports, call 800-718-8293.
• Sign up for free e-mail dispatches at drdavidwilliams.com.
The approaches described in this newsletter are not offered as cures, prescriptions,
diagnoses, or a means of diagnoses to different conditions. The author and publisher
assume no responsibility in the correct or incorrect use of this information, and no attempt
should be made to use any of this information as a form of treatment without the approval
and guidance of your doctor. Dr. Williams works closely with Mountain Home Nutritionals, the
supplement service that manufactures his unique formulations and supplies many of the
hard-to-find nutrients he recommends. The compensation he receives allows him to continue
devoting his life to worldwide research and the development of innovative, effective health
solutions.
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Help for Parkinson's
by Dr. David Williams
Alternatives Newsletter, December 2007
HAIFA, ISRAEL – Researchers at the Technion Institute of Science have
shown that feeding green tea extract to mice with Parkinson's and Alzheimer's
disease not only protects brain cells from dying, but also helps restore damaged
brain cells. If you're not already drinking green tea, it's probably time to start.
We've known for some time that drinking green tea has a distinct positive
effect on brain function as we age. The incidence of age-related neurological
disorders, Alzheimer's, and Parkinson's is significantly lower among the teadrinking Asian cultures than in both Europeans and Americans. This is the first
study, however, that shows the actual effects of EGCG, the primary antioxidant in
green tea, in the brain on a molecular level. The report was presented this past
September at a tea symposium in Washington, DC.
A few milligrams per kilogram of bodyweight were given daily to mice with
induced Parkinson's disease. (The dosage was comparable to what you would
get from drinking two to four cups of green tea a day.)
The EGCG prevented additional brain cells from dying, and also reduced
compounds that lead to lesions in the brain. Follow-up studies found that, in
addition to preventing further damage, EGCG triggered the regeneration of nerve
cells that were already damaged. Prior to this study, the general feeling was that
once a neuron or nerve cell was damaged there was no way it could be repaired.
Although these studies involved mice, the findings have led to ongoing
tests in China involving humans to see if EGCG can slow the progression of the
disease. (As I mention in the longer article about butyrate, many pathways in the
mouse brain mimic ones found in humans.)
I would strongly suggest not waiting for the results. There's no downside to
including two to four cups of green tea in your current regimen. We already know
about its protective effects when it comes to cardiovascular disease, cancer, and
diabetes. Knowing that it might be the first natural substance to both prevent
destruction and restore neuron function in the brain should be an incentive to
start drinking green tea now.
The Link Between a Green Thumb and Parkinson’s
Finding the definitive cause of Parkinson’s or any of the other neurological
diseases that seem to be on the increase these days can be highly problematic.
However, studies have shown that individuals who spray insecticides inside the
home have twice the risk of developing Parkinson’s when compared to those
who don’t. Studies also show that in farming communities where drinking water is
contaminated with these chemicals there is a higher rate of the disease.
Pesticide levels in brain tissue are higher in victims of Parkinson’s than in the
general population. (Neurology 98;50:1346-1350)
Reports from the 2003 American Chemical Society meeting showed that
animals exposed to one of the most widely used insecticides, permethrin,
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developed Parkinson’s-like symptoms, but stopped short of actually developing
the disease. No one knows how much exposure any individual can take before
the stage is set for Parkinson’s or some other neurological problem. When you
consider permethrin-based insecticides are found under practically every kitchen
sink in the U.S., this may seem rather daunting.
If you want to protect yourself without giving up your love of gardening,
here is what I recommend: If you must use insecticides or pesticides, wear
appropriate gloves, clothing, and masks to minimize your exposure, and store the
containers as far from your living space as possible.
If you’re tending to your own garden, there are many books on organic
gardening now available in bookstores and libraries. A publisher called Rodale
offers specific recommendations for different types of gardens. Finally, if you use
insecticides to keep insects from coming into your home, there are natural
techniques you can use instead, such as sprinkling cayenne pepper around the
edge of the house to repel ants.

Small, Brown Seeds of Change for Parkinson's Disease
Dr. David Williams
Alternatives, October 2003
Muhammad Ali's condition is among the high-profile cases of Parkinson's
disease. Watching the transformation that has taken place in his life illustrates just how
devastating the disease can be. Pope John Paul II and Michael J. Fox are other wellknown examples. More than 1 million people now suffer from Parkinson's in the U.S.
alone.
Parkinson's disease affects roughly 1 percent of the population over age 65.
Despite many theories, the cause of the disease isn't fully understood. And even worse,
there is no known cure.
Parkinson's is a degenerative neurological disease. It primarily affects
specialized cells of the brain stem responsible for the production of the chemical
dopamine. Dopamine is necessary for the transmission of impulses from one nerve cell
to another in the brain. Inadequate dopamine levels result in specific neurological
symptoms characteristic of Parkinson's disease.
The most common and recognizable symptom is referred to as "pill rolling
tremor." This is an uncontrollable movement of the thumb that resembles the rolling of a
pill between the thumb and fingers. Other symptoms may include:
•
Tremors in the hands and fingers;
•
Difficulty in small finger movements, making buttoning a shirt and other
small-motor actions almost impossible;
•
Poor balance;
•
Short, shuffling steps;
•
An expressionless face ("mask face");
•
Trembling or shaking;
•
Stooped posture;
•
Reduced eye blinking;
•
A monotone, expressionless voice; and
•
Irregular limb movement, resulting in ratchet-like motions.
Parkinson's isn't a new disease. It was named after Dr. James Parkinson who
described it back in 1817. Even as far back as 175 AD, the physician Galen described
the condition and referred to it as "Shaking Palsy." And the world's oldest system of
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medicine, Ayurveda from India, described and had treatments for the same disease,
which it called Kampavata, more than 4,500 years ago.
Surprisingly, the most common treatment today is based on the Ayurvedic
medicine used over 4,000 years ago. Since there is still no known cure, treatment has
primarily consisted of therapies that increase dopamine levels in the brain, which in turn
improve the transmission of nerve impulses. The chemical dopamine itself can't be given
because it can't cross the delicate blood-brain barrier. A compound called L-dopa
(levodopa) can pass through this barrier and gain access to the brain. Once there, Ldopa is converted to dopamine.
Once Again, Natural Trumps Synthetic
In 1936, Drs. Damodaran and Ramaswamy of India discovered a plant source for
L-dopa, but it didn't receive much attention because the Parkinson's-L-dopa connection
wasn't made by scientists until the 1960s. Once that connection was made, thousands of
plants were screened in the search for those with high levels of L-dopa. But, as so often
happens in the U.S., L-dopa was made synthetically, and efforts to extract the
compound from plants were abandoned. The synthetic (or prescription, or profit-making)
form of L-dopa has since become the accepted way to control the symptoms of
Parkinson's.
One of the problems with the use of synthetic L-dopa is that over the long term it
appears to lose its effectiveness. Another problem is side effects. Included among these
are nausea, vomiting, headache, fatigue, fainting, increased thirst, and tremors. These
same side effects were noted in ancient Ayurvedic writings, but only as problems
associated with overdosing with plant extracts of L-dopa.
A couple of years ago, Indian researchers began to reexamine the plant sources
for L-dopa and how they have been used to treat Parkinson's in various parts of the
world. In the Middle East and Africa, cooked fava beans (Vicia faba) seem to help
alleviate many of the symptoms of Parkinson's, and there appear to be no long-term
negative effects from their consumption. Fava beans contain L-dopa at levels of 0.5
percent or less. In Brazil and India, traditional healers have used seeds called mucuna
beans to treat the disease. These seeds have a content of 3 percent to 10 percent Ldopa. The two Indian doctors that isolated L-dopa back in 1936 did so from mucuna
beans.
Mucuna bean (Mucuna pruriens) goes by several different names. In English, it
has been referred to as "velvet bean" and also "cow-itch" or "itchy bean." The latter
names refer to the intense itching that can result from skin contact with the reddishorange "hairs" that cover the pods containing the seeds. If you've spent any time in
remote areas of Central America, you've probably encountered the coffee substitute
nescafe, which is made from ground, roasted mucuna beans. (This is not the same as
the instant-coffee product sold under the brand name Nescafe.)
In Ayurvedic medicine, mucuna beans are ground into powder and given to treat
not only Parkinson's, but also cholera, snakebite, worms and intestinal parasites, nerve
problems, tumors, mumps, paralysis, cancer, impotence, fertility problems, and
tuberculosis, just to name a few. While the list of ailments treated with mucuna bean
powder might seem quite varied, there is growing scientific rationale to support this form
of treatment. Unlike the drug L-dopa and other pure, synthetic medicines, powdered
mucuna beans contain dozens of different compounds that appear to exert a strong
synergistic effect – an effect far stronger than if each isolated compound was used
independently. Mucuna beans are also members of the legume family, and when the
whole seed is used, it not only provides a rich source of vitamin E, but also roughage.
The roughage helps combat the constipation commonly associated with Parkinson's.
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This synergistic effect is one of the primary benefits of using whole herbs or plant
complexes rather than pure, synthetic drugs. Not only can the plants be just as effective,
if not more so, but oftentimes they are more balanced, which results in a gentle healing
minus many of the dangerous side effects associated with drugs. And, more often than
not, the cost of the herbal or plant complex is a fraction of the cost of the prescription
medication.
When Indian researchers compared the use of mucuna bean powder to synthetic
L-dopa, several interesting points emerged.
First, the amount of mucuna powder used by Ayurvedic physicians was much
smaller than the dose of synthetic L-dopa used to achieve the same result. Additional
research revealed that mucuna powder contains several compounds besides L-dopa.
These compounds enhance the effects of L-dopa and improve some of the symptoms
associated with Parkinson's. From this initial research it appears that products like
mucuna powder could reduce the number of drug combinations now being used to treat
Parkinson's, which in turn could help lessen the side effects of the treatment.
Rarely is only one medication used to treat Parkinson's, but the most commonly
used drug is Sinemet. It contains both L-dopa and the com pound carbidopa, which
increases the conversion of L-dopa to dopamine. Parkinson's is a complicated,
progressive disease that is difficult to treat. It advances through several stages, and
therapies must be modified and drug use increased as these changes take place. The
side effects and high costs can become a limiting factor in the treatment of the disease
for many people.
A company in India has developed a mucunabased Parkinson's product called
Zandopa, and it has proved to be just as effective as synthetic L dopa and other
prescription medications. Zandopa is manufactured in India by Zandu Pharmaceutical
Works in Dadar, Mumbai, India. Although the complete formula for Zandopa has not
been made public yet, I do know it contains whole, powdered mucuna bean and vitamin
E. This product isn't currently available in the U.S., but it is undergoing FDA clinical trials.
Based on prior research in India, Zandopa has been approved for sale there by
the Indian Food and Drug Administration. One of the stud ies found that the mucuna
product was just as effective as drugs like Sinemet. The clinical trial was performed by
Dr. Bela Manyam of the Scott and White Clinic in Temple, Texas, part of the Texas A &
M Medical School. Sixty Parkinson's patients with an average age of 59 were given daily
dosages of Zandopa, which contained 1,250-1,750 mg of natural L-dopa. (This amount
is approximately four times greater than the dosage of L-dopa given in a combination
drug like Sinemet, since the carbidopa reduces the need for L-dopa by almost 80
percent.)
The patients had had Parkinson's for an average of four years, and they were at
Stage 2.5 of the disease. (Stage 1 is where the disease is confined to only one side of
the body, and the highest, Stage 5, is so advanced that the patient can no longer walk.)
Thirty-four of the patients had never been treated with L-dopa, and the other 26 had
been on Sinemet, but it had been discontinued. After three months of treatment, all of
the patients improved by almost one stage. The side effects were mild and mostly
gastrointestinal in nature. There were no toxicity problems. (J Altern Complement Med
95;1(3):249-55)
There's no doubt that mucuna is an effective, natural treatment for Parkinson's,
but is it a cure? No. I don't know of any cures ... yet. It does, however, provide an
alternative treatment without many of the common side effects of drugs. The mucuna
bean product from India, Zandopa or HP-200, isn't yet available in the U.S. But mucuna
powder that has been standardized to contain known amounts of natural L-dopa is
available without a prescription.
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Mucuna powder products are being sold as anti-aging supplements that
regenerate organs, help grow muscle and bone, and stop wrinkling. Don't waste your
money if that's what you expect to achieve. However, if you or someone you know
suffers from Parkinson's disease, I would certainly discuss the use of mucuna powder
with your doctor. I do not advocate selftreatment for Parkinson's, because, regardless of
therapy, this is a disease that needs monitoring.
Most studies show that daily doses of L-dopa in the range of 400-500 mg remain
the most effective initial therapy for most patients. (J Neurol 02;249 Suppl 2:1119-1124)
The Zandopa study, above, used naturally sourced L-dopa and in a combination
product. I think each individual will have to find the appropriate dose for them. That's why
I recommend working with a doctor, if possible.
One U.S. supplier of mucuna-based L-dopa is International Supplements. com,
6139 Elpine Way, West Palm Beach, FL 33418; phone 800-476-1720; Web site
www.internationalsupplements.com. They sell a product called L-Dopa, and a 60-day
supply (500 mg L-dopa per day) costs approximately $50. Just forget all their hype about
anti-aging benefits, muscle building, and bone growth. It's simply not true.
Parkinson's is so complex it would take a book to explain the disease and the
different treatments. The ultimate questions to answer are what causes the disease and
how can we avoid getting it. No one has figured that out yet.
Excitotoxins Don't Excite Me
Personally, I think Parkinson's can be triggered by a variety of factors. One thing
you certainly want to do is avoid contact with pesticides and herbicides. Individuals who
spray insecticides inside the home have twice the risk of developing Parkinson's when
compared to those who don't. And studies have shown that in farming communities
where drinking water is contaminated with these chemicals there is a higher rate of the
disease. Pesticide levels in brain tissue are higher in victims of Parkinson's than in the
general population. (Neurology 98;50:1346-50)
Animal studies have consistently shown that Parkinson's-like symptoms and
physical changes in the brain identical to those of Parkinson's patients develop with
exposure to certain chemicals. I would recommend avoiding what are now referred to as
food excitotoxins. These include chemicals like the sweetener aspartame (NutraSweet)
and taste enhancer monosodium glutamate (MSG). These chemicals break down into
compounds that are thought to cause damage to nerve receptors in the brain. There are
reports of patients experiencing the beginning symptoms of Parkinson's who, after
switching to sugar instead of aspartame, returned to normal. Currently, there are no
studies that document this effect, but it's certainly an easy thing to test on an individual
basis.
Finding the definitive cause of Parkinson's or ALS or any of the other
neurological diseases that seem to be on the increase these days will be highly
problematic. We're now exposed to so many different chemicals that it has become
practically impossible to point the finger at a single one. When you consider the
cumulative effects of chemicals in our air, food, and water, it's truly mind-boggling.
Reports from this year's American Chemical Society meeting in New Orleans showed
that animals exposed to one of the most widely used insecticides, permethrin, developed
Parkinson's-like symptoms, but stopped short of actually developing the disease.
Permethrin-based insecticides are found under practically every kitchen sink in this
country. Who knows how much exposure any individual can take before the stage is set
for Parkinson's or some other neurological problem? I'm sure it depends on hundreds of
factors. The amount of antioxidants in one's system, how contaminated their sources of
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food, air, and water are, how toxic they are to start with, and their genetic susceptibility
probably all play a role.
Among Gulf War veterans, for instance, the rate of "Lou Gehrig's disease"
(amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or ALS) was far greater than any rate seen in the general
population. Those deployed to the Persian Gulf were almost twice as likely to develop
ALS as military personnel not deployed to that region. Obviously, there was some kind of
assault to these individuals' nervous systems. ALS doesn't even normally occur in
individuals so young.
Shortly after Michael J. Fox was diagnosed with Parkinson's, it was discovered
that three other, younger individuals who worked on the "Family Ties" set with him had
also developed the disease. The odds that four people out of the 125 who worked on the
set would develop the disease by chance are vanishingly small. Clearly, there had to be
some underlying environmental exposure contributing to the problem. But the public is
being kept in the dark. When it comes to problems like Parkinson's, Lou Gehrig's, and
Alzheimer's, no one is talking about prevention. It seems to be more of a "hope and
pray" situation. We pray we're not one of the unlucky ones who happens to get the
disease, or we hope someone will find a cure before it happens to us.
A more proactive stance would be to begin eliminating excitotoxins such as
artificial sweeteners and MSG from your diet immediately. Make sure your drinking water
is pure and clean. And whatever you do, be extremely careful when it comes to your
exposure to pesticides, herbicides, and insecticides.
Lessons from Insects
It always amazes me how careless people are with common chemicals around
the house. Just because these products are "lemon scented" or "pine fresh" doesn't
make them any safer. No one these days seems to worry about inhaling a little roach
killer, or absorbing some flea powder or ant poison. Next time you use any of these,
watch what happens to the insect. Probably over 90 percent of the poisons we use are
neurological agents. The warning labels clearly explain that they work by interrupting the
transmission of nerve impulses. What you'll see is an accelerated form of nerve
deterioration and malfunction very similar to what happens in Parkinson's, Lou Gehrig's,
Alzheimer's, and other neurological diseases.
Why the correlation isn't being made and why the public isn't being warned of
these dangers is beyond me. I guess "better living through chemistry" is a much prettier
picture to sell... or at least a more profitable one.
Take care.
Dr. David Williams

~
Other website of interest:
Low Dose Naltrexone (LDN) and Parkinson’s Disease
http://www.ldninfo.org/#What_diseases_has_it_been_useful_for
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NEURODEGENERATIVE DISORDERS
A Breakthrough in Alzheimer's Disease
Julian Whitaker, MD, Dr. Julian Whitaker’s Health & Healing, October 2009
Six years ago, Steve Newport, a 59-year-old accountant and bookkeeper, began having
problems at work. As the months went by, he became increasingly disorganized, error
prone, frustrated, and depressed. He eventually consulted a neurologist and was told he
had early dementia.
Over the next few years, Steve's dementia rapidly progressed. He was diagnosed with
probable Alzheimer's disease and was started on Aricept, the first of several drugs he
would eventually take. By the time an MRI revealed evidence of brain atrophy and
confirmed that he had Alzheimer's, he was unable to do simple math, type, or use a
calculator. He even had to be reminded to eat and take his medications. Well aware of
Steve's dire prognosis, his wife, Mary Newport, MD, was constantly on the lookout for new
therapies that might help.
Last spring, she came across a recruitment notice for a clinical trial evaluating a new
Alzheimer's drug. She learned that about half of the patients who had taken the medication
in a 90-day pilot study had remarkable improvements, and the other half held steady
compared to a placebo group that continued to decline. Intrigued, she searched the Internet
and discovered that the drug's active ingredient was medium chain triglycerides (MCTs),
natural fatty acids that are abundant in coconut oil.
A Remarkable Turnaround
Steve didn't qualify for the clinical trial, but Dr. Newport was undeterred. She went to her
health food store, purchased some coconut oil, and began giving it to her husband. After
the very first dose, "a light switch came on." As Steve continued to take the oil over the next
two months, he became more alert and talkative, and his sense of humor slowly returned.
His attention and ability to stay on task improved, and at a family reunion, he remembered
the names of relatives he couldn't recognize the year before.
Today, a year and a half after beginning treatment, Steve volunteers in a hospital
warehouse and enjoys his job and coworkers. His previously impaired gait has normalized,
and he is able to run – something he couldn't do for well over a year. He can read again,
with decent comprehension, and his short-term memory is gradually getting better. His
conversational skills continue to improve, and he's no longer depressed. In short, he feels
as if he "got his life back."
MCTs Create Ketones...
How in the world could an inexpensive oil facilitate such a turnaround? It's all about
ketones. Medium chain triglycerides don't behave like the more common long chain fats.
Thanks to their shorter chemical structure, they are easily absorbed and rapidly metabolized
in the liver. And rather than being stored as fat, they are converted into ketones.
Ketones are your body's alternative energy source. When glucose stores are exhausted,
ketones are synthesized from fats and delivered to the cells, where they're burned for
energy. But because glucose is the preferred fuel, ketones are produced only as a backup
– when you're fasting, for example, or eating a very low-carbohydrate diet. (This is the
principle behind the Atkins' weight loss program.)
Unfortunately, in Alzheimer's and other neurodegenerative diseases, neurons lose their
ability to properly use glucose. Inefficient glucose metabolism in specific areas of the brain
is an early feature of these disorders, present long before symptoms appear, Many experts
believe this is due to insulin resistance – Alzheimer's is sometimes referred to as "type 3
diabetes." Neurons deprived of energy obviously cannot function normally and they
eventually die, contributing to the degenerative process.
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...And Ketones Nourish Brain Cells
Affected neurons can, however, use ketones for energy, and when they're made
available, starving brain cells perk right up. When this fuel source is supplied on a
consistent basis, remarkable things can happen-as evidenced by Steve's initial and
ongoing progress.
Actually, the therapeutic effects of ketones for the brain are old news. Ketogenic diets
have been used since the 1920s to effectively prevent or reduce seizures in patients with
epilepsy, and a handful of studies suggest that such a diet would also improve other
neurodegenerative conditions. The ketogenic diet, however, is hard to swallow. It
requires eating lots of fat and almost no carbohydrates, and it's difficult to stick with over
the long term.
That's the beauty of MCTs and coconut oil. When you supplement with these oils,
they are converted into ketones, even if you don't change your diet. In other words, you
can have your carbs and ketones, too.
The Coconut Connection
When Dr, Newport first began giving Steve this therapy, she didn't realize that refined
MCT oil was available, so she gave him non-hydrogenated coconut oil instead. Coconut
oil is about 60 percent MCTs by weight, so she figured that to get the dose of MCTs
used in the drug trials (20 g), he'd have to take 35 g of coconut oil (7 teaspoons).
She's since learned that ketone blood levels peak about three hours after taking
coconut oil and are out of the system within eight hours. She also discovered that MCT
oil is available and it produces a peak blood level at 90 minutes that clears within three
hours. Now, Steve takes 4 teaspoons of MCT oil and 3 teaspoons of coconut oil three
times a day with meals to ensure that his brain has access to a more or less constant
source of energy. When he misses a dose, he may develop a transient tremor or feel
temporarily "dazed and confused”. But once he makes it up, he's back to "normal."
Normal is relative. Steve, who has the APOE4+ genotype that predisposes people to
early Alzheimer's, has significant brain atrophy. It is highly unlikely that he will return to
his previous accounting/bookkeeping job. He's relearning to type, but he'll never be the
computer whiz he once was. But to his wife and daughters, today's definition of normal is
good enough.
A Solution Hiding in Plain Sight
Folks, this is one of the most remarkable stories I've come across in a long time. I've
known about MCTs for years and first wrote about them in Health & Healing in 1993.
MCT oil, which is obtained from coconut oil, is used in conventional medicine to provide
energy for premature infants and patients recovering from surgery, and those with
malnutrition and absorption problems. It's used by athletes to improve performance and
endurance and by dieters to control appetite and stimulate fat burning. Studies suggest
that it also enhances heart and immune health.
Unrefined coconut oil has numerous benefits as well. Contrary to popular belief, it
does not – I repeat, it does not – raise cholesterol or in any other way increase risk of
heart disease. In fact, it is cardio-protective and contains compounds that support the
liver, improve immune function, and have antimicrobial properties.
However, I was unaware of the incredible potential of these ketone precursors. This
powerful natural therapy and possible cure for some of our most devastating diseases
has been hiding in plain sight for years, recognized by nobody except a drug company
and a handful of researchers. Now, thanks to Dr. Newport, it's finally getting the attention
it deserves.
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The Nuts and Bolts of Ketone Therapy
I'm now recommending ketone therapy for all of my patients with Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease, dementia, multiple sclerosis, ALS (Lou Gehrig's disease), and other
neurodegenerative disorders. There is evidence to suggest that it may also be beneficial
for individuals with Down syndrome, autism, and diabetes.
The most practical and economical way of raising ketone levels is with the
MCT/coconut oil combo. It can be taken by the spoonful, but a far more pleasant way to
get it down is to add it to food. In the Newport household they mix the two oils in a jar
and measure out the desired amount for each meal. They cook with the oil, put it in
oatmeal, and use it in salad dressings and as a spread. They also use other sources
such as coconut flakes, milk, ice cream, macaroons, etc., and adjust the amount of
additional oil accordingly.
Another – in my opinion – inferior option is the drug that first turned Dr. Newport on to
MCTs. Axona has been available for a few months now as a medical food. It's
essentially MCT oil in 20 g servings, with a suggested dose of once per day. Dr. Newport
feels this isn't enough – MCT ketone levels peak at 90 minutes and are gone within three
hours. Of course, you could take it three times a day, but that would cost upwards of
$300 per month. It also requires a prescription, and so far, few insurance companies are
reimbursing for it.
Finally, Dr. Richard Veech of the National Institutes of Health is doing research with
actual ketones, which he makes in his lab from MCT oil. Taken orally, they increase levels
to a greater degree than is possible with the oils and, presumably, add more benefits. Oral
ketones are not yet available, but I'll keep you posted on future developments.
Could Ketones Prevent Disease?
I believe that ketone therapy also has a promising role in prevention. As I mentioned,
poor glucose tolerance precedes symptoms of neurodegenerative disorders and
contributes to their progression. Why shouldn't healthy people – especially if they're
older or have a family history of any of these diseases – take a few spoonfuls of these
oils every day to help stave off future problems? I've been doing this myself, and I urge
you to consider doing the same.
In closing, I want to commend Dr. Newport for her diligence and creativity in finding
help for her husband, and for her advocacy in sharing her family's personal experiences
so others may benefit. Let's help her get the word out.
Recommendations:
• The recommended dose of MCTs for neurodegenerative disorders is 20 g per meal (7
teaspoons or a scant 2 ½ tablespoons). Dr. Newport's recipe is to combine 16 ounces of
MCT oil plus 12 ounces of coconut oil, store at room temperature (it gets hard when
refrigerated), and use as needed. To avoid diarrhea, start with 1-2 teaspoons per meal
and build up gradually – and be aware that some people will only be able to tolerate
lower amounts. Because coconut oil contains no ornega-3 essential fatty acids, a
minimum of 2 g of fish oil should also be taken daily.
• Non-hydrogenated coconut oil is widely available in health food and grocery stores, but
MCT oil can be a little harder to find. To order. call (800) 810-6655.
• To learn more, visit coconutketones.com, Dr. Newport's Web site. You'll find a wealth
of information on ketone therapy, as well as guidelines for incorporating coconut oil into
your daily diet. References Newport M., What if there was a cure for Alzheimer's disease and
no one knew? 2008 July 22, www.coconutketones.com/whatifcure.pdf Accessed August 31,
2009. Roger MA. et al.; Effects of beta-hydroxybutyrate on cognition in memory-impaired adults.
Neurobiol Aging. 2004;25(3):311-314.
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